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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Service Oriented Computing
Service oriented computing (SoC) is an emerging cross-disciplinary paradigm for distributed computing
that is changing the way software applications are designed, architected, delivered and consumed [69].
Services are autonomous, platform-independent computational elements that can be described, published,
discovered, composed, integrated and programmed using standard protocols to build networks of collabo-
rating applications distributed within and across organizational boundaries. In other words, they represent
a new way in the utilization o f the web, by supporting rapid, low-cost and easy interoperation of loosely
coupled heterogeneous distributed applications. The SOC paradigm envisions to wrap and adapt existing
application, such as legacy systems, and expose them as services. Thus, services help to integrate ap-
plications that were not written with the intent to be easily integrated with other applications and define
architectures and techniques to build new functionalities while integrating existing application functional-
ities. SOA(Services Oriented Architecture) is the architectural infrastructure built on the services concept
and allows to implements the SOC paradigm. In the SOA context, many challenging research efforts such
as services modeling, composition and managements, quality of services evaluation and application inte-
gration have received relevant interests from both the academic and industry community.
In the last years, also, the emerging Web 2.0 movement is emphasizing the same things of the services
computing - which is rapidly emerging as the best practice for building services, reusing IT assets, and pro-
viding open access to data and functionality. One of the goals of the Web 2.0 is to make it easy to create,
use, describe, share, and reuse resources on the Web. To achieve that, a lot of technologies have flourished
around this concept such as blogs and social networks. The capabilities of Web 2.0 are further enhanced
by many service providers who expose their applications in two ways; one is to expose application func-
tionalities via Web APIs such as Google Map1, Amazon.com, and Youtube2, the other is to expose data
feeds such as RSS and ATOM. This opened up new and exciting possibilities for service consumers and
1http://maps.google.com/
2http://youtube.com
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providers as it enabled the notion of using these services3 as ”ingredients” that can be mixed-and-matched
to create new applications. To achieve this goal, and maybe to anticipate future needs in Web 2.0, a new
framework, called Mashup, is surfacing. Mashup is an application development approach that allows users
to aggregate multiple services, each serving its own purpose, to create a service that serves a new purpose.
A combination of principles from both Web 2.0 (user self-service and collective end-user intelligence)
and SOA (a composition of reusable building blocks) can facilitate the wide dissemination of many re-
sources. Examples include professional business applications, value-added services (including location-
based services), and interoperability services (for example, applications that can be leveraged by trading
partners to initiate business-to-business transactions). Enterprise mashups represent one specific use case
of this type of architecture that could easily be situated at the interstice of Web 2.0 and SOA. The inter-
connection of presentation layer focused Web applications to internal SOA implementations could be of
significant value for enterprises, as this could extend their services’ reach to the Web for further use and
composition by their business partners and customers [82]. The interaction and the integration of service
computing and Web 2.0 technologies led to the definition of a new architecture Global SOA, that refers to
as Internet of Services [82]. In an Internet of Services all people, machines, and goods will have access to
it by leveraging the network infrastructure of tomorrow. The Internet will thus offer services for all areas
of life and business, such as virtual insurance, online banking and music, and so on.
From the above discussion, it derives that the SOA and its combination with the Web 2.0 paradigm
pose many challenging research issues, both from a conceptual and from a technological perspective. In
this thesis we concentrate on the former ones.
1.2 Services and Services Composition
In this section we define the basic concepts which are investigated in this thesis, namely, services and the
problem of service composition.
1.2.1 Service Definition
In the literature there is no common understanding of what services are, since the term service not always
is used with the same meaning. In [18] an interesting and detailed discussion is provided on existing
definitions, on top of which we base what follows. Current definitions of the term service range from very
generic and somewhat ambiguous, to very restrictive and too technology-dependent. On one end of the
spectrum, there is the generic idea that every application that is characterized by an URL is a service, thus
focusing on the fact that a service is an application that can be invoked over the Web. On the other end
of the spectrum, there are very specific definitions such as for example,a service is a standardized way
of integrating Web-based applications using the XML, SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI open standards over an
Interned protocol backbone. This definition tightly relates services to today state-of-the-art web standards,
such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL [7]), Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP [6]),
Universal Description, Discovery and Integration repository (UDDI [13]), which are, respectively, the
description language for service, the protocol supporting interactions among services and the distributed
repository where services are published.
However, such standards evolve continuously and may be subject to revisions and extensions, due to
new requirements and possible changes in the vision of SOC. Other definitions, which lie in the middle of
the spectrum are the following ones, provided by two standardization consortia, respectively, UDDI and
3These services can be a data service, such as news, or a process/operation service such as placing an order to Amazon.com.
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World Wide Web (W3C [148]). According to the former, services are self-contained, modular business
applications that have open, Internet-oriented, standard-based interfaces.
It is not our intention to discuss here and provide the right definition of service, rather, we want to
observe that all the above definitions agree on the fact that a service is a distributed application that
exports a view of its functionalities. In general, a service can be described either from an Input/Output
perspective only, or also in terms of its preconditions and effects. So the world state pre-required for the
service execution is the precondition, and new states generated after the execution is the effect. A typical
example is a service for logging into a web site. The input information is the username and password, and
the output is a confirmation message. After the execution, the world state changes from notLoggedIn to
loggedIn.
1.2.2 Research Issues on Service and Service Composition
The commonly accepted and minimal framework for Service Oriented Computing is the Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) [72]. It consists of the following basic roles: (i) the service provider is the owner
of a service, i.e., the subject (e.g., an organization) providing services; (ii) the service requestor, also re-
ferred to as client is the subject looking for and invoking the service in order to fulfill some goals, e.g.,
to obtain desired information or to perform some actions; and (iii) the service directory is the subject pro-
viding a repository/registry of service descriptions, where providers publish their services and requestors
find services. When a provider wants to make available a service, he publishes its interface (input/output
parameters, message types, set of operations, etc.) in the directory, by specifying information on himself
(name, contacts, URL, etc.), about the service invocation (natural language description, a possible list of
authorized clients, on how the service should be invoked, etc.) and so on. A requestor that wants to reach a
goal by exploiting service functionalities, finds (i.e., discovers) a suitable service in the directory, and then
binds (i.e., connects) to the specific service provider in order to invoke the service, by using the informa-
tion that comes along with the service. Note that this framework is quite limited, for instance, a service is
characterized only in terms of its interface: no support for behavioral description of services is considered.
Also, SOA conceives only the case when the client request matches with just one service, while in general
it may happen that several services collaborate to its achievement. Despite this, SOA clearly highlights the
main research challenges that SOC gives rise to. Research on services SOA and SOC spans over many
interesting issues. Service Description is concerned with deciding which services are only needed for im-
plementation purposes and which ones are publicly invocable; additionally, it deals with how to describe
the latter class of services, in order to associate to each service precise syntax and semantics. Service
Discovery, selection and invocation considers how customers can find the services that best fulfill their
needs, how such services, and, consequently, the providers that offer them, can be selected, how the clients
can invoke and execute the services. Other interesting areas are: Service Advertisement, which focuses on
how providers can advertise their services, so that clients can easily discover them; Service Integration,
that tackles the problem of how services can be integrated with resources such as files, databases, legacy
applications, and so on; Service Negotiation, dealing with how the entities involved negotiate their role and
activities in providing services. The notions of reusability and extensibility are key to the SOC paradigm:
they consider how more complex or more customized services can be built, by starting from other exist-
ing services, thus saving time and resources. Security and Privacy issues are of course important, since
a service should be securely delivered only to authorized clients and private information should not be
divulged. Last but not least Quality of Services (QoS) should be guaranteed. It can be studied according to
different directions, i.e., by satisfying reasonable time or resource constraints; by reaching a high-level of
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data quality, since data of low quality can seriously compromise results of services. Guaranteeing a high
quality of services, in terms of service metering and cost, performance metrics (e.g., response time), se-
curity attributes, (transactional) integrity, reliability, scalability, availability, etc. allows clients to trust and
completely depend upon services, thus achieving a high degree of dependability, property that Information
Systems should have. Note that all the research areas highlighted above are tightly related one with the
other.
In this thesis, we focus on another very interesting research topic, Service Composition. Service com-
position addresses the situation when a client request cannot be satisfied by any available service, but a
composite service, obtained by combining parts of available component services, might be used. Services
used in a composite application may be new service implementation, they me be old applications such as
legacy system or existing web application that are adapted and wrapped, or they may be composition of
services [72]. The services used in the context of a composite service are called its component services.
Actually two main approaches are used to build composite services. They are called orchestration and
choreography.
Orchestration and choreography describe two aspects of creating business processes by composing
stand alone web service. Both the approaches used to create composite web services lead to some com-
ponent web services interactions, but orchestration refers to a business process which components can
interact both with internal and external web services. It creates statefull composite processes combining
stand alone web services. Choreography, instead, is related to message sequences among different parties
and not to the specific business process the parties execute. Orchestration represents control from one party
perspective while choreography describes collaborations (exploited through a message passing paradigm)
among parties involved in a business process. Notice that orchestration and choreography can both be used
to compose VAS: orchestration is usually used to compose web services belonging to a specific process
participant, while choreography can be used to allow interaction of component web services of different
parties. Our main focus in this thesis is on services orchestration. The research in orchestration is based on
research in workflows, which models business process as sequence of activities and focuses on both data
and control flow among them.
As an example, let us consider an organization that wants to offer a travel planning service that allows
users to build their own travel itinerary. The travel planning service can be obtained by combining several
elementary services: Ticket Booking, to search for a plane or train ticket and eventually to proceed with
the booking and payment; Hotel Booking, to search and book for an hotel room; and Tourist Attraction
Searching, to provide information about the main tourist attractions such as monuments and museums.
To offer this service, a human has first to select the individual services and then manually integrate
the responses. The service composition proposed by the example requires: 1) discovering the services
that expose the wished functionalities; 2) knowing the services interface description, in order to invoke
and integrate them into the composed process (in particular, the integration requires the knowledge of the
semantics and the structure of the data and operations provide by the service); 3) describing the composed
process model, defining the control and data flow (the control flow establishes the order in which compo-
nent services have to be invoked, the data flow captures the flow of data between component services); 4)
implementing the composite service using a process-modeling language like BPEL [8].
Each of these steps has its intrinsic complexity, which, in general, comes from the following sources.
First, the number of services available over the Web increased dramatically during the recent years, im-
posing searches in huge Web service repositories. Second, some applications providing services are im-
plemented by legacy systems or web applications which cannot be modified in order to accommodate new
interaction requirements. Third, services can be created and updated on the fly, thus the composition system
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needs to detect the updating at runtime and the decision should be made based on the most up to date infor-
mation. Fourth, services can be developed by different organizations, which use different concept models
to describe the services. Finally, the majority of web services composition languages lacks of formal def-
initions of their construct, leaving the task of (correctly) defining them to the developers of appropriate
interpreters [67]. Therefore, building composite web services with an automated or semi-automated tool is
needed but at the same time is a critical task.
Although, in recent years a wide research effort has been done to automate the composition of web
services more of the problems mentioned above still remain to be clarified [36, 69, 78].
The aim of this thesis is to propose a formal unified composition development process for the auto-
mated composition of web services. The process is based on the usage of Domain Ontologies for the
description of data and services, and on workflow patterns for the generation of executable processes. The
approach produces workflows and executable processes that can be formally verified and validated. More-
over, our approach considers integrating services whose functionalities are provided by legacy or existing
web applications.
The research reported in this thesis tackles the following iusses:
a) Turning Web Application into Web Services by Wrapping Technique
b) Automated Web Service Composition
c) Automatic Analysis of the Semantics Correctness of the Data and Control Flow of Orchestration
Turning Web Application into Web Services by Wrapping Technique
The integration of old legacy systems and web application into new thecnologies like SOA requires the
maintenance interventions involving reverse engineering, reengineering and migration approaches to be
planned and executed. An interesting classification of approaches for integrating legacy systems in SOAs
has been presented by Zhang and Yang [95] who distinguish between the class of black -box re-engineering
techniques, which integrate systems via adaptors that wrap legacy code and data and allow the application
to be invoked as a service, the class of white-box re-engineering techniques, which require to analyse and
modify the existing code in order to expose the system as Web services, and the class of grey-box techniques
that combine wrapping and white-box approaches for integrating parts of the system with a high business
value. In this context, a specific and relevant migration problem consists of turning Web applications
into Web services: here, the basic challenge is that of transforming the original (non programmatic) user-
oriented interface of the Web application into a programmatic interface that exposes the full functionality
and data of the application.
Some relevant research questions that still need to be addressed in this field include:
1. Which criteria can be used to establish which parts of a Web application (e.g., data layer, functional
layer, or presentation layer) can be migrated to a SOA?
2. Which are the migration strategies and techniques applicable to turn a Web application into a Web
service?
3. For each type of migration strategy, what is the migration process to be adopted?
The thesis contributes to give an answer to these question, by addressing the specific problem of mi-
grating the functionality of traditional Web application to Web service architecture using black box strate-
gies [59]. In particular, the technique is based on wrapping to migrate the functionalities implemented by
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an interactive, form-based legacy system towards Web services. A black box technique aims at exposing
interactive functionalities of form-based systems as services. The problem of transforming the original user
interface of the system into the request/response interface of SOA is solved by a wrapper that is able to
autonomously interact with the legacy application by knowing the rules of the dialogue between user and
application. These rules are specified by a User Interface (UI) model based on Finite State Automata that
is interpretable by an automaton engine, and that can be obtained by UI reverse engineering techniques.
This migration approach has been validated by experiments that showed its effectiveness.
Automated Web Service Composition
The problem of automated web service composition can be formulated as following:
Given a description of a requested service, in which way is it possible to compose at run time a set of
available basic services which composition satisfies the request?
To achieve this goals an intelligent composition engine should be able:
a) to perform the automatic and dynamic selection of a proper set of basic services whose combination
provides the required capabilities;
b) to generate the process model that describes how to implement the requested service;
c) to translate the process model into an executable definition of the services composition, in case the
selection is successful;
d) to verify the correctness of the definition of the composition;
e) to validate the composite web service against the initial description.
Each of these steps has its intrinsic complexity. Services descriptions, relations among the involved
data and operations, composition definitions should be unambiguously computer-interpretable to enable
the automation of web services discovery, selection, matching, integration, and then the verification and
validation of web services compositions [63].
To solve the automated composition problem, we propose an unifying composition development pro-
cess, which copes with several aspects related to service discovery, integration, verification and validation
of the composite service. Our approach uses domain ontologies to describe operations, data and services,
and aims at producing an executable process expressed by a standard workflow language that can be for-
mally verified and validated [61].
The composition development process is realized by means of the following phases:
1) Logical Composition. This phase provides a functional composition of service operations to create a
new functionality that is currently not available.
2) Transformation Feasibility. This phase verifies the feasibility and the correctness of the transforma-
tion of the new functionality into a executable process expressed by a standard workflow language.
3) Physical Composition. This phase aims at producing an executable process, which is formally veri-
fied and validate.
An operational semantics is the formal basis of all the composition process phases: it is used to de-
fine the relations between operations and data, to express the flow of the operations which realizes the
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composition goal, to identify the composition pattern described by the composition flow and automate its
translation into an executable process expressed using a composition language, to formalize the flow con-
structs of a composition language (so that the resulting executable process can be automatically verified),
and to support the validation of the composition.
Automatic Analysis of the Semantics Correctness of the Data and Control Flow of Orchestration
As mentioned above, orchestration requires that the composite service is completely specified, in terms of
both the specification of how various component services are linked, and the internal process flow of the
composite one. Several standard for the orchestration are emerged, lending to the definition of different
languages and architecture able to define and enact composite service [87]
Nevertheless,the standard languages used to create business processes from composite web services
lack of formal definition of their semantics and tools to support the analysis of a business process. As
a consequence, ambiguities and errors are possible in the definition of the control flow of a composition
process that are not detected before the enactment of the process itself [87].
In the thesis, a pattern analysis methodology is proposed , which is founded on the concept of constructs
operational semantics of a given language [67]. In brief this approach allows a syntax driven definition of a
given language semantics. Formally a language behavior is described through transitional rules that specify
how language expressions have to be evaluated and how to execute commands. The proposed methodology
has two advantages:
1. It forces a formal description of semantics of a given language, defining once for all which kind of
steps are needed to execute language constructs and not leaving its definition to workflow engine
vendors.
2. It allows a fully automatic way to investigate if a given pattern (or even a given workflow process)
can be executed by a given language.
The methodology is applied to the BPEL language, since it is now begin standardize by OASIS. More-
over for the BPEL tool for the formal verification of the composition process has been developed [62].
That tool aiming at the formal verification of BPEL executable processes, by defining a syntax-driven op-
erational semantics for BPEL. The goal of this work is to provide the developer of BPEL processes with a
light, practical means to debug BPEL compositions against the most common semantic errors.
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we discuss the state of the art and several solutions for the
automated web service composition. In particular, the analysis is done comparing the approaches through
seven dimensions which cover several aspects related to service discovery, integration, verification and val-
idation of the composite service. A first study regarding the combination of Web 2.0 and SOA approaches
is presented. In particular, the objective of this study is to analyze the richnesses and weaknesses of the
Mashup tools.Chapter 3 describes a methodology for addressing the problem of migrating the functionali-
ties of traditional Web applications to Web services using black box strategies. A toolkit for the migration
is also presented and its application described. In Chapter 4 the problem of automatic composition is for-
malized and the several steps of the proposed approach for solving it are presented. A unified composition
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development process to the automated composition of web services is presented. Such process is based on
Domain Ontologies and workflow patterns for the generation of executable processes. Finally, the problem
of the analysis of the semantics correctness of the data and control flow of orchestration is tackled. In
Chapter 5, we present the prototype framework that implements the proposed approach and a case study.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we summarize our work and discuss research directions.
Chapter 2
Data and Service Integration: an
Overview
This chapter is dedicated to an overview of the rising field of the composition of Web services and integra-
tion of Data services available on the web.
2.1 Service Composition
The Web has become the means for organizations to deliver goods and services and for customers to search
and retrieve services that match their needs. Web services are self-contained, internet-enabled applications
capable not only of performing business activities on their own, but also possessing the ability to engage
other web services in order to complete higher-order business transactions. The platform neutral nature of
web services creates the opportunity for building composite services by combining existing elementary ser-
vices, possibly offered by different enterprises. As mentioned in the Section 1.2.2, two main approaches are
used to build composite services. They are called orchestration and choreography. Mainly, Orchestrated
composite services allow a centralized management, while Choreography defines a more collaborative
approach to the process management. In the following we will mainly analyze Orchestrated composite
services. The research in orchestration is based on research in workflows, which models business process
as sequence of activities and focuses on both data and control flow among them. As an example, we can
consider an organization that wants to offer a travel planning service that allows users to build their own
itinerary in a given city. The travel plan service can be obtained by combining several elementary services:
Ticket Booking, to search for a plane or train ticket and eventually to proceed with the booking and pay-
ment; Hotel Booking, to search and book for an hotel room; and Tourist Attraction Searching, to provide
information about the main tourist attractions such as monuments and museums. In Figure 2.1, the control
flow of the travel planning service is depicted. When the process start, both the Ticket Booking and Tourist
Attraction Searching services are executed in parallel. If no plane or train ticket satisfying the user request
is found the process ends, otherwise the Hotel Booking service is invoked. When both the Tourist Attrac-
tion Searching and Hotel Booking services end, the Travel Planning service will send the user a notification
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message containing the travel plan information.
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To offer this service, a human has first to select the individual services and then manually integrate
the responses. The service composition proposed by the example requires: 1) discovering the services
that expose the wished functionalities; 2) knowing the services interface description, in order to invoke
and integrate them into the composed process (in particular, the integration requires the knowledge of the
semantics and the structure of the data and operations provide by the service); 3) describing the composed
process model, defining the control and data flow (the control flow establishes the order in which compo-
nent services have to be invoked, the data flow captures the flow of data between component services); 4)
implementing the composite service using a process-modeling language like BPEL [8].
In a nutshell, the composition problem can be formalized as following: Given a description of a
requested service and the descriptions of several available basic services, the ultimate goal is to be able:
a) to perform the automatic and dynamic selection of a proper set of basic services whose combination
provides the required capabilities;
b) to generate the process model that describes how to implement the requested service;
c) to translate the process model into an executable definition of the services composition, in case the
selection is successful;
d) to verify the correctness of the definition of the composition;
e) to validate the composite web service against the initial description.
Each of these steps has its intrinsic complexity, which, in general, comes from the following sources.
First, the number of services available over the Web increased dramatically during the recent years, im-
posing searches in huge Web service repositories. Second, some applications providing services are im-
plemented by legacy systems or web applications which cannot be modified in order to accommodate new
interaction requirements. Third, services can be created and updated on the fly, thus the composition system
needs to detect the updating at runtime and the decision should be made based on the most up to date infor-
mation. Fourth, services can be developed by different organizations, which use different concept models
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to describe the services. Finally, the majority of web services composition languages lacks of formal def-
initions of their construct, leaving the task of (correctly) defining them to the developers of appropriate
interpreters [67]. Therefore, building composite web services with an automated or semi-automated tool is
needed but at the same time is a critical task.
In recent years a wide research effort has been done to automate the composition of web services.
Several solutions have been proposed for the automation of the web services composition. Automation
means that the method can automatically generate a process that satisfies given composition requirements
and that can be deployed and executed on a workflow engine and published as a Web service. Alternatively,
automation can mean that, given an abstract process model, the method can locate the correct services.
In this chapter we want to compare and analyze currently available approaches for the web service
composition:
• Synthy, proposed by IBM, India Research Laboratory [16];
• Meteor-S, proposed by John Miller and his group [17, 91, 92];
• Composer, proposed by Jim Hendler and his group [85, 86];
• ASTRO, proposed by Traverso and his grouup [64, 74];
• Self-Serv, proposed by Benatallah and his group [24];
• eFlow, proposed by HP, Palo Alto Software Technology Laboratory [30, 31].
In the following, we describe the dimensions used to analyze and compare the approaches. The scope
is to analyze how the several solutions for the web service composition cope with several aspects related to
service discovery, integration, verification and validation of the composite service.
Discovery of Candidate Services
This dimension deals with the process of discovering the candidate services for a composition process.
The discovery of services is based on functional requirements (represented via the service input-output
parameters) and non-functional (QoS, etc.) requirements. To enable the discovery of a desired service
functionality, we need a language to describe the available services.
In the SOA context services are defined by standards languages for service description and discovery,
e.g. Web Service Description Language(WSDL) [7] and Integration Registry(UDDI) [13] [73]. However,
these language are not expressive enough to allow automating the discovery process. In fact, the data and
the operations inside the WSDL documents are not unambiguously computer-interpretable since they are
not semantically annotated.
For example, let us suppose that we want to discover an on-line translator service. The automation of
the discovery is difficult using just the WSDL description of service since the service description would
designate strings as input and output, rather than the necessary concepts for identifying them. For exam-
ple, some strings could be the name of original/destination languages, others could be the input words.
Standards such as OWL-S(formerly DAML-S) [5] ontology (Service Profile and Service Grounding) or
ASWDL [4] can be used to provide those services with a semantic annotation.
Another element to consider in the discovery of services, is that in a business to business context
most applications which provide services are implemented by legacy systems or web applications. In
such a scenario, it is of great interest the use of functionalities of legacy or existing web applications,
which however do not provide web service interfaces [58,73]. Legacy systems and web applications do not
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provide a web service standard interface, making it difficult to both discovery and integrate them with other
services. To allow this integration, maintenance interventions involving reverse engineering, re-engineering
and migration approaches are needed.
The discovery process includes the following three indicators: 1) What are the information needed
to select the candidate service; 2)When are the candidate services discovered and integrated; 3) Which
kind of service can be integrated (web service e/o web applications). For the What issue, service selection
can be based on the description of functional and/or no-functional requirements. Besides for the When
issue, the discovery may be done either at design time when the human selects the candidate services, or at
planning time e.g. during the automatic generation of the plan(workflow), or at execution time e.g during
the execution of the of the executable process.
Composition Technique
This dimension focuses on the evaluation of the possible approaches to generate a model of the composite
service and then an executable composed process, which can be deployed and executed.
As mentioned above, a composite service is similar to a workflow. Therefore, the definition model of a
composite service specifies both the order in which services should be invoked (control flow) and the flow
of data between those services (data flow). In the following we will use workflow model and composition
model as synonymous.
The control flow is designed evaluating the requested service specifications and the functional require-
ments of available services. For example, in an automated composition approach, the functional require-
ments are expressed in terms of preconditions and effects. The precondition is the world state pre-required
for the service execution, and the effect is the new states generated after the execution. The control flow is
generally generated by applying planning techniques [78].
The design of the data flow is needed for the generation of an executable process. The data mediation
is a critical process since we need to convert a message M1 into a message M2, which may have structural
and semantics heterogeneities1.
Semantics heterogeneities in message schema means that terms with the same name may refer to differ-
ent concepts or vice-versa. For example, in Figure 2.1 (a), the output of service S1(OutS1) and the input of
service S2(InS2) have both the Location entity, but they have different attributes. In fact, OutS1 includes
Address, City and Zip-Code and InS2 includes latitude and longitude information.
In Figure 2.1 (b), another example of data mediation problem is depicted. In this case, the output of
service S1(OutS1) and the input of service S2(InS2) have both semantically similar entities and attributes
but the number of attributes is different. Therefore, the right mapping between the parameters requires
additional information about the context.
Once the the workflow model has been generated, the execution of the composition model can be done
either by translating it in an executable process expressed using standard composition languages, or by
developing an ad-hoc framework that allows for its management and execution.
Two main composition techniques can be identified: the Operational Based Technique and the Rule
Based Technique.
The Operational Based Technique aims at generating of a state-based model. The model describes
the order of execution of services and each state handles the invocation of the services. Generally a repos-
itory of state-based models is provided. The generated model is not translated in any executable process
expressed by standard composition languages such as BPEL. In fact, an ad-hoc orchestration engine is
1Web services standard are XML based, therefore there is no syntactic heterogeneity problem.
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Figure 2.1: Data Mediation
needed to execute the composite process. An example of operational based technique approach is Self-
Serv [24]. In Self-Serv the business logic of a composite service operation is expressed as a state chart [83]
that encodes a flow of component service operations. A basic state in a composite service operator ’s state
chart can invoke a service container operation. A container is a service that aggregates several other substi-
tutable services which provide a common capability (the same set of operations) either directly or through
a mapping. At run time, the container selects the candidate service based on attributes defined in a policy
(e.g. reliability or execution time). The interaction between the services are done using set conversations
defined for a set of predefined service templates. The composite service is executed on a Peer-to-Peer
Orchestration engine.
The Rule-Based technique aims at automatically generating the workflow model and then translating
it in an executable process. In the Rule-Based Approach we can identify the following phases: (1) Logical
Composition, (2) Physical Composition.
(1) Logical Composition aims at defying the workflow model from the description of candidate services
and requested service. The definition is done by reasoning on the service description and by applying a set
of composition rules. In the majority of the approaches, the control flow is obtained by planning technique
and different approaches are adopted to solve the data mediation problem. In this phase the data flow
between a pair of services is generally defined evaluating semantics correspondences between schema of
the input/output parameters.
(2) Physical Composition aims at defying an executable process expressed by a standard composition
language that can be deployed and executed on a workflow engine. The control flow is implemented using
the constructs provided by the composition language. The implementation of the data flow is usually
done using ad-hoc service wrappers which implement the physical representations of the semantic data
match, establishing the schema matching and rules for transforming elements of one schema to another
one. Moreover, the physical realization of the data flow depends on the constructs made available by the
composition language.
As an example, in Synthy [16] a Rule-Based technique is used to generate the executable composition
process. In particular, for the Logical Composition the control flow is generated by matching on functional
service requirements and by planning technique. Then, the data flow is generated by reasoning the context
of the input/output parameters of services. The logical phase does not operate on the services instances but
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only on their interfaces. In fact the instances of the services are selected during the Physical Composition
phase. Moreover in this last phase, an executable BPEL process is generated by constructing the control
and data flow.
Service Composition Approach
To generate the composite service from a set of available services components, different strategies might
be provided.
Manual, when the composition process model and the executable process are manually specified, one
by one, by the application designer. Actually, several graphical tools like ActiveBpel Designer [15] are
available to facilitate the definition of the executable process.
Semi-Automatic, when the system can provide facilities either to define the workflow model or to
generate the executable process. In particular during the Wokflow Model Generation, the system could
provide facilities to automatically select the candidate services or a list of them. Generally, the system
exploits some metadata (e.g. input/output parameters and type) to propose some possible services that
functionally match with a given request. However, the user needs to confirm these propositions and design
the control flow. An example of semi-automatic approach is proposed in [86]. Each time a user has to
select a web service, all possible services that match with the selected service are presented to the user.
The choice of the service is made taking into account both functional and no-functional attributes. Besides,
during the Executable Process Generations phase, facilities can be made available to the user to generate
or adjust the control and data flow. For example, Synthy gives facilities to the developer to manually handle
the messages conversations by resolving: input-output type matching and transformation, mismatch in
invocation protocols that are used (synchronous versus asynchronous), ordering parameters etc. and editing
this data in the generated BPEL process.
Automatic, when the system, once the service request requirements are known, automatically 1) selects
the candidate services based generally on functional and non-functional requirements, 2) generates the
control flow, 3) resolves the data mediation problem and eventually, 4) translates the obtained workflow
model into an executable process using a composition language. Generally the last step is not often possible
since it depends on the expressiveness of the languages used both to model the workflow model and the
executable process (see the subsection related to Expressiveness below). An example of automatic tool
is Meteor-s [91, 92]. With this tool, the service selection is based on functional (represented via input-
output parameter) and non-functional (e.g. QoS) requirements. Planning technique is used to generate the
control flow, while the data flow is generated by reasoning with the context of input/output parameters of
the services. Finally the workflow model is automatically translated in an executable BPEL process.
Formalization
A formalization (formal semantics) is important for unambiguously interpreting and analyzing composite
specifications. This dimension evaluates the formalization used in the composition process.
Moreover, if more than one phase are considered in the composition approach, we also have to con-
sider whether a formal approach is used to guarantee that feasibility and correctness of the transformation
between phases. In fact, the transformation from the workflow model to the executable process should not
alter the semantics of the original workflow model and as such it should be equivalence preserving.
Note that the feasibility of the transformation may not always be guaranteed, since many workflow
languages have been proposed without a formal description [87,89]. This is not a desirable situation, since
the use of an informal language can easily lead to ambiguous specifications.
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For this dimension, we will evaluate if a formalization is used during the logical and physical phases
separately, and on the whole composition process.
Expressiveness
The Expressiveness is an object criterion. Given a certain set of modeling constructs, it is often possible to
show that certain processes can, or cannot be modeled [54]. The expressiveness depends on the language
used to describe both the workflow model and the executable process.
In literature, the expressiveness of different workflow modeling languages is evaluated for the control
flow prospective, since that provides an essential insight into workflow languages’s effectiveness [88].
From the control flow prospective, a workfow pattern approach was introduced by V.M.P. van der Aalst
in [88, 89] to analyze languages’ expressiveness. As described in [80], a pattern is “an abstraction from a
concrete form which keeps recurring in specific nonarbitrary contexts”. In the case of workflow patterns,
they represent the solution to the problem of composing web services in order to build a VAS through the
use of workflow models and languages. They typically describe certain business scenarios in a very specific
context.
The evaluation of the expressiveness in the description of the business process depends on the technique
used for the composition. In fact, into an Operational Based Technique the language used to describe the
state-based model defines the expressive power in the description of the business process. For example,
if the workflow process is modeled through an Automaton, it is not possible to model the choice and
synchronization pattern.
On the other hand, in a Rule Based Technique, the overall expressiveness depends on the ones of
the languages used in the two phases to describe the workflow model and the executable process. In
this approach, the transformation from the workflow model to the executable process should not alter the
semantics of the original workflow model and as such it should be equivalence preserving. Similarly, when
accessing the the expressive power of a given workflow language the issue of equivalence is crucial. If you
would like to prove that for a certain workflow a corresponding workflow in another language exists, that
will also depend on the notion of equivalence chosen.
Observe that the feasibility of the transformation may not always be guaranteed, since many workflow
languages have been proposed without a formal description [87, 89]. This is not a desirable situation, in
fact the use of an informal languages can easily lead to ambiguous specifications. It means that, such
specifications cannot be formally evaluated or analyzed with respect to their expressive power.
The example in Figure 2.1 shows the scenario in which at logic level a petri net model is adopted
to define the workflow, and at physical level the graph is translated to a BPEL workflow. It is easy to
recognize that the overall expressiveness is limited by the expressiveness of BPEL. In fact, if we consider
the multi-merge pattern in the petri net model and want to translate it to BPEL we are limited by the
expressiveness of the last language that does not allow implementing it (BPEL does not allow activating
two threads following the same path without creating new instances of the process [89]).
For this dimension, the expressiveness is evaluated on the capability to express the following workflow
patterns. 1) Sequence, 2) Parallel Split, 3) Synchronization, 3) Exclusive Choice, 4) Simple Merge, 5)
Multi Choice, 6) Multi Merge, 7)Discriminator, and 8) Loop 2. We selected these patterns since they are the
only ones implemented into the considered approaches. Moreover, we will evaluate if the transformation
feasibility is analyzed in the rule-based approach.
2A description of these patterns is presented in the Appendix A.
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Reusing/ Adaptation
This dimension considers how more complex or more customized services can be built starting from other
existing composite services, thus saving time and resources. In this comparison, we consider the following
reuse policies:
• Generated Executable Process, when the process is reused as a stand alone web service;
• Workflow Model Adaptation, when the user can customize the workflow model generated by the
first phase, before generating the executable process.
Coding effort
Composite e-services have to cope with a highly dynamic business environment in terms of services and of
service providers. In addition, the increased competition forces companies to provide customized services
to better satisfy the needs of every individual customer. Ideally, a service process should be able to trans-
parently adapt to changes in the environment and to the need of different customers with minimal or no
user intervention. In addition, it should be possible to automatically create the composite service definition
and dynamically modify it.
This dimension focuses on the coding effort that a user (a programmer) needs to perform in order to
implement all, or some, of the aspects of service composition. We can distinguish the following:
• Considerable effort: in this case, the whole composite process needs to be manually implemented.
• Medium effort: in this case, only some functionalities need to be coded. For example,the control
flow is automatically generated by the tool but a graphical interface is offered to the user to express
the data flow.
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• Small effort: this is the most suitable case in the context of automated web service composition.
In this case, small or no programming effort is needed to perform operations or to build the com-
posed service. All the aspects regarding service composition such as service discovery, integration,
verification and validation of the composite service are automatically done.
2.1.1 Analyzed Approaches
In the next section we will compare and analyze the approaches listed above, based on the presented
dimensions.
Synthy
Synthy is a system for end to end composition of web services. It differentiate between services types
and instances. The types define the capability of the services in terms of functional and non-functional
requirements, which are described by OWL-S service profile model. The instances are described using
service grounding. Different instances may be associated to the same type.
The technique used for the composition is rules-ased. During the logical composition, given an OWL-
S description of the user request, the composition and a set of services descriptions, a BPEL abstract
model is built through planning. At physical level, the plan is translated in an abstract BPEL process.
Once generated the executable process, the developer may manually handle the messages conversation by
resolving: input-output type matching and transformation, mismatch in invocation protocols that are used
(synchronous versus asynchronous), ordering parameters etc. and editing this data in the generated BPEL
process. The service selection is done at planning time. In particular, during the logical composition a
matching is done on functional requirements. Differently, during the physical phase the selection of the
best web service instance is done in terms of non-functional parameters.
Since a formal approach (planning technique) is used to generate the model during the logical phase,
the generated workflow model is formally correct. On the other hand, the authors do not consider both
the problems of evaluating the feasibility of the transformation and the informal definition of BPEL. The
expressiveness of the approach is limited by the planner that generates the plan, which can have only
sequences, choices and concurrences among actions.
Synthy could be considered a semi-automatic approch, since the user has to resolve manually the mes-
sages conversation.
For the reusing, the created service is itself available as a component for further use.
The evaluation of the coding effort is medium since the developer have to know the BPEL language
syntax to restructure the executable process.
Meteor-s
In Meteor-s [17] an automatic approach for web services composition is presented, which addresses the
problem of process and data heterogeneities by using a planner and a data mediator.
The authors suppose that all web services are already semantically annotated and described using
SAWSDL3 languages [4]. Moreover, SAWSDL is extended by adding precondition and effects for an
operation in order to improve the discovery and composition process.
The framework uses METEOR-S web service discovery infrastructure for the semantic discovery [17].
This allows for selecting the candidate services based on data and functional semantics.
3SAWSDL is a standard for specifying semantics annotation for web services into the WSDL.
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The composition used for the composition is rules-based. The requirements of the requested service are
described in a Semantic Template model, which describes the Input/output data and the functional and non-
functional specifications. Once the request requirements and the candidate services are known, GraphPlan
[81] algorithm is used to generate the control flow. The authors extend that algorithm either to take into
account the input/output messages of actions during the planning and to generate plan with loops. The data
mediation and heterogeneity problem is handled by assignment activities in BPEL or by introducing data
mediator modules, which may be embedded in the middelware or an externalized Web service to handle
different structures and/or semantics. The workflow model once generated is automatically translated in
BPEL.
From the formalism point of view, METEOR-S like Synthy, uses a formal approach (planning tech-
nique) to generate the workflow model in during the logical phase. As a consequence, the workflow model
is formally correct. On the other hand, in METEOR-S the authors do not consider both the problem of
evaluating the feasibility of the transformation and the informal definition of BPEL. The expressiveness of
the approach is limited by the planner that generates plan, which can have only sequence, And-Split and
loops.
METEOR-S is an automatic approach, since the obtained executable process can be deployed and exe-
cuted without any human intervention. Therefore, the coding effort is small.
For the reusing, like Synthy, the created service becomes available as a component.
Composer
In [85], the authors present a semi-automatic method for web service composition. Web services param-
eters and functionalities are specified in DALM-S. Each time a user selects a web service, all possible
web services that match with the selected one are presented to him/her. The choice of the candidate ser-
vices is based on their functionalities specified into the service profile and non-functional requirements. A
match is defined between a pair of services, whose output type is a OWL class or a subclass of an input
parameter of the other service. If more than one match is found, the system filters the services based on
non-functional attributes that are specified by the user as constraints. the selection of the candidate services
is done at design time. The composition technique, can be considered rules-based. A graphical interface
is offered to the user to define the workflow model during the logical phase. Each composition generated
by the user can itself be realized as a DAML-S composite process (physical phase), thus allowing it to
be advertised, discovered and composed with other services. In conclusion, a semi-automatic approach
is proposed. No formalization is used to model the composition process, therefore the composite process
cannot be interpreted and analyzed. From the expressiveness point of view, the generated composite flow
can have sequence and And-Split workflow patterns.
The current composer implementation allows executing the composite service by invoking each indi-
vidual service and passing the data between the services according to the flow constructed by the user.
That approach has a small coding effort, since a graphical tool is provided to the user to define the
control flow and also the discovery process and the physical phase are automatically managed by the tool.
ASTRO
In [64], the authors present the ASTRO approach for addressing the problem of automatic composition of
an executable process that satisfies given composition requirements by communicating with a set of existing
Web services, and that can be published itself as a Web service providing new higher level functionalities.
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In ASTRO, the candidate services are selected at design time. ASTRO implements a rules-based tech-
nique. The logical phase aims at producing an initial version of the executable process starting from initial
composition requirements. In particular, the composition algorithm takes as input a set of partially speci-
fied services, modeled ad non-deterministic finite state machines, and the client goal expressed in EaGLE.
The phase then returns a plan that specifies how to coordinate the concurrent services in order to realize
the client’s goal [74]. The planning problem is modeled as a model checking problem on the message
specification of partners. During the physical phase, the obtained plan is then translated in the BPEL lan-
guage and executed on a BPEL engine [75]. ASTRO provides an automatic composition approach, and
a graphical interface for the adaptability of the process is offered to the uses. For the adaptability, after
the generation of the BPEL process, the developer, on the basis of the automated composition outcomes,
can refine both the composition requirements and the customer interface and automatically re-compose.
Since, the component services are modeled with a non-deterministic finite state machine and the workflow
model is generated through a model checking formalism, the correctness of the workflow model can be for-
mally evaluated. Moreover, in [53] an unified framework for the analysis and verification of Web service
compositions provided as BPEL specifications is presented. The framework is based on the special form
of composition, namely extended parallel product, that allows one to analyze whether the given system
is valid under particular communication models. Whenever the model is valid, the actual verification of
the system can be performed and different properties of interest can be checked. Therefore, the formal
correctness of the BPEL executable process can be evaluated. Besides, it is not clear if the authors have
considered the problem of transformation feasibility.
Finally, as the other approaches, the expressiveness is defined by the expressive power of BPEL.
SELF-SERV
Self- Serve is a middleware infrastructure for the composition of web services [24]. That framework is
designed so that the composition process is created at design time, while the involved web services are
selected and invoked on the fly at run time (discovery at execution time).
Therefore, a operational based composition technique is adopted. In Self-Serv, web services are
declarative composite and executed in a dynamic peer-to-peer environment. Three types of services are
defined: elementary, composite service, and service community. The elementary and composite services
should provide a programmatic interface based on SOAP and Web Service Description Language. Besides,
service community can be seen as container of alternative services, which provide a common capability (the
same set of operation). Service composition is based on state-charts, gluing together an operation’s input
and output parameters and produced events. Each operation’s state chart can invoke a service container
operation instead of an elementary or composed service. At run time, the container is responsible for
selecting the service that will execute the operation based on non-functional requirements. The utilization
of a state chart allows both to describe the control flow of composite process and to analyze the formal
semantics of the composition process. The data flow is manged though mapping between data items. The
expressiveness of the process is defined by the expressive power of the state chart model. The approach is
semi-automatic since the workflow models are defined at designed time and stored into a model repository.
Therefore a considerable coding effort is required to the user. In fact, if a user wants a new service not
available in the repository, he/she has to manually design the state chart model. Service execution is
monitored by software components called coordinators, which initiate, control, and monitor the state of the
composite service they are associated with.
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eFlow
eFlow is a platform for specifying, enacting and monitoring adaptive and dynamic composite services [30,
31]. It provides features that support service specification and management, including a language for the
composition(CSDL), exception handling, ACID transactions and security management. The composition
technique is operational based. In fact, the composite service process model is designed in a static way
but is dynamically updated. In particular, the process is modeled by a graph similar to HTML activity
diagrams [83], which defines the order of execution of the component services. The graph may include
service, decision and event nodes. Service nodes define the context in which the invocations are performed
(for instance the specification of the service to be invoked). The decision nodes specify the alternative
and rules controlling the execution flow, and finally the event nodes enable the service process to send and
receive messages. In order to manage and even take advances of the frequent changes in the environment,
the composite process needs to be adaptive. E-flow implements several strategies to achieve this goal with
minimal or no manual intervention. These include 1) dynamic service discovery that allows to select at
execution time the appropriate service, evaluating some service selection rules; 2) Dynamic conversation
selection, which allows the user to select the conversation with a service node at run time (adaptation on
the fly of the workflow process); 3) multiservice nodes for invoking parallel instances of the same process
and 4) generic nodes for the dynamic selection of several service nodes.
2.1.2 Discussion
A summary of the different approaches is provided in Table 5.4, which specifies, for each dimension,
whether the approaches addresses the issues presented previously.
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Table 2.1: Summary of the considered dimensions for the web service composition methods analysis. (+)
means the dimension (i.e. functionality) is provided, (-) means the dimension is not provided. These marks
do not vehicle any ”positive” or ”negative” information about the approaches except the presence or the
absence of the considered dimension.
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Service Discovery
Which
Web Service + + + + + +
Legacy/Web Application + - - - -
What
Functional Requirements - - + + + +
Non-Functional Requirements + + + - + -
When
Design Time - - - - + -
Planning Time - - + + - +
Execution Time + + - - - -
Composition Technique
Composition Technique
Operational Based + + - - - -
Rule Based - - + + + +
Composition Approach
Manual - - - - - -
Semi-Automatic + + + - + -
Automatic - - - + - +
Formalization
Logic Phase - - + + - +
Physical Phase - - - - - +
Whole Process + + - - - -
Expressiveness
Sequence + + + + + +
Parallel Split + + + + + +
Synchronization - + - - - -
Exclusive Choice + + + - - +/-
Simple Merge + + + + - -
Multi Choice
Multi Merge
Discriminator
Loop - - - + - -
Transformation Feasibility - - - - - +/-
Composition Framework Characteristics
Coding Effort
Considerable Effort + + - - - -
Medium effort - - + - - -
Small Effort - - - + + +
Reusing
Generated Executable Process - - + + + +
Workflow Model Adaptaion - + - - - +
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2.2 Data Integration Analysis
One of the goals of the Web 2.0 is to make it easy to create, use, describe, share, and reuse resources on
the Web. To achieve that, a lot of technologies have flourished around this concept such as blogs and social
networks. The capabilities of Web 2.0 are further enhanced by many service providers who expose their
applications in two ways; one is to expose application functionalities via Web APIs such as Google Map4,
Amazon.com, and Youtube5, the other is to expose data feeds such as RSS and ATOM. This opened up
new and exciting possibilities for service consumers and providers as it enabled the notion of using these
services6 as ”ingredients” that can be mixed-and-matched to create new applications.
To achieve this goal, and maybe to anticipate future needs in Web 2.0, a new framework, called Mashup,
is surfacing. Mashup is an application development approach that allows users to aggregate multiple ser-
vices, each serving its own purpose, to create a service that serves a new purpose. Unlike Web services
composition where the focus is on the composition of business services, the Mashup framework goes
further in that it allows more functionalities and can compose heterogeneous services such as business
services, data services, etc. Applications built using the Mashup technique are referred to as Mashups or
Mashup applications, which are built on the idea of reusing and combining existing services, i.e. existing
search engines and query services, data, etc.
The recent proliferation of Mashup applications demonstrates that there is high level of interests in the
Mashup framework [19,39,48,49,90]. It also shows that the needs for integrating this rich data and service
sources are rapidly increasing. Although the Mashup approach opens new and broader opportunities for
data/service consumers, the development process still requires the users to know, not only understand how
to write code using programming languages (e.g., Java Script, XML/HTML, Web services), but also how to
use the different Web APIs7 from all services. In order to solve this problem, there is increasing effort put
into developing tools which are designed to support users with little programming knowledge in Mashup
applications development.
The objective of this study is to analyze the richnesses and weaknesses of the Mashup tools. Thus,
we identify the behaviors and characteristics of general Mashup applications and analyze the tools with
respect to the key identified aspects. We believe that this kind of study is important to drive future contri-
butions in this emerging area where a lot of research and application fields, such as databases, user machine
interaction, can meet.
Focusing on the data integration part of the Mashups, we organize the remainder of this paper as
follows: Section 2 introduces the different levels of Mashups. After presenting, and illustrating using
examples, Section 3 introduces the dimensions of analysis, and describes different mashup tools according
to the considered dimensions8. We finish by a discussion and a conclusion in Section 4 summarizing our
study and highlighting some future directions of the work.
2.2.1 Mashups Description and Modeling
The Web is certainly the location where we can find the most of heterogeneous components. This hetero-
geneity can be seen on data, processes, and even visual interfaces. Conceptually, a Mashup application is a
4http://maps.google.com/
5http://youtube.com
6These services can be a data service, such as news, or a process/operation service such as placing an order to Amazon.com.
7A lot of APIs are available on the Web: http://www.programmableweb.com/apis/directory/
8We have selected these tools not because they are the best or the worst tools, but we have tried to consider as much representative
tools as possible.
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Web application that combines informations and services from multiple sources on the Web. Generally, web
applications are developed using the Model-View-Controller pattern (MVC) [76], which allows to separate
core business model functionalities from the presentation and control logic that uses these functionalities.
In the MVC pattern, the model represents the data on which the application operates and the business rules
used to manipulate the data. The Model is independent of the view and controller, it passively supplies its
services and data to the other layers of the application.
The view represents the output of the application. It specifies how the data, accessed through the model,
are presented to the user. Also, it has to maintain its presentation when the model changes. The controller
as for it represents the interface between the model and the view. In fact, it translates interaction with the
view into actions to be performed on the model.
A Mashup application includes all the three components of the MVC pattern. In fact, according to
Maximilien et al. [11], the three major components of a Mashup application are (1) data level, (2) process
level, and (3) presentation level. They are depicted in Figure 2.3. Moreover, each data source needs to be
first analyzed and modeled in order to perform the required actions of retrieval and preprocessing. For the
completeness of the study, we first identify all different levels of concerns in a Mashup application. We
will then focus our analysis specifically on the data level.
Process Mediation Level
XML,
RSS
, XLS
, JSON
REST, SOAP, HTTP
HTML, Ajax, CSS
Data Mediation Level
Presentation Lavel
Mashup
 Integration Levels
Figure 2.3: Mashup Application Level
1. Data Level: this level concerns the data mediation and integration mainly. Challenges at this level
involve accessing and integrating data residing in multiple and heterogeneous sources such as web
data and enterprise data [45]. Generally, these resources are accessible through REST [41] or SOAP9
web services, HTTP protocol and XML RPC. Regarding the data mediation, the basic problem to be
dealt with, when integrating data from heterogeneous sources, come from structural and semantics
diversities of the schema to be merged [45] [22]. Finally, data sources can be either structured
for which a well defined data model is available (e.g., XML-based document, RSS/ATOM feed), or
unstructured (e.g., audio, email text, office documents). In the latter case, the unstructured data needs
to be pre-processed in order to extract meaning and create structured data. So, this level consists of all
possible data manipulations (conversion, filtering, format transformation, combination, etc.) needed
to integrate different data sources. Each manipulation could be done by analyzing both syntax and
semantics requirements.
9Simple Object Access Protocol, http://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
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2. Process Level: the integration at the application level has been fully studied specially in the workflow
and service oriented composition areas [37] [3]. The Process Level defines the choreography between
the involved applications. The integration is done at the application layer and the composed process
is developed by combining functions, generally exposed by the services through APIs. In the Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) area, the composition focuses on the behavioral aggregation of services
and the interaction is considered between the resources only [32]. In contrast, since the Mashup
applications do not only focus on the data integration but also the connection to different remote data
services, for instance REST resources or functions available through Java or Java Script methods,
the interaction with the clients browsers needs to be handled. So, the models and languages from
the SOA approach must be adapted in order to model and describe interactive and asynchronous
processes. Currently, languages like Bite [32] or Swashup [11] have been proposed to describe the
interaction and the composition model for the Mashup applications.
3. Presentation Level: every application needs an interface to interact with users, and Mashup appli-
cation is not an exception. Presentation Level (or User Interface) in Mashup application is used to
elicit user information as well as to display intermittent and final process information to the user.
The technologies used to display the result to the user can be as simple as an HTML page, or a
more complex web page developed with Ajax, Java Script, etc. The languages used to implement
the integration of UI components and the front-ends visualization support server-side or client-side
Mashup [1] [2]. In a server-side Mashup, the integration of data and services is made on the server.
The server acts as a proxy between the mashup application and the other services involved in the
application. On the other hand, a client-side Mashup integrates data and services on the client. For
example, in a client-side Mashup, Ajax application will do the required composition and parse it into
client’s web browser.
Today, in the Mashup application, the integration at Presentation Level is developed manually. That
is, a developer needs to combine the User Interface of the wished components using either server-
side or client-side technologies. This area is an emerging area and a lot of efforts are done in this
direction [33] [93]. From the Mashup point of view, there is still a lot of work to be done.
After this brief description of the different levels in the Mashup, we introduce in the next section the
dimensions used in our analysis. These dimensions concern mainly the data level, the focus of this analysis.
2.2.2 Analysis Dimension
In this section we describe the dimensions used in our analysis. To understand why some automatic support
is needed to create a Mashup application, we give the following example. Let us suppose that a user wants
to implement a News Mashup that lets her select news on a news service like CNN International and display
both the list of the news and a map that highlights the location of the results; she typically needs to do a lot
of programming which invokes fetching and integrating heterogeneous data. In fact the user needs to know
not only how to write the code but also (1) to understand the available API services in order to invoke them
and fetch the data output; (2) to implement screen scraping techniques for the services that do not provide
APIs, and (3) to know the data structure of the input and output of each service in order to implement data
mediation solution.
The Mashup tools provide facilities to help the user to solve some of the above mentioned problems.
The analysis provided in this section aims at studying how the tools10 address the data mediation problems
10The list of the considered tools can be found in Table 5.4
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discussed in the previous section: we will be asking questions like which operators do they provide for data
transformation and for creating the data flow? or, which are the types of data supported by the available
operators?
Therefore, the objective of this section is not to make a comparative, qualitative or quantitative, study
of the considered tools but only to analyze how they manage and deal with the different described issues at
the data integration level.
Data Formats and Access
In a Mashup application, a user can integrate several format of data as: web feed formats, used to publish
frequently updated content such as blog entries, news and so on; table based formats, used to describe any
of various data models (most commonly a table) as a plain text file, e.g. csv, xls; markup based formats as
HTML and XML; multimedia content as video, images and audio. These types of data can be available to
the user from different data sources. The most common data sources can be traditional database systems,
local files that are available in the owner’s file system, web pages, web services and web applications. For
the web data to facilitate the data retrieval, providers often expose their content through web APIs. APIs
can be seen as useful, in the same time, as a means for data and application mediation. Here we consider the
role of APIs from the data integration point of view in the sense that they offer specific types and formats
of data. It should be noted that an API can offer several formats of data, e.g. csv, xml, etc.
Murugesan [68] defines an API as an interface provided by an application that lets users interact with or
respond to data or service requests from other programs, applications, or web sites. Thus, APIs facilitate the
integration between several applications by allowing data retrieval and data exchange between applications.
APIs help to access and consume resources without focusing on their internal organization; simple and
known examples of APIs include Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) and Java DataBase Connectivity
(JDBC). On the Web, providers like Microsoft, Google, eBay, and Yahoo allow to retrieve content from
their web sites by providing web APIs that are generally accessible through standard protocols such as
REST/SOAP web services, AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript + XML) or XML Remote Procedure Call.
APIs can also be used to access resources which are not URL addressable such as private or enterprise
data [51]. However, some common data sources do not expose their contents through APIs. So, other
techniques as screen scraping are needed to extract information.
Internal Data Model
As stated before, the objective of a Mashup application is to combine different resources, data in our case,
to produce a new application. These resources come generally from different sources, are in different
formats, and vehicle different semantics. To support this, each Mashup tool uses an internal data model.
An internal data model is a single global schema that represents a unified view of the data [22]. A Mashup
tool’s internal data model can be either graph-based or Object-based.
• Graph-based model: by graph we refer to the model based on XML and those consumed as they
are (i.e. XML). This can include pure XML, RDF, RSS, etc. Most of the Mashup applications use
a graph-based model as an internal data model. This is certainly motivated by the fact that most of
today’s data, mainly on the Web such as RSS feeds, are available in this format and also, most of the
Mashup tools are available via the Web. That is, all the data that are used by the Mashup tools, in
this category, transform the input data into an XML representation before processing it. For example,
Damia translates the data into tuples of sequences of XML data [19].
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• Object-based model: in this case, the internal data is in the form of objects (in the classical sense
of the object-oriented programming). An object is an instance of a class which defines the features
of an element, including the element’s characteristics (its attributes, fields or properties) and the
element’s behaviors (methods). It should be noted that in this case, there is no explicit transformation,
performed by the tool, like in the case of the graph-based model, but the programmer needs to define
the structure of the object according to her data.
To illustrate the differences in the internal data models, let us consider the example of Figure 2.4 which
shows an extract of a spreadsheet (or csv) file containing the information of the national parks in the
world11.
title link description pubDate 
Grand Canyon National 
Park www.grand.canyon.national - park.com / 
Grand Canyon 
National Park... 19/03/2008 
Big Bend National Park http:// www.big.bend.national - park.com / Big Bend National Park... 19/03/2008 
Gulf Islands National 
Seashore http:// www.hikercentral.com /parks/ guis / 
Gulf Islands National 
Seashore...... 19/03/2008 
Figure 2.4: National Parks Data Source
The illustrated data in Figure 2.4 is given as an input to two different tools, namely Damia and Popfly
and the obtained result is shown Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5(a)shows the translation operated by Damia on the
input data. That is, each row in the csv file is transformed to an XML representation contained in the
element < damia : entry >. Each entry is composed of some elements containing general information
regarding the data source such as file name (i.e. < default : id >), last updating (i.e. < default :
update >) and by the < default : content > element in which the national parks information is stored.
Figure 2.5(b) as for it shows how the data could be represented using an object based notation is the case
of Popfly.
Weather 
Title:Type = Title 
Time: Type=Date 
TemperatureF: Type= String 
DewpointF :Type = Decimal 
PressureIn :Type = Decimal 
Humidity :Type = Integer 
toString():return String 
class 
Sydney_Weather : Weather 
Title  = 'Sydney, NSW -- Weather ' 
Time    = 2008-03-14 01:02:00 
TemperatureF   = 33.6 
DewpointF   = 24.9 
PressureIn  = 29.91 
Humidity=70 
Object 
 (a) DAMIA  - Weather Internal Data Model (b) Popfly  - Weather Internal Data Model 
Figure 2.5: Representation of the National Park csv file in DAMIA and Popfly
Data Mapping
To instantiate an internal data model from an external data source, the Mashup tools must provide strategies
to specify the correspondences between their internal data model and the desired data sources. This is
11Some elements are omitted for readability matters
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achieved by way of data mapping. Data mapping is then the process needed to identify the correspondences
between the elements of the source data model and the internal data model [77]. Generally speaking, a data
mapping can be: (i) manual, where all the correspondences between the internal data model and the source
data model are manually specified, one by one, by the application designer. In this case, the tool should
then provide some facilities for the user to design the transformation. (ii) semi-automatic, where the system
exploits some metadata (e.g., fields names and types) to propose some possible mapping configurations.
However, the user needs to confirm these propositions and, usually, correct some of them. At this stage,
only Yahoo Pipe supports the semi-automatic mapping, offering some hints for the user about possible
mapping. (iii) automatic, where all the correspondences between the two data models are automatically
generated, without user intervention [77]. This is a challenging issue in the data integration area. Since the
Mashup area is in its ”early stage”, this type of mapping is not supported by any Mashup tool. It should
be noted that the mapping process can necessitate an intermediary step, i.e. a wrapping step, in order to
transform the source format to the internal format, e.g. from csv to XML. It is also interesting to point out
that the mapping in the currently available Mashup tools is only done at schema level, while no semantic
information is being considered so far.
Data Flow Operators
Data flow operators allow to perform operations either on the structure of the data (similar to the data
definition language/operators in the relational model), or on the data (content) itself (similar to the data
manipulation language/ operator in the relational model). Here we consider the operators and the expres-
sion languages provided by the tools for processing and integrating data.
More concretely, data flow operators allow: (i)to restructure the schema of the incoming data, e.g.
adding new elements, adding new attributes to elements; (ii) to perform elaboration on a data set such
as extracting a particular piece of information, combining specific elements that meet a given condition,
change the value of some elements; (iii) to build a new data set from other data sets such as merging,
joining or aggregating data (similar to the concept of views in databases).
The implementation of the data flow operators depends strongly on the main objective of the tool, i.e.
integration or visualization. Some operators, e.g. Union, are implemented in different tools, e.g. Damia
and MashMaker, but the attached interpretation is also different, e.g. a materialized union of two data
sets in Damia and a virtual union of two Web pages in MashMaker (virtual in the sense that the schemas
associated to the main page is not altered with the new page). The main data integration oriented operators,
implemented in several tools are the following: Union, Join, Filter, and Sort. We give hereafter a general
description of these operators. A more detailed discussion of all the operators of all the considered tools is
given in [60].
Data Refresh
In some cases, e.g. stock market, data are generally generated and updated continuously. A lot of strategic
decisions, especially in enterprises, are generally taken according to the last status/values of the data. It
is then important that a system propagates the updates of the data sources to the concerned user(s). There
are generally two strategies dealing with the status of the data in the source, depending on the objective
of the user: pull strategy and push strategy [25]. In the pull strategy: this strategy is based on frequent
and repetitive requests from the client, based on a pulling frequency. This pulling frequency is generally
chosen to be lower than the average update frequency of the data in the source. The freshness of the data
depends mainly on the pulling frequency, i.e. higher is the pulling frequency, fresher will be the data and
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Table 2.2: Main and common operators
Operator Description
Union Combines two data sets in one. The
resulting set contains all the data
from the participating sets.
Join Combines different data sets accord-
ing to a condition.
Filter Selects a specific subset (entities and
attributes) from an original subset.
Sort Presents the selected data in a spe-
cific order.
vice-versa. One of the main disadvantages of a high refresh frequency is that unnecessary requests may be
generated to the server. push strategy: in this case, the client does not send requests but needs to register
to the server. The registration is necessary to specify/identify the data of interest. Consequently, the server
broadcasts data to the client when a change occurs on the server side. The main disadvantage of this model
is that the client can be busy performing other tasks when the information is sent which implies a delay in
it’s processing.
Another important parameter to point on here is the way the tool manages the pull interval. We can
define two possible strategies to handle this issue: a global strategy and a local strategy. For the Global
strategy, the pull interval is set for the whole application. This supposes that the data sources have the same
updating interval. That is, the data sources are requested at the same time interval, corresponding to the one
of the Mashup tool. As a result, the user keeps better the trace of some sources (the ones having low refresh
interval compared to the defined one) than the others (the ones having high refresh interval compared to the
defined one). In the Local strategy: in the local strategy, for each data source is affected it’s own refresh
interval. This pull interval is supposed to correspond to the one of the data source refresh itself. As a result,
a better trace is kept of each data source. From the tools point of view, only Damia allows to define the pull
interval and to hand it with a Local strategy. In fact, to set the pull interval, each source component has the
Refresh Interval parameter. After the time has exceeded, the data from the specified URL is reloaded.
Mashup’s Output
We consider the output as a dimension in this study since a user can be interested in exporting her Mashup
(the data flow) result in another format in order to reuse it or to process it with another particular application
(e.g. spreadsheet) for further processing instead of visualizing it. That is, we can distinguish two main
output categories: Human oriented output and processing oriented output. In the Human oriented output,
the output is targeted for human interpretation, e.g. a visualization on a map, on an HTML page, etc.
That is, for this category, the output can be considered as a ”final product” of the whole process. For the
processing oriented output, the output is mainly targeted for machines processing. This is interesting in the
case where the considered data needs to be further processed for, e.g. knowledge extraction. It should be
noted that this category can, at some stage, include the first category, e.g. an RSS output can be at the same
time visualized on an HTML page and also can be used by other applications for other processing tasks.
The provided output depends on the main objective of the tools. In fact, tools like Popfly, GME,
and MashMaker, that are much more about data visualization, provide rich and dynamic visualizations of
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the mashup applications. Besides, Damia and Apatar aim to aggregate and manipulate data that can be
reused from other applications. The output is exported into RSS, Atom, or XML feed by adding header
information and content specific to the feed, and converting the tuples of sequences to the specified output
feed type. Only, Pipes and Exhibit make available both the output’s categories.
Extensibility
Extensibility defines the ability of the tool to support additional, generally user defined, functionalities.
There can be two possible ways to define and use these functionalities. A functionality can be either (i)
embedded inside the tool, i.e. the corresponding code of that functionality is added to the tool using a
specific programming language, or (ii) external, i.e. invoking the corresponding service containing such
function. Extensibility depends mainly on the architecture and the spirit of the tool. In some cases, the
extension can be done by embedding the code of the desired functionality in the tool (e.g. Popfly); in other
cases, services are invoked like REST services, SOAP, etc. (e.g. Pipes). In addition, this feature is managed
differently by the different tools. In fact, in one case, the added function/service is shared with the whole
community that uses the tool (e.g. Popfly). In the other case, the extension is visible only for the specific
user (e.g. Pipes).
Sharing
Mashups are based on the emerging technologies of the Web 2.0 in which people can create, annotate,
and share information in an easy way. Enabling security and privacy for information sharing in this huge
network is certainly a big challenge. This task is made more difficult especially since the targeted public
with the Web 2.0 is, or supposed to be, a general public and not experts in computing or security. This
dimension defines the modality that the tool offers to enable resources sharing by guaranteeing privacy and
security in the created Mashup applications. This is a challenging area in the current Mashup and a lot of
work remains to be done. Also, this dimension includes the following three indicators: 1) What is shared
in the Mashup?, 2) How is this shared? and 3)Who are the users with whom this (the shared resource(s)) is
shared with? For the What, the shared resource can be total, partial, or nothing. The shared resource can
be given different wrights such as read only (user can read all entries but cannot write any entry), read/write
(user can read and write all entries in the data), no access (user cannot read or write any entries). The Who
as for it can be All people, Group, or particular User. It should be noted that for each member, different
sharing policies (what and how) can be specified and applied.
For example, GME and Yahoo Pipes allow implementing sharing policies. In GME, the sharing policy
can be: (1) total, i.e. read access to source code, data and output. (2) Partial, i.e. read access to source
code. (3) Nothing, where the Mashup is not shared. When a Mashup is shared in GME, for the data used
to build the application, the designer can decide to share it with a group or with all users by specifying
Read/Write policies. In Yahoo Pipes, if a private element is used (Private string or Private text input) the
code of the shared Mashup is available, but it is not possible to visualize the intermediate outputs, but the
Mashup output is available.
2.2.3 Analyzed Tools
To understand why some automatic support is needed to create a Mashup application, we give the following
example. Let us suppose that a user wants to implement a News Mashup that lets her select news on a news
service like CNN International and display both the list of the news and a map that highlights the locations
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associated with the news; she typically needs to do a lot of programming which involves fetching and
integrating heterogeneous data. In fact the user needs to know not only how to write the code but also (1)
to understand the available API services in order to invoke them and fetch the data output; (2) to implement
screen scraping techniques for the services that do not provide APIs, and (3) to know the data structure of
the input and output of each service in order to implement data mediation solution.
The Mashup tools provide facilities to help the user to solve some of the above mentioned problems.
The analysis provided in this section aims at studying how the tools12 address the data mediation problems
discussed in the previous section, according to the different discussed dimensions. We will be asking
questions such as, how the tools handle data? what kind of processes are performed on the data? what is
the result of Mashups? which operators do they provide for data transformation and for creating the data
flow? or, which are the types of data supported by the available operators? etc.
Currently a lot of Mashup tools are available, we have selected only the following tools since our
objective is not to analyze all the tools but to give a view on the current state of these tools.
2.2.4 Damia
IBM provides a tool, Damia [19], to assemble data feeds from Internet and enterprise data sources. This
tool is dedicated for data feeds aggregation and transformation in enterprise Mashups. Additional tools or
technologies like QEDWiki13 and feed readers, that consume Atom and RSS, can be used as presentation
layer for the data feed provided by Damia.
Damia supports REST and SOAP web services and allows to fetch local Excel, CSV and XML files. It
should be noted that these files must be first uploaded to the server, making them addressable, and can be
then invoked through REST protocol. In addition if used in combination with Mashup Hub, Damia allows
to assemble feeds obtained as results of query of data stored in relational databases like Microsoft Access14
and DB215.
Damia provides two main widgets, for data access: URL and Catalog widgets. URL widget is used to
extract the repeating elements from a feed, and the Catalog widget is used to fetch feeds from the Mashup
Hub Catalog16. For processing data feeds, Damia engine translates all data sources into tuples of sequences
of XML, which constitutes it’s internal data model. That is, if the data source is not in the same formalism
like the internal data model, e.g. MS Excel, and since the source data are all stored in the ’content’ field
of the internal data model without taking in account the schema of the data source, a special container is
created to receive that data. In this case, the mapping is manually performed between the internal data
model if needed to perform more operations.
To consume and produce data, several operators are made available by Damia. We can distinguish
between two categories of operators:
1. Data elaboration and presentation operators: these operators, shown in the Table 2.3, are used to
perform modifications on the data or their structure,.
2. Building operators: these operators, shown in the Table 2.4, are used to produce new data starting
from a data source.
12The list of the considered tools can be found in Table 5.4
13http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/qedwiki/
14http://office.microsoft.com/access
15http://www.ibm.com/db2
16http://services.alphaworks.ibm.com/Mashuphub/
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Table 2.3: Data Elaboration and Presentation Operators offered by DAMIA
Operator Description
Transform used for restructuring the schema of an incoming feed by adding/remov-
ing elements, adding/removing attributes to elements, or manipulating
values of the elements. The transformation is accomplished by creating
an output structure that is used to create a new feed.
Sort used to sort feeds based on their values, in an ascending or descending
order. Also, multiple sort keys can be used to perform the sort.
Group used to gather entries with similar elements into a single entry based on a
grouping expression. The grouping expression evaluates to a text value.
Table 2.4: Building Operators offered by DAMIA
Operator Description
Merge the operator is used to combine two source feeds based on an expres-
sion that is applied to the feeds. The expression compares an item value
from the first feed with an item value from the second feed. All of the
entries that satisfy the condition of the expression are merged, or joined,
resulting in a new feed.
Union the Union operator is used to combine two or more feeds into one feed.
The entries from the first feed are added to the new feed, then the entries
from the second feed.
Filter used to extract specific items from a feed that meet the filter conditions.
Augment allowed to combine the data from two incoming feeds into a single out-
put feed of data. One must link an expression from the upper feed to a
variable that he/she defines in the lower feed.
Damia caches all the data declared as data sources in a Mashup on its own server. A pull strategy is
implemented to update the data on the Damia server and the pull interval is handled with a Local strategy.
To set the pull interval, each source component has the Refresh Interval parameter for defining the time that
the data from the specified URL is cached. After the time has exceeded, the data from the specified URL is
reloaded. By doing this, Damia offers the possibility to consume it’s output using other task specific tools,
techniques, etc. (e.g. analysis tools).
As mentioned above, Damia aims to aggregate and manipulate data that can be reused from other
applications. The output is exported using the Publish operator which transforms the output of the data
flow into RSS, Atom, or XML feed by adding header information and content specific to the feed, and
converting the tuples of sequences to the specified output feed type. Also, Damia is an extensible tool
in that the user can either embed new functionalities inside the tool or invoke external services. The new
operators can be written in PHP language and can be plugged into the engine or can be made available as
web services(SOAP or REST).
From a sharing policy management point of view, the tool offers the possibility of sharing the whole
Mashup, i.e. total sharing, the output of the Mashup, i.e. partial sharing, or no thing. In the first case,
another user might access all the information used by the Mashup creator. The Mashup is completely
shared meaning that other users have access to source code, data and output. In the second case, the only
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shared thing is the final output. The resources are shared following one policy, which is the read only
policy. The user can’t specify another policy. The Mashup can be shared either with all people or no one.
There is no possibility to share the application with a specific user or with a specific group of users.
2.2.5 Yahoo pipes
Yahoo Pipes allows to build mashup applications by aggregating and manipulating data feeds from web
feeds, web pages and other services. A pipe is composed of one or more modules, each one performing a
single task like retrieving feeds from a web source, filter, sort or merge feeds. The modules are broken into
different categories such as Data Source for data accessing, Operators for data manipulation 17 and so on.
Yahoo pipes supports mainly REST web services, but provides also specific modules to access services
as Flicker for searching for photographs by keyword and geographic location, Google Base for allowing
anyone to create and publish web-accessible information, Yahoo Local for searching for services in a par-
ticular area, Yahoo Search to build custom searches as a starting point for Pipes and to fetch the source of
a given web site(Fetch Page Module) and a CSV file(Fetch CSV Module).
To combine data feeds, Yahoo Pipes translates the source formats (which can be RSS, Atom or RDF)
into its internal RSS feed data model. The data mapping between the source data model and the internal
data model is Semi-Automatic. In fact, if the name of the input fields of a feed match with the name of the
RSS fields, the conversion into the is done automatically; otherwise many facilities are provided to help
the user for the data mapping. An example is the “Item Building” module which is used to restructure and
rename multiple elements in the feed, in order to convert a source data model to the Internal RSS feed data
model.
To restructure the schema of incoming data, Pipes provides three operators described in the Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: Data flow operators offered by Yahoo Pipes
Operator Description
Regex allows to modify fields in an RSS feed using regular expressions.
Rename used to rename elements of the input feed and add new items in the inputs
feeds.
Sub-Element allows extracting sub-elements from the feed, which are buried in its
hierarchy.
Union allows to combine a list of item into a single list.
For data flow specification, Yahoo pipes provides only the Union operator to combine a list of item into
a single list. Besides, to perform an elaboration on the data set, the following operators described in Table
2.6 are made available.
Pipes caches all the feeds it visits on its own server. A pull strategy is also implemented here to update
the data on the server and the pull interval(that in our tests resulted to be 1 hour) is set for the whole
application(Global strategy). The created pipes are hosted at Yahoo server and can be either accessed by a
RSS or JSON client via it unique URL or visualized on the provide yahoo map. Besides, the pipes can be
used like Mashup components to build a more complex pipe or their outputs can be combined with other
tools that can process RSS feeds.
Yahoo Pipes is an extensible tool. If some functionalities the end-user needs are not offered, he/she
can create a web service and invoke it from the system through the Web Service interface. This external
17http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/
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Table 2.6: Data flow operators offered by Yahoo Pipes
Operator Description
Reverse If the feeds are ordered, the Reverse module provides a way to change
the order of feeds, by flipping the order of all items in a data feed.
Sort Used to sort a feed by any item element, such as title. The items can be
sorted in ascending or descending order.
Truncate This module returns a specified number of items from the top of a feed.
Tail This module truncates a feed to the last N items, where N is a number
you specify.
Count This module counts the number of items in the input feed, and outputs
that number.
Filter The Filter operator is used to extract specific items from a feed that meet
the filter condition.
Unique This module removes items that contain duplicate strings.
String Operators These modules help manipulate and combine strings.
Simple Math This module performs basic arithmetic, such as addition and subtraction.
Date Operators These modules can perform elaboration on date as create a date object
from a string value.
URL This module builds URLs in either traditional or Web 2.0 style query-
string format from a series of input fields.
service is accessible through JSON Interface and its output has to be a data type supported by the tool. The
added functionality is visible only to the owner and cannot be shared with the whole community.
Finally, the Mashup can be shared with either all people or no one, in particular the sharing can be:
(1) Total, meaning that there is a read access to source code, to the data, and to the output. The source
code of the pipe and the output are shared. In this way another user might access all the information used
by the Mashup creator. (2) Partial sharing meaning that the people with whom the Mashup is shared have
read access to source code and the output only. The data are not shared in this case. If a private element is
used (Private string or Private text input) the code of the shared Mashup is available, but it is not possible
to visualize the intermediate outputs. The Mashup output is available. The most restrictive policy is the
Nothing policy which allows to have a read access to output. In this case, only the Mashup output is
shared.
2.2.6 Popfly
Popfly is a web-based Mashup application by Microsoft18 that allows users to create a Mashup combining
data and media sources. The Mashup is built by connecting blocks. Each block is associated to a service
like “Flicker”19, ”Facebook”20 and ”Virtual Earth”21, and exposes one or more functionalities. A block
is characterized by one or more operations with mandatory, optional input variables and an output. An
operation defines the functionality exposed by the block such as display resources like photos or videos.
The input variables are the parameters of the query to invoke the services, for instance URL of service. The
18http : //www.popfly.net/
19www.flickr.com/
20www.facebook.com/
21www.microsoft.com/virtualearth/
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output represents the way in which the output of the operation is provided to the user. The output can be
either a data object or an HTML object that can be added to Mashup web page. The Popfly block supports
mainly REST and SOAP services. In addiction, a WSDL block generator, that automatically produces a
stub for a WSDL file, is made available.
In Popfly, the internal data model is in the form of object. The designer defines himself the character-
istics and the behaviors of a block based on the source data model. Since, there is not an explicit internal
data model, any transformation is performed by the tool for the mapping between the source data model
and the internal data model. Therefore, the mapping is Manual give that it is manually specified by the
designer.
Popfly is much more about data visualization than data manipulation, consequentially few operators
are made available for data processing and integration. For data processing, operators for restructuring the
schema of incoming data are not provided, since the Popfly’s internal data model is object based, but some
operators, described in Table 2.7 for object elaborations are made available.
Table 2.7: Operators offered by Popfly
Operator Description
Sort Sort operator is used to sort a list of input objects based on the values of
the object.
Filter This module filters the input list based on an arbitrary condition.
Truncate This module returns a specified number of objects from the top of a input
list.
Calculate This module allow to do different match operation on the numbers.
Text Helper This module allows to do some operators on the text as: (1)Split (returns
an array of the substrings separated by a given separator), (2)getSub-
String: (Returns a portion of the input text, given a position and length)an
so on.
Besides, for data Integration, Popfly makes available only the Combine module to join two sets of data
of different types into one. For the data refresh, a pull strategy is implemented by Popfly to update the data.
The pull interval depends on the frequency with the Mashup web page is reloaded by the user and concerns
the whole application(i.e. a global strategy).
Popfly does not offer any true output function. Once a Mashup application has been developed and
shared, it can be embedded into a web page, downloaded as a gadget, etc. But the mashed data cannot be
exported in standard format for further processing instead of visualizing it.
For the extensibility, in Popfly the user can create his/her own blocks either by writing the Java Script
code or by developing a SOAP web service. The created block can be plugged into the engine and shared
with the whole community. Finally, the created Mashup can be shared with either all or no one. That is,
two sharing policies are managed: (1) Total sharing where the user are given read access to the Mashup
implementation, the data, and the output. The implementation of the Mashup and the output are shared. In
this way another user might access all the information used by the Mashup creator. (2) Nothing where the
Mashup is accessible only by the owner.
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2.2.7 Google Mashup Editor
Google Mashup Editor(GME)22 is an interactive environment to build, deploy, and distribute Mashup ap-
plications. The Mashup can be created using technologies like HTML, JavaScript, CSS along with GME
XML tags and JavaScript API that further allows a user to customize the presentation of the Mashup output.
GME allows also to consume RSS and Atom feeds accessible via REST web services. Local files contained
data feed can be uploaded on the GME server and can be used through REST protocol. The user can also
create his/her own feeds using Gdata API23 and embed them in the Mashup’s web page.
To operate on different types of data from different sources, the data in GME applications is managed
with an Atom based data model named Google Data feed. Google Data feed is a data protocol based on
Atom. The data from RSS feeds, are automatically converted to Google Data by GME through an XSL
transformation. In reality, there is not an explicit mapping between the source data model and the internal
data model, given that they have the same schema.
To handle the data, GME makes available operators for modifying the incoming data feed by sorting
and filtering, shown in Table 2.8.
Table 2.8: Operators offered by Google Mashup Editor
Operator Description
Sort The sorting operator allows sorting the data on various types of elements
as title, e-mail address, etc.
Filter The filtering operator as for it allows retrieving specific data that meet
the filter condition. The filter condition can be applied to various types
of elements that appear in the feeds24.
Operators for data merging and data schema manipulation are not explicitly provided but can be imple-
mented using Javascript APIs, and XPath queries for data field access, and be plugged into the application.
All the feeds visited by GME are cached on its own server. A pull strategy is implemented to update the
data on the server but it does not support variable cache refresh frequencies, i.e.Global Strategy.
From the output point of view, GME, like Popfly, does not offer any true output function. The output
of the Mashup can be only visualized using the provided visualization tool. Then, in what concerns the ex-
tensibility, if some functionalities the end-user needs are not offered, he/she can write Java Script functions
that implement them. Like Pipe, the added functionality is visible only to the specific user and cannot be
shared with the whole community.
Unlike the other Mashup tools, GME allows to specify sharing policies for the Mashup application. The
sharing policy can be: (1) total, i.e. read access to source code, data and output. This means that the source
code of the GME graph and the output are shared. In this way another user might access all the information
used by the Mashup creator. (2) Partial, i.e. read access to source code. This means that If data is used to
build the Mashup, and ”no access” to other users is set, the code of the shared Mashup is available, but it
is not possible to visualize or manipulate the data of the Mashup. (3) Nothing, where the Mashup is not
shared. When a Mashup is shared in GME, for the data used to build the application, the designer can be
define to share it with a group or with all users by specifying Read/Write policies. Finally, the data feeds
retrieved from external sources can be read and accessed by any user. The data of the application can be
accessed in Read/Write mode by the designer, and can be shared by specifying the classical Read/Write
22http://code.google.com/gme/index.html
23http://code.google.com/gme/docs/data.html
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policies for data accessing.
2.2.8 Apatar
Apatar25 is a Mashup data integration tool that helps users join desktop data with the web. Users install
a visual job designer application to create integration called DataMaps. A Data Map is composed of data
storage type and operator (which modify data in different ways) and defines the flow of data from the
source(s) to the target(s). Apatar supplies the connectivity to applications such as MySQL, PostreSQL,
Oracle, MS SQL, Compiere, SugarCRM, XML and flat files. In addition, it has connectors for the most
popular Web 2.0 APIs such as Flickr, Salesforce.com and Amazon. The data sources are accessible mainly
through REST web services. Besides, local files like Excel, RSS, Text file can be uploaded on Apatar
server and then invoked through REST protocol. In Apatar, the internal data model is an object based.
A specific object is automatically created for each data sources. Like Popfly, since there is not a specific
internal data model, any transformation is performed by the tool for the mapping between the source data
model and the internal data model.
Apatar is actually the only Mashup tool that provide a wide range of operators to consume and manip-
ulate different types of data. In particular, to restructure the schema of incoming data, the user must define
first the structure of the output, configuring the wished output connector(text file, or database, or what-
ever connector blocks), and then using the the Transform operator which can specify the correspondences
between the input and the output fields. To perform elaboration on the data sets, Apatar makes available
different sets of functions each one associate to a kind of data types such as string, date, number and so on.
These functions are available in each operator blocks. Finally, for data integration the provided operator
are shown in the Table 2.9.
Table 2.9: Operators offered by Apatar
Operator Description
Aggregate used to combine two different data sources. The user first must define the
structure of the output and then in the Aggregate operator, can specify the
correspondences between the fields of the input data and the output.
Distinct similar to the ’DISTINCT’ operator in SQL, this operator eliminates the
data duplications for the columns specified by the user.
Filter used to extract specific data fields that satisfy the filter conditions.
Join combined two different data sources based on the join condition that is
applied to the input fields.
Split this operator is named Validate in the terminology of Apatar, split a data
sources in two separate tables according to a specific criteria. The first
table contains all data for which the criteria is True, the second contains
the rest of the records.
To refresh the data uploaded, a pull strategy is implemented in Apatar to update the data and the pull
interval is set for the whole application(Global strategy). The created Data Map, one created and shared,
is hosted on Apatar web site and its output can be either exported in standard format like RSS or can
be redirected to whatever storage data such as MS SQL, Compiere and SugarCRM. Apatar like DAMIA
25www.apatar.com/
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mainly aims to aggregate and manipulate data that can be reused from other applications, so additional
tools that consume the Apatar output formats can be used as presentation layer.
Apatar is an extensible tool. In fact new connector and operator blocks and new functions can be
developed in Java and plugged inside the engine(like new plug-in). These new functionalities can be also
shared with the whole community. Finally, from a sharing policy management point of view, the tool offers
the possibility of sharing the whole Mashup, i.e. total sharing, or no thing. Total sharing means that other
users have access to source code, data and output. There is the possibility neither to specify policy for the
accessing of the data nor to share the application with a specific user or a group.
2.2.9 MashMaker
MashMaker [39] is a web-based tool for editing, querying and manipulating web data. MashMaker is
different from the described tools in that it works directly on web pages. In fact, MashMaker allows users
to create a mashup by browsing and combining different web pages. A Web page is seen as two parts: the
presentation and the data through HTTP protocol. To handle the data part, an RDF schema26 is associated
to the Web page by the user. For this part, users can use the Extractor Editor offered by the tool to edit the
data model and formulate the XPath query for data extracting. The extracted schema is used by the tool to
extract and structure the corresponding data included in the Web page.
It should be noted that the schema of the Web page is stored on the MashMaker server. The correspond-
ing data are extracted when the Web page is retrieved by the navigator27. To build a mashup, different Web
pages are combined in one. This combination is done by mean of widgets, a mini-application that can be
added to an existing web page to enhance it in various ways such as provide data to other widgets. The
final goal of this tool is to suggest to the user some enhancements, if available, for the visited web pages.
The enhancements can be mashups or widgets which have been defined before by other users on top of the
visited web page.
Back to the RDF description of a Web page. Such a description is composed of a set of nodes and
properties. A node corresponds to a location on the web page. It is characterized by an XPath28 expression
to identify the position of the location and the corresponding value of that location. A node can have only
a concrete value (leaf node) or properties (compound node). To create a mashup application, MashMaker
must first extract the RDF description of the data, representing the internal data model of the tool, from
the HTML pages [38]. For each web page, a different schema can be created: an URI-comprehension
mechanism is used for normalizing URIs that are different but refer to the same web page.
The particularity and the interest of MashMaker is in it’s operators. In fact, the idea is to offer the
user the possibility of using operation that he is used to use in his desktop (e.g. copy and paste). That is,
MachMaker offer the following basic operators, Other services are added every day to the tool. Here we
focus on the main operators which are directly related to data integration., described in Table 2.10.
As explained before, once the description schema is defined for a Web page and saved on the server,
the data of the corresponding Web page are extracted when it’s retrieved via a navigator. MashMaker
implements then a pull strategy to update the data. The refresh interval is fixed by default but the user
can refresh manually the data. From the output point of view, Mashmaker does not offer any true output
function. In fact, once a Mashup application has been developed and shared, the mashed data cannot be
exported in standard format, but can be only visualized.
26Resources Description Framework: http://www.w3.org/RDF/
27The navigator is supposed to have MashMaker installed.
28XML Path Language: http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
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Table 2.10: Operators offered by Intel MashMaker
Operator Description
Match This operator is similar to the left join operator in SQL. The output con-
tains all the items of the main Web page (left relation or table in SQL)
plus the matched items from the targeted Web page (the right relation or
table in SQL).
Copy takes a copy of the selected Web page. The copied object contains the
presentation, i.e. the Web page itself, as well as it’s RDF description if it
is available.
Paste Reproduces the copied object, i.e. the Web page and it’s description.
From the visualization point of view, this operator allows to past the data
of a new web page into the main web page of the Mashup. From the data
point of view, the two data sets, corresponding to the two Web pages, are
merged.
As the other tools, MashMaker is extensible since users can create new widgets and add and share them
with other users. In addition to the possibility of extending the tool itself with new widgets, a particular
schema can be enriched and extended by other users. The sharing of the created RDF schema of a particular
Web page is automatically done by the tool. This one is shared with the whole community. For the widgets
sharing, the user can create a widget containing private data, this widget and the Mashup containing it
cannot be accesed by other users. Finally, the sharing can be done with all the users or no one. This means
that it is not possible to manage group of users or particular users.
2.2.10 Discussion
In this section, we make a general discussion on the tools by considering their advantages and disadvan-
tages. We aim in the same time to try to give a look out on the possible points to consider for further
improvements.
Mushup tools are mainly designed to handle Web data. This can be seen, in the same time, as an
advantage and an inconvenient. In fact, it is an advantage since it offers access and management of some
data available only on the Web, e.g. RSS feeds. To access these Web data, the tools support the two most
used protocols for exposing APIs, i.e. REST and SOAP protocol. This is a consequence of the success,
the utility, and the popularity of these protocols. A disadvantage since by doing this, user’s data, generally
available on desktops, can not be accessed and used. This is a considerable disadvantage since users bring
a lot of data on their desktops for cleaning, manipulation, etc. There is a lot of work done to help the user
to put and manage data, even personal data, on the web [42], but since this is not completely adopted, local
data should be considered.
As discussed in the previous point, i.e. consuming Web data, the majority of tools have an internal
data model based on XML; this design choice is motivated by the fact that the data available on the web is
mainly exposed in an XML format. Also, the communication protocols for the data exchanging over the
network use generally XML messages. The other dominant internal data model in Mashup tools is object
based. This data model is much more flexible to use, even if more programming is required to implement
operations on it, especially for programmers. This diversity can explained targeted/origin community. In
fact, XML is much more for databases community where as object is for applications and development
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community.
To manage data, the tools make available only a small set of operators for data integration and manip-
ulation. The set of provided operators is usually designed based on the main goal of the tool. For example,
if the tool is visualization oriented, only few operators for data elaboration such as filtering and sorting are
available. In addition, the offered operators are not easy to use, at least from a naive user point of view.
Also, the tools do not offer powerful expressiveness since they allow expressing only simple operations,
e.g. simple joins, and cannot be used to express more complicated queries such as joins with conditions,
division, etc. This means that, from the expressiveness point of view, these tools are far from reaching the
database languages, i.e. integration languages, such as SQL.
None of the analyzed tools implement a Push strategy for the data refreshing, the reason is that the
majority of the currently available APIs are REST based. The style of the REST protocol requires all
communication between the browser and the server to be initiated by the client and no support is offered
to maintain the state of the connection [26]. All the analyzed tools use a Pull strategy for data freshness
handling. This can be motivated also by the fact that the tools providers wish to control (or prevent) the
overloading of their servers. In addition, they implement a Global strategy for the pull interval setting.
This strategy however does not allow developing applications in which processed data are characterized by
a high refresh frequency, since it is not possible to explicitly specify the refresh rate for each source.
One of the main goals of the Web 2.0 technologies is the creation, the reuse, the annotation and the
sharing of web resources in an easy way. Based on these ideas, the Mashup tools are all extensible in the
sense that new operators, and in some cases data schema, can be developed and invoked or/and plugged
inside the tools. However, at this stage, the majority of tools do not support the reuse of the created
Mashups. This feature could allow developing complex applications by integrating the results of different
Mashups (also built with different Mashup tools). Some tools start to consider this issue such as Potluck
[49]29 which can use the Exhibit output. However, this is a limited cooperation between tools. This is a
very important point especially that the tools have a lot of limitations and a user cannot express his wishes
using only one tool.
The current development of Mashup tools is mainly focused on offering features to access, manage and
present data. Less consideration has instead been given to the issue of data sharing and security so far.
The security criterion needs to be taken into account inside the tools since communication problems could
make a Mashup perform too many requests to source data servers, causing overload for those servers. At
this time, only Intel Maskmaker takes into account this problem applying some performance restrictions
on the Mashup application [39].
Also, all the analyzed tools are server side applications, meaning that both the created Mashup and
the data involved in it are hosted on a server, which is owned by the tool’s provider. Therefore, the tool’s
provider has the total control on the Mashup and, if a user wants to build an application containing that
Mashup, the dependability attributes [21] of that application cannot be properly evaluated. In addition, from
the performance point of view, no tools provides information regarding the analysis of the performances
and in particular information regarding the evaluation of the scalability. That information is needed to
know the capability of a system to handle a growing amount of the data and the user request.
Finally, all the tools are supposed to target ’non-expert’ users, but a programming knowledge is usually
required. In particular, some tools require considerable programming effort, since the whole process needs
to be implemented manually using instructions expressed in programming language such as Java Script.
Others necessitate medium programming effort given that only some functionalities need to be coded in an
29This tool is not discussed further in this paper.
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explicit way using a programming language; a graphical interface is offered to the user to express most of
operations. At this time, there is no tool that requires low or no programming effort to the user to build a
Mashup, which is necessary to claim that the tools are targeted for end-users.
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Chapter 3
Turning Web Application into Web
Services
In the era of Service Oriented Architectures a relevant research problem consists of turning Web ap-
plications into Web Services using systematic migration approaches. This chapter presents the research
results that were obtained by adopting a black-box migration approach based on wrapping to migrate func-
tionalities of existing Web applications to Web services. This approach is based on a migration process that
relies on black-box reverse engineering techniques for modeling the Web application User Interface. The
reverse engineering techniques are supported by a toolkit that allows a semi-automatic and effective gener-
ation of the wrapper. The software migration platform and the migration case studies that were performed
to validate the proposed approach will also be presented in this chapter.
3.1 Introduction
The diffusion of the Service Oriented computing paradigm [10] is radically changing the ways of devel-
oping and delivering software: the keyword is now integration of services i.e., software functional units
offered by different providers, that can be interconnected using the common infrastructure provided by
Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs) for obtaining new services and applications. In such a scenario, the
coexistence of new and already existing software assets becomes feasible, and legacy systems can take the
opportunity of extending their lifetime exploiting the new architectures. Of course, this integration requires
that maintenance interventions involving reverse engineering, reengineering and migration approaches are
planned and executed. An interesting classification of approaches for integrating legacy systems in SOAs
has been presented by Zhang and Yang [94] who distinguish between the class of black-box re-engineering
techniques, which integrate systems via adaptors that wrap legacy code and data and allow the application
to be invoked as a service, the class of white-box re-engineering techniques, which require analysis and
modification to existing code in order to expose the system as Web services, and the class of grey-box tech-
niques that combine wrapping and white-box approaches for integrating parts of the system with a high
business value. White-box approaches are usually more invasive to legacy systems than black-box ones,
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but they are able to prolong the lifetime of a system, saving on maintenance, and improving the efficiency
of processes relying on legacy code. Vice-versa, black-box approaches that leave the original system con-
figuration untouched, as well as its execution environment, may represent a cost-effective and practicable
solution for rapid migration processes. In this context, a specific and relevant migration problem con-
sists of turning Web applications into Web services: here, the basic challenge is that of transforming the
original (non programmatic) user-oriented interface of the Web application into a programmatic interface
that exposes the full functionality and data of the application. Wrapping techniques exploiting black-box
knowledge of the Web application represent candidate solutions to implement effective and efficient mi-
gration processes. Using wrapping techniques in the field of Web applications is not new: in the last years
several Web wrapping techniques and tools have been developed with the aim of providing alternative
solutions to manual Web browsing. While the first versions of these tools were just data wrappers support-
ing the task of extracting data from HTML interfaces using specific extraction rules, more sophisticated
versions of Web wrappers have been successively developed to automate the interaction with the Web ap-
plication to aid or to completely substitute the user in some simple interaction tasks. More recently, these
tools are being proposed as integration solutions, and visual environments (called Web wrapping toolkits)
supporting semi-automatic or automatic generation of wrappers are emerging as commercial solutions. Al-
though these tools provide technological solutions to some specific Web integration problems, there is still
methodological immaturity in the field of Web service migration. Some relevant research questions that
still need to be addressed in this field include:
1. Which criteria can be used to establish which parts of a Web application (e.g., data layer, functional
layer, or presentation layer) can be migrated to a SOA?
2. Which are the migration strategies and techniques applicable to turn a Web application into a Web
service?
3. For each type of migration strategy, what is the migration process to be adopted?
This chapter answers these questions, by addressing the specific problem of migrating the functionality
of a ’traditional’ Web application to Web service architectures using black-box migration strategies. In
previous works [28, 29] we proposed a black-box modernisation technique based on wrapping to migrate
the functionalities implemented by an interactive, form-based legacy system towards Web services. In
this chapter, we present the research results we obtained by adopting a similar migration approach in
the different field of Web applications. In particular, this chapter will preliminarily analyse similarities
and differences between migrating a form-based legacy system and migrating a Web application, and will
present the wrapper architecture and the migration process that were defined to solve this specific migration
task. The results of two case studies where different functionalities of a Web application were successfully
turned into Web services will also be discussed in this chapter. The chapter is organised as follows. Section
3.2 describes related works on the migration of existing applications to Web services, while Section 3.3
presents the migration problem addressed in this chapter and the proposed wrapping solution. Section
3.4 shows the characteristics of the wrapping toolkit designed to support the wrapper generation, while
Section 3.5 introduces and discusses case studies of migrating a Web application. Finally, Section 3.6
provides concluding remarks and outlines directions for future work.
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3.2 Related work
In the last years, several Web wrapping techniques and tools have been developed to solve the problem of
automatically extracting structured information from Web sites and applications that, due to the specific
nature of the HTML language, normally provide unstructured information. These techniques are usually
based on extraction rules which may be less or more sophisticated, and defined either semi-automatically
through demonstration [35, 40, 47, 55–57, 66], or automatically by using machine-learning algorithms or
other artificial intelligence methods requiring training examples [55, 56]. A survey of several Web data
extraction tools is presented in [57].
While these wrapping approaches essentially address the problem of data extraction from Web appli-
cations for the aims of an automatic and integrated navigation of Web pages, or for the migration towards
the Semantic Web, other authors have recently presented their experiences with the migration of Web ap-
plication functionalities to Web services.
Guo et al. [44] propose a white box reverse engineering technique and a tool for generating wrapper
components that make the functionalities of a Client - Server .NET application available as Web services.
Jiang and Stroulia [52] describe their work for constructing Web services from functionalities offered
by Web sites: their approach is based on the analysis of the pairs of browser-issued HTTP requests and
corresponding HTML responses produced by the server for selecting the functionalities to be specified in
terms of WSDL specifications. Baumgartner et al. [23] have proposed a suite for obtaining Web services
from applications with Web-based interfaces: the suite includes a visual tool that allows the extraction of
relevant information from HTML documents and translation of them into XML which can be used in the
context of Web services.
A black-box technique for migrating a legacy system functionality towards SOAs has recently been
proposed by Canfora et al. [28]. This technique aims at exposing interactive functionalities of form-based
systems as services. The problem of transforming the original user interface of the system into the re-
quest/response interface of SOA is solved by a wrapper that is able to interact with the legacy application
autonomously by knowing the rules of the dialogue between user and application. These rules are speci-
fied by a User Interface (UI) model based on Finite State Automata that is interpretable by an automaton
engine, and that can be obtained by UI reverse engineering techniques. This migration approach has been
validated by case studies that showed its effectiveness.
3.3 The Migration Approach
In a form-based legacy system, the human-computer interaction is session-based and composed of an al-
ternating exchange of messages, based on forms, between the user and the computer [35].
The model of the interaction with a traditional Web application can be, thus, considered as a special
type of form-based interaction model where the concept of form is substituted by the concept of Web page:
the user provides his input on a Web page and the remote component of the Web application sends back
output data or new input requests by means of other Web pages.
As a consequence, since the black-box wrapping approach proposed in [28, 29] just relies on this type
of interaction model, we can hypothesise that the same methodological approach is still adoptable to turn
a Web application into a Web service, while the technologies supporting it will have to be adapted to the
new context.
As an example, a relevant difference between Web applications and form-based legacy systems regards
the techniques and protocols adopted for the communication between parties, where legacy applications
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often adopt terminal servers to support various types of terminals using specific communication protocols,
while Web applications are always based on the HTTP communication protocol and mostly exploit the
HTML language (with eventual components coded in script languages) to implement the user interface. For
the aim of implementing the wrapper, a possible advantage of using HTML will consist of the possibility
of automatically interacting with the Web application using open technologies (such as Http Unit [12]) or
data wrapping technologies, rather than using specific Terminal emulators.
In the following, details of the wrapper, of the migration platform providing the environment for the
wrapper execution, and the migration process supporting this approach will be presented.
3.3.1 The Wrapper
The wrapper is the core component of the migration approach, whose mission consists of interacting with
the Web application to obtain the execution of the functionalities that must be exposed as Web services. Of
course, since the rules of the interaction with a Web application depend both on the specific Web application
and on the specific functionality to be migrated, the wrapper will have to behave differently depending on
the service to obtain.
Therefore, we separated the wrapper into two main components, an Automaton Interpreter and the Au-
tomaton to be interpreted. The Automaton is actually a non deterministic Finite State Automaton [84] that
provides the model of the interaction associated with a given functionality: the Automaton is defined by
specifying a set of interaction states, the actions to be performed at each state, and the set of transitions be-
tween states. On the other side, the Automaton Interpreter is an engine that executes the actions associated
with each state.
According to the Automaton conceptual model shown in Figure 3.1, any specific Wrapped Service
will be associated with its Automaton, and with a set of Service Input and Service Output, respectively.
Moreover, each automaton will own a set of automaton variables used to buffer intermediate results of an
application execution. Automaton variables may be associated with Web pages input or output fields, or
Web service input or output data.
The logical architecture of the wrapper is reported in Figure 3.2 as a layered architecture where the
higher level layer is the Web Service interface manager that manages external Web service requests and
responses, the intermediate layer is the Automaton Interpreter that coordinates the Web application exe-
cution by interacting with two lower level layers, the former storing the Automaton specification obtained
from an Automata Repository, and the latter executing the Automatic interaction with the wrapped Web
application, respectively.
3.3.2 The Migration Platform
This platform provides an environment for the wrapper execution comprising the Automaton Interpreter
component besides additional components that are delegated by the automaton engine to implement the
following key actions:
1. data input in a Web page associated with an Input interaction state;
2. output data extraction from a Web page associated with an Output interaction state;
3. identification of the current interaction state based on screen templates and evaluation of the discrim-
inating expressions;
4. access to the automaton specification and to its automaton variables.
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Figure 3.1: The Automaton conceptual model
All the platform components have been implemented using Java technologies (cfr. the UML component
diagram reported in Figure 3.3 showing the physical organisation of the platform). WA Interaction Manager
is the component implementing the automatic interaction with a Web page by using the HttpUnit framework
[12], to accomplish both the first and the second type of actions listed before. The second action type is
implemented by using the XPath technology [14] for automated data extraction from Web applications. The
identification of the current interaction state is realised by the State Identifier component that exploits the
technique for Web page classification presented in [34]. Finally, the automaton specification is persistently
stored in an XML based database, and the access to it and to its variables is allowed by generic data driver
technologies (such as DOM or SAX libraries).
3.3.3 The Migration Process
The wrapping technique presented is based on a migration process that defines all the steps needed for
transforming a selected functionality (i.e., a use case) of a Web application into a Web service. The process
includes four consecutive steps:
1. Selection of the Web application functionality to be turned into a Web service
2. Reverse Engineering of the Web application User Interface
(a) identification of execution scenarios
(b) characterisation of execution scenario steps
3. Interaction Model design
(a) Evaluation of alternative modelling solutions
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(b) XML-based design of the model
4. Wrapper Deploy and Validation
The first step of the process aims at selecting the functionality to be exposed as a service from the
set of functionalities implemented by the Web application. This task will be driven by the business goals
of the Web application proprietary organisation that may be interested both in turning an already exist-
ing functionality into a Web service, and in developing a completely new service by reusing the existing
functionalities of the application.
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Figure 3.2: Wrapper Logical Architecture
 
Figure 3.3: Migration Platform organisation
The choice of the functionality will be based on several factors like its reusability, its business value, its
state independence, and so on. A special activity of this step will be the evaluation of the degree of cohesion
of a candidate use case, in order to establish whether it may be transformed into a single, high-cohesion
service or, vice-versa, it needs to be broken down into more elementary use cases, each of which can be
wrapped into a more cohesive service. In the latter case, the selected use case will not be presented as a
simple service but as a composite one obtainable by a workflow based composition of the single wrapped
services [47].
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The Reverse engineering step will be executed to obtain a sufficiently comprehensive model of the
interaction between the user and the Web application for each selected use case. To reach this goal, an
extensive dynamic analysis of the application will be performed to exercise and identify each possible
flow of actions (i.e., normal and alternative/exceptional execution scenarios) associated with the use case.
During this analysis, for each distinct scenario the sequence of pages returned by the system and user
actions performed on these pages will have to be traced and collected. On the basis of this data analysis,
each scenario will have to be associated with the correct sequence of interaction states, and each state
will have to be characterised by a screen template of the corresponding Web page. This template will
be own by all the equivalent Web pages (i.e., pages associated with the same logical state, but obtained
during different application executions) and it can be univocally identified by a discriminating expression,
as explained in Section 3.3.1. The technique presented in [34] can be used to solve the discriminating
expression generation problem.
The discriminating expression-based identification technique allows the wrapper to automatically solve
the problem of identifying the current state of the interaction with a Web application on the basis of the
analysis of the last returned Web page.
The third step of the migration process aims at designing the Web application interaction model needed
to implement a given functionality, and at producing an engine-interpretable version of it. The design
activity will have to evaluate the opportunities of producing a single (but providing a complex interaction
logic) automaton, comprehensive of all the scenarios’ interaction states, or of obtaining the same interaction
model using one or more simplified automata (each one implementing a simpler interaction logic). In the
latter case a workflow of activities has to be defined in order to implement the selected use case by means
of a composite Web service. Of course, these alternative approaches will differ in several aspects, such
as the design complexity of involved automata, modularity and reusability of the models, performances of
obtained wrappers. These aspects will have to be carefully considered to take the more effective design
decisions. An example of such a decision-making will be presented in Section 3.5 of this chapter by means
of a case study.
The second activity to be performed in the third step of the migration process consists of developing the
specification of the selected interaction model that could be interpreted by the wrapper. This specification
will include the XML-based specifications of the single automata, and the (eventual) workflow specification
expressed by a workflow description language (such as BPEL).
The fourth and final step of the migration process will be devoted to the wrapper deploy and validation
activities. The deploy activity will include all the operations needed to publish the service and export it
to an Application Server. As the service must be exposed as a Web service, the WSDL document [7]
describing input data contained in request messages and output data contained in response messages will
have to be written and stored on the Application Server, while a UDDI description document [13] of the
service can be registered in a public UDDI repository.
The validation activity will be a testing activity aiming at discovering failures of the service execution
due to eventual Automaton design defects. Possible failures may consist of State Identifier exceptions (i.e.,
corresponding to unidentified Web pages) or unexpected output responses produced by the service.
In order to maximise the effectiveness of this testing activity, different and complementary testing
strategies, such as the ones proposed in [29], can be used to design test cases.
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3.4 The Migration Toolkit
The activities of the migration process proposed in the previous Section are supported and partially au-
tomated by a set of tools integrated in an execution framework. This toolkit includes the Page Collector
and Discriminating Expression Generator tools that support the Reverse Engineering step of the migration
process, besides the Classifier and Automaton Designer tools which support the Interaction Model Design
step. All the tools have been developed using Java technologies. The integrated platform of tools with their
main input and output flows of data is presented in Figure 3.4, while a description of services they offer
follows.
 
Figure 3.4: Wrapper Logical Architecture
Page Collector is an interactive tool aiding the software engineer during the task of dynamic analysis
of the Web application. The tool is responsible for storing the source code of Web pages that are generated
during the navigation of the Web application, whose HTML code is transformed into XHTML using JTidy
libraries. For each Web page, the tool also stores its equivalence class provided by the software engineer
(where an equivalence class is composed by all those pages associated with the same logical interaction
state, but obtained during different application executions).
The Discriminating Expression Generator tool implements the technique presented in [34] for generat-
ing discriminating expressions for classes of equivalent pages. This technique requires that relevant page
features are preliminarily selected from equivalent pages, and therefore exploits Formal Concept Analysis
for identifying the combination of page features that will be able to discriminate the class of the pages.
The Page Classifier tool implements the task of classifying a given Web page using the set of discrimi-
nating features: the tool, by evaluating the presence and absence of discriminating features in a given page,
proposes a unique classification of it, or eventually reports the impossibility of classifying the page.
The Automaton Designer tool has been developed to aid the generation of the XML-based specification
of the automaton associated with the use case to be wrapped. This specification will include the set of
automaton interaction states, transitions between states, and actions to be performed in each state by the
automaton interpreter.
The generation of this specification is based on an assisted navigation of the Web application, imple-
mented by means of HttpUnit [12] where, for each scenario of the use case, each page will have to be
associated with a type of Interaction State (input, output, exception, initial, or final) and the information
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needed to characterise that state is collected. In particular, the Automaton Designer supports the character-
isation of the states in the following ways:
• In the Input states, the tool automatically retrieves and displays all the page input fields and stores the
correspondence (provided by the software engineer) between each field and the associated automaton
variable.
• In the Output states, the tool stores the relevant output fields selected by the software engineer from
the page, associates them with the corresponding automaton variables, and automatically generates
the XPath queries that are able to extract them from the page.
• In the Exception states, an exception message will have to be associated with each state: this message
will be either retrieved from the Web page content (via an XPath query) or will be a constant message
defined by the software engineer. In both cases, the message will be associated with an automaton
variable.
• In the Initial state, the tool supports the software engineer task of associating the input variables
(provided by the service request message) with Automaton variables.
• In the Final state, the tool supports the software engineer task of associating the Automaton variables
to output variables (composing the service response message).
After completing the characterisation of each state, the tool automatically generates the XML specification
of the automaton.
3.5 Case Studies
This Section presents some case studies that were carried out for exploring the feasibility of the proposed
wrapping approach. The case studies involved a real world Web application providing user functionalities
for planning and booking journeys via trains. Selected functionalities of this application were transformed
into Web services using the migration process presented in Section 3.3. Alternative wrapping design ap-
proaches have been adopted and compared, too.
3.5.1 First case study
The aim of this case study was to illustrate the steps of the process we performed to turn a Web application
use case into a Web service using a single Automaton.
In the first step of the migration process, the Web application use cases were analysed in order to deter-
mine possible candidate services. The main application functionalities included: a) Timetable browsing,
b) Seats Booking, c) Ticket Purchase. A black-box analysis of the Web application showed that these three
functions were not completely independent since the second one requires the first one execution, and the
third one requires the execution of both the first and the second one. As a consequence, three candidate Web
services were identified that expose the following functionalities respectively: 1) Timetable browsing (a);
2) Booking (a+b); 3) Purchase (a+b+c). The Booking Web service only suits users that want information
on tickets availability to book a seat, but do not want to buy tickets on-line by means of this rail enquiries
application. In this case study, we focused our attention on the Booking service (that is just accessible
to registered users) and, since the subject Web application was able to provide several Booking functions
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with different business logic rules, we had to decide both the semantic and the interface of the service we
wanted to obtain.
We decided to wrap a booking service (WS1) that, provided with Departure station, Arrive Station,
Date, and starting Time of the journey, besides user Login and Password, books one seat on the first
available train solution listed in the timetable iff it can be purchased on-line and the Standard fare can be
applied. Other journey search criteria are intended to be set to the default values stated by the application
(e.g. 2nd Class, ticketless mode, etc). The Fare is not included in the service input list since it is a pre-
defined value for this service. The output data included all booking details (Train number, Departure time,
Coach number, and seat number), or an exception message in case of unsuccessful booking.
The second step of the process was devoted to the Reverse Engineering activity that aimed at identifying
the interaction model of the booking use case, made of normal (i.e., successful) and exceptional (i.e.,
unsuccessful) execution scenarios. These scenarios had to be preliminarily identified before proceeding
with the automaton design.
To reach this aim, in this step we exercised the Web application with several input data that were
selected in order to trigger all possible behaviours of the selected booking functionality. This task was
supported by the Page Collector tool that, for each execution, stored the corresponding sequence of Web
pages and the other information needed to characterise these pages.
This analysis discovered that the use case included 1 successful scenario (allowing the correct booking
to be accomplished) and 14 exception scenarios (corresponding to various types of exceptions that may
occur during the execution). These scenarios were grouped into 6 classes, where scenarios associated with
similar logical exceptions were clustered into a single class. Table 1 reports for each class its cardinality
(#SC), a textual description, and the sequence of states associated with the scenario class.
The interaction states reported in the last column of Figure 3.5 refer to the graphical representation of
scenarios provided by the UML State Diagram in Figure 3.6. This diagram includes three macro-states
(namely, state 8, 10 and 11) representing further states (not shown in the figure for brevity) belonging to a
same class of equivalent scenarios.
Figure 3.5: Booking Scenarios
In Figure 3.6, each scenario class is represented by a distinct path between the starting and final states.
As an example, the scenario SC1 allowing a user to book a seat with success was associated with the
path where the user initially submits the requested journey data (i.e., Departure station, Arrive Station,
Date, and starting Time) (State 1-Home) and, thus, if input data are correct and trains satisfying his/her
request are available, State 2 -Available Trains is reached where a list of available train options is shown.
The user selects the first available solution listed in the timetable and the State 3-Available Standard Fare
is reached if the Standard fare can be applied and the solution satisfies the other search criteria. In this
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state, the user clicks on the reservation button and the application shows train details and ticket cost in the
State 5-Train details shown. In this state, the user is required to make the authentication procedure and the
application enters the State 6-Authentication, where the user provides correct login and password, and the
State7- Booking is reached where booking details are shown and the interaction ends with success.
As to the remaining scenarios, SC2 is the one associated with the exception that no train is available
between Departure and Arrival station in the requested date and hour. SC3 is the set of exceptional scenarios
executed when one or more train exist, but none of them can be booked for several reasons (such as the 2nd
class does not exist, or it is full). SC4 groups exceptional scenarios executed when user authentication fails,
while SC5 represents exceptions due to incomplete or incorrect input data. SC6 is the scenario triggered
when there are more available trains but they do not offer the standard fare.
 
Figure 3.6: Wrapper Logical Architecture
During the third process step, the interaction model needed by the wrapper to implement the required
use case had to be designed. In this case study, a single automaton was designed that implemented all and
the same interaction rules represented by the model reported in Figure 3.6. In particular, this automaton
had to allow the wrapper to look just for the first solution listed in the timetable and satisfying all the search
criteria, returning an exception code if no seat can be booked at the first train attempt (see scenarios SC2,
SC3 and SC6). This Finite State Automaton comprised the same set of scenarios, states and interactions
included by the model reported in Figure 3.6. Of course, all the additional information needed by the
Automaton Interpreter to interpreting this model had to be designed too: this task was performed with the
support of the Automaton Designer tool that finally produced the automaton XML specification.
In the fourth step of the process, the operations needed to deploy and validate the wrapped use case were
executed. The Automaton Specification was deployed on the migration platform (described in Figure 3.3)
and the Application Server was configured to manage the wrapped Web Service. The service was therefore
submitted to a validation activity in its execution environment, where a client application invoking the
service and providing it with input data was used. Test cases that covered all the scenarios reported in Table
1 were designed and executed. Thanks to this analysis, some errors in the definition of the discriminating
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expressions and some Automaton description faults were detected.
3.5.2 Second Case Study
The aim of this second case study was to explore the possibility of implementing another Booking service
(WS2) having the same interface of the service WS1 considered in the first case study, but implementing
the booking functionality with different (and more effective) business rules. In particular, we removed the
main limitation of WS1 that consisted of making just a single booking attempt involving the first train listed
by the timetable. We added the rule that the service makes at least a number Nmax of booking attempts
involving distinct trains from the timetable.
Implementing this service required a new Interaction Model to be executed by the wrapper. We decided
to compare two different approaches of implementing this model, a first one (A) based on a single (but
implementing a more complex business logic) automaton, and a second one (B) where the business logic
implemented by the automaton is left ’simple’ and new business logic is added outside the automaton.
These solutions are presented in the following.
Business logic internal to the automaton
This solution required a modification to the automaton designed in the previous case study for implement-
ing the new business logic. In particular, the new logic was implemented with the support of an automaton
variable N that stored the current number of attempts. The value of this variable had to be checked in some
automaton states and modified in other ones. An excerpt of the corresponding new automaton is reported
in Figure 3.7. As the figure shows, once the State 2 (Available Trains) is reached, four possible transitions
can be now executed:
1. The first transition leads to State 3 (Available Standard Fare) and is executed if the first train in the
list complies with all user’s requirements;
2. The second transition leads to State 4 (Not Available Standard Fare), meaning that the first train in
the list does not comply with the user’s requirements and the number N of performed attempts is less
than the maximum allowed number (N≤Nmax). When this state is reached, the automaton variable
N is incremented.
3. The third transition leads to the exception State 12 (Too much Attempts) and is performed when the
first train in the list does not comply with the user’s requirements and N¿Nmax. When this state is
reached, an exception is returned.
4. The fourth transition leads to the same State 8 of the automaton designed in the first case study.
The main difference between these automata is that in the second automaton two of the next states
of the State2 (State4 and State12) cannot be established just using the features of the corresponding Web
page class (i.e.,DiscriminatingF eaturesState4 and DiscriminatingF eaturesState12, respectively)
but also the current value of the Automaton variable N must be considered. Hence, more complex con-
ditions will be evaluated. The following conditions trigger the transitions to State 4 and the State 12,
respectively:
1. State4 : DiscriminatingF eaturesState4 AND N <= Nmax
2. State12 : DiscriminatingF eaturesState12 AND N > Nmax
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Figure 3.7: Wrapper Logical Architecture
Figure 3.8: Test cases for the second case study (sol.A)
As a consequence, the XML specification of the second automaton will be more complex than the first
one. This is an additional cost to be paid for obtaining a more effective booking service. As to the validation
activity of the wrapped service, it was carried out with the same approach used for validating the automaton
developed in the previous case study. In this case, due to the greater number of scenarios included by the
automaton, additional test cases had to be designed (cfr. Figure 3.8). In particular, the scenarios including
the loop were exercised by two test cases (namely, 7 and 8) where the loop was executed just once, and
Nmax times, respectively.
Business logic outside the Automaton
To implement the solution where business rules are not added to the automaton but are left outside it,
we had to design an orchestration process defining the private workflow to be executed by a deployment
engine to realise a composition of services. This orchestration process was specified as a BPEL executable
process [20].In BPEL, the sequence of the operations is specified by means of a set of primitives called
activities, according to the terminology of the workflow languages [9]; BPEL provides basic and structured
activities. A typical scenario is the following. The BPEL executable process waits for a message from a
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requestor (which represents a client) by using the receive activity; when the message arrives, an instance
of the process is created. Then the process instance might execute one or more partners by means of the
invoke activity and finally sends back a response to the requestor by using the reply activity. The workflow
process we designed is reported in Figure 3.9. The process logic is the following: the process starts with
the Receive Activity (1) where a request for a Booking Service is waited. When a request from a client
is received, an integer process variable N (counting the number of search attempts) is set to 0, and the
Booking Service activity (2) (implemented by the wrapped service WS1) is invoked. When WS1 returns
its response message, this message will be evaluated by the decision activity (3) in order to distinguish
between two cases:
• if WS1 returned a ’Not Available Fare’ exception message AND the number of search attempts is
less than the maximum allowed number NMax, WS1 will be invoked again but with a new Depart
Hour. The Depart Hour modification will be performed by the workflow activity (4) that will also
increment the number of attempts stored in N.
• if WS1 returned a message different from the OˆNot Available Fare’ exception message OR no further
attempts can be made, the Reply activity (5) will be invoked that will send back a response message
to the process requestor.
After the design of the workflow, the wrapped service had to be deployed and validated. In this case, the
service platform where the service was deployed had to include a BPEL engine that supports the execution
of BPEL processes. The BPEL engine used to deploy the service during this case study is ActiveBpel [15].
The testing activity was carried out in two phases, the first one devoted to the validation of the single
activities included by the workflow, and the second one aiming at testing the equivalent classes of execution
paths of the workflow.
A comparison between the wrapping solutions designed in these case studies should consider several
aspects. A preliminary consideration regards the applicability of the approaches in case of state-dependent
Web services that are services where distinct service invocations may return different results, depending
on the state of data managed by the corresponding Web application. For this category of services, the
workflow based solution may not be applicable, because the state of the application may change between
two consecutive invocations, while the single-automaton solution is always applicable. As to the wrapper
design activity, the approach adopted for the solution (A) will generally produce automata with greater
internal complexity (both of states and transitions) which requires greater effort of designing and validat-
ing the automata. As to the resulting Web service, in general, creating small Web services promotes the
development of scalable computing components and the creation of goal-oriented services that are specific
for classes of users.
Vice-versa, the approach adopted in the case (B) generally produces more modular solutions, requiring
smaller automaton design effort, but an additional effort for the workflow design and validation. Moreover,
wrapping use cases according to a modular solution may efficiently face partial updates of the Web appli-
cation and also may result more fault tolerant then building a complex Web service. A price has to be paid
in terms of performance of the wrapped service, since a further level is added introducing the needs for the
business process execution and multiple invocations to the Web service(s). Hence, the choice among these
two approaches should be driven by the required characteristics of the service to be obtained.
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Figure 3.9: Wrapper Logical Architecture
3.6 Discussion
Nowadays, defining and validating systematic approaches for exporting existing software applications to-
wards the new Service Oriented architectures is a relevant research issue.
This chapter addressed the problem of migrating the functionality of existing Web applications towards
Service Oriented architectures by a black-box wrapping approach. This approach considers a Web ap-
plication as a special type of ’form-based’ system, and proposes to adopt Automaton-based wrappers for
transforming the original (non programmatic) user-oriented interface of the Web application into a pro-
grammatic one that exposes the full functionality and data of the application. In this chapter, the logical
architecture of the wrapper, the migration platform providing the environment for the wrapper execution,
the migration process allowing the wrapper design, and a toolkit developed to assist the migration process
execution have been presented. Some migration case studies that were carried out for exploring the feasi-
bility of this approach, and evaluating and comparing alternative wrapping design solutions, have also been
discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4
Automated Service Composition
Methodology
Web service composition is a very active area of research due to the growing interest of public and
private organizations in services integration and/or low cost development of value added services. The
problem of building an executable web service from a service description has many faces since it involves
web services discovery, matching, and integration according to a composition process. The automated
composition of web services is a challenge in the field of service oriented architecture and requires an
unambiguous description of all the information needed to select and combine existing web services.
In this chapter, we propose an unified composition development process to the automated composition
of web services which is based on the usage of Domain Ontologies for the description of data and services,
and on workflow patterns for the generation of executable processes. In particular the chapter focuses
on the integration of the matching and composition phases. The approach aims at producing executable
processes that can be formally verified and validated. In order to meet this goal an operational semantics
and the Prolog language are used throughout the composition process.
4.1 Introduction
The SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) foundation relies upon basic services, services descriptions and
operations (publication, discovery, binding) [70]. One of the most promising benefits of SOA based web
services is enabling the development of low cost solutions/applications by composing existing services.
Web service composition is an emerging approach to support the integration of cross-organizational soft-
ware components [50] whose effectiveness may be severely compromised by the lack of methods and tools
to automate the composition steps. Given a description of a requested service and the descriptions of sev-
eral available basic services, the problem is to create an executable composition process that satisfies the
requested requirements and that can be programmatically deployed, discovered and invoked.
To achieve this goal, a composition process has to be able:
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a) to perform the automatic and dynamic selection of a proper set of basic services whose combination
provides the required capabilities;
b) to generate the process model that describes how to implement the requested service;
c) to translate the process model into an executable definition of the services composition, in case the
selection is successful;
d) to verify the correctness of the definition of the composition;
e) to validate the composite web service against the initial description.
Each of these steps has its intrinsic complexity. Services descriptions, relations among the involved
data and operations, composition definitions should be unambiguously computer-interpretable to enable
the automation of web services discovery, selection, matching, integration, and then the verification and
validation of web services compositions [63, 65].
To solve the automated composition problem, we propose an unifying composition development pro-
cess. Our approach uses domain ontologies to describe operations, data and services, and aims at producing
an executable process expressed by a standard workflow language that can be formally verified and vali-
dated.
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Figure 4.1: Life Cycle
The composition development process is realized in terms of the following phases:
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1) Logical Composition. This phase provides a functional composition of service operations to create a
new functionality that is currently not available.
2) Transformation Feasibility. This phase verifies the feasibility and the correctness of the transforma-
tion of the new functionality into a executable process expressed by a standard workflow language.
3) Physical Composition. This phase aims at producing an executable process, which is formally veri-
fied and validate.
This basic approach is illustrated in Figure 4.1. A Service Description contains the information about
the services available Domain. The service functionalities are described formally, using a domain-specific
terminology that is defined in the Knowledge Base. In particular, the Knowledge Base contains the domain
specifications expressed by a domain ontology and two main Upper Ontologies for defining concepts related
to the entities “Service” (e.g. concepts related to security, authentication, fault tolerance, etc.) and “Data”
(type, casting, relationships among types, etc.). Moreover to evaluate the feasibility and the correctness
of the transformation, we have formally defined a workflow language through operational semantics. That
semantics is contained into Semantics Rules knowledge base.
When a new service have to be created, the user has to specify the functional requirements of the
requested service using the concepts defined into the Knowledge Base and the workflow language to use to
describe the executable process.
Driven by the user request specification, the Logical Composition module first synthesizes an opera-
tional flow graph (OF) by reasoning on the facts contained in the knowledge base and applying the inference
rules (IR). Then, the operation flow graph is modified by inserting opportune service wrappers in order to
resolve Input/Output mismatches. Finally, a graph transformation technique is applied to the operation
flow graph in order to identify the workflow patterns which realize the composite service. The output of
the first phase is a pattern tree (PT), which will be consumed by the Transformation Feasibility module in
the second phase.
The Transformation feasibility module checks by inferencing on the semantic rules, if the patterns
(belonging to the pattern tree) can be realized by composing the language constructs. Generally, one
or more construct combinations that realize the pattern tree are provided. The output of this phase is a
representation of the pattern tree through the language constructs. If the pattern tree cannot be implemented,
the user can choose either to repeat the process with more relaxed requests or to select another available
composition language to implement the executable process.
Finally, in order to turn the abstract process into an executable process, the Physical Composition
module generates the code by analyzing the PT and recursively associating proper construct skeletons to
PT nodes. The output of this phase is an executable process, which can be verified before being enacted to
detect syntax or semantic errors in the code.
An operational semantics is the formal basis of all composition development process phases: it is used:
• to define the relationships between operations and data;
• to express the flow of the operations which realize the composition goal;
• to identify the composition pattern described by the composition flow;
• to formalize the workflow language constructs in order to either evaluate the feasibility and the
correctness of the transformation of the composition flow into an executable process and verify the
syntax and semantics correctness of the obtained executable process;
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• to support the validation of the composition.
4.1.1 Service Description
To enable automatic discovery and composition of desired functionalities, we need a language to describe
the available web services. At the logical composition stage, the composition process typically involves
reasoning procedures. To enable those, services need to be described in a high-level and abstract manner.
Therefore, at this stage it suffices to describe the capabilities of web services, using semantic annota-
tions. Once the language is known, the basic terms used in the language have to be drawn from a formal
domain model. This is required to allow machine-based interpretation while at the same time preventing
ambiguities and interoperability problems. The DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML, now called
OWL)1 is the result of an ongoing effort to define a language that allows creation of domain models or
concept ontologies. We use it to create the domain model using which services are described. The OWL-
S [5] markup language (previously known as DAML-S) is also being defined as a part of the same effort,
for facilitating the creation of web service ontologies. OWL-S partitions the semantic description of a web
service into three components: the service profile, service model, and service grounding(see Figure 4.2).
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ServiceModel
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DescribedBy
What the
Services does
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Figure 4.2: OWL-S Service Description
The ServiceProfile describes what the service does by specifying the input and output types, precon-
ditions and effects(IOPE). The ProcessModel describes how the service works; each service is either an
atomic process that is executed directly or a composite porcess that is a combination of subprocesses (i.e.,
a composition). The Grounding contains the details of how an agent can access a service by specifying
a communications protocol, parameters to be used in the protocol, and the serialization techniques to be
employed for the communication.
The proposed approach exploits OWL for the definition of the Domain, Data and Service ontologies
and OWL-S for the description of service operations. We consider an operation as an atomic function
described by the OWL-S Profile and Grounding2. Hence the proposed composition process takes into
account the fact that a service may provide more operations.
The Service Profile descriptions are used during the logical phase either for the discovery and selection
of the candidate service operations, and for the generation of the OF graph. Besides, the Grounding is used
during physical composition for the generation of the executable process.
1http://www.daml.org/
2The Service Profile says what an operation does by specifying its IOPE, and Grounding is a mapping from OWL-S to WSDL [86]
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4.2 Logical Composition
The main phases of the Logical Composition are the following:
1. Requested Service Description: service request expressed by an IOPE3 description
2. Synthesis of the Operation-Flow graph (OF): the flow of the service operations that satisfies the
Request is generated by reasoning on the facts contained in the knowledge base and applying the
composition inference rules (stored in Inference Rules). Operations compatibility is guaranteed by
matching Pre-conditions and Effects.
3. I/O Mapping: the input/output mappings among the parameters needed to invoke the operations
provided by the selected services are considered. In this phase the Data Upper Ontology is used and
the operation-flow graph is modified (if it is necessary), by inserting sequences of wrapping services;
4. Generation of the Pattern Tree of the composition (PT): graph transformation techniques are applied
to the operation-flow graph in order to identify the workflow patterns which realize the composite
service.
4.2.1 Requested Service Description
We suppose that the user’s request contains a description of the service W to be provided, expressed by
using the Domain Ontology concepts and relations. This description must specify the semantics of W ,
its IOPE parameters and the conditions that it must verify. The conditions may be defined by means of
the logical connectives of the propositional calculus. From this information, a Prolog Query PQW is
generated.
The Preconditions and effects are used during the generation of the OF graph in the logical composition.
The Inputs and Outputs are expressions involving general data types in the Data Ontology, which are used
during the flow concretization in the physical composition. Moreover, they are used during the IO mapping
in the the logical composition.
4.2.2 Synthesis of the Operations Flow Model
The synthesis of the operations flow model is achieved by analyzing the Request and the OWL-S definitions
of the operations, and then issuing a Prolog query on KB. The inference rules in IR defines services
compatibility in terms of pre-conditions and effects.
The Operation Flow(OF) Graph is defined through nodes and transitions. Nodes are related to ser-
vices to activate (activities) during the execution of the composed process, while edges (transitions) define
precedences in services activations. Edges may be labeled with predicates (conditions) representing flows
conditional activations. Each activity specifies also SPLIT and JOIN conditions. Split conditions are used
to identify which (outgoing) flows have to be activated during process enactment when activities terminate.
Join Conditions are used to define when an activity can be enacted when all or part of the activities on its
incoming flows terminate. Basically three types of split and join conditions exist: AND, XOR and OR. For
what concerning split conditions, (1) AND states that all outgoing flow paths have to be activated “simulta-
neously”, (2) OR that all outgoing paths having transition conditions which evaluate true can be activated,
(3) XOR that only one among outgoing paths has to be activated (depending on transition conditions). For
3Input, Output, Pre-condition and Effect
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what regarding join conditions, (1) AND requires that the activity can be enacted only when all activities
on all incoming paths have been terminated, (2) XOR allows for a single activity enactment when the first
of the incoming paths is activated, (3) OR allows for multiple enactment of the activity (once every time
an incoming path terminates).
IOPE Matching
Filtering and selection of services is achieved by using matchmaking algorithms similar to those imple-
mented in the DAML-S Matchmaker [71]. In that system matchmaking uses ServiceProfiles to describe
service requests as well as the services advertised. A service provider publishes a DAML-S (or, presumably
in a successor, updated Matchmaker, OWL-S) description to a common service repository. When someone
needs to locate a service to perform a specific task, a ServiceProfile for the desired service is created. Re-
quest profiles are matched by the service registry to advertised profiles using OWL-DL subsumption as the
core inference service. In particular, the DAML-S Matchmaker computes subsumption relations between
each individual IOPE’s of the request and advertisement ServiceProfile. If the classes of the corresponding
parameters are equivalent, there is an exact and thus best match. If there is no subsumption relation, then
there is no match. Given a classification of the types describing the IOPEs, the Matchmaker assigns a rating
depending on the number of intervening named classes between the request and advertisement parameters.
• Perfect Matching: predicate concepts are the same;
• Exact: predicate concepts are equivalent;
• PlugIn: a predicate concept is a subconcept of another one;
• Subsume: a predicate concept is a superconcept of anothe one;
• Fail: no matchs among predicate concepts.
Finally, the ratings for all of the IOPEs are combined to produce an overall rating of the match.
Our system uses the same basic typology of subsumption based matches, but we match based on the
subsumption of the entire profiles.
Clearly, only Exact and Plugin matches between parameters of ServiceProfile would yield useful re-
sults. Sometimes, for input/output parameters we can consider a more relaxed matching that can be ob-
tained considering the cases when the output of a service is subsumed by the input of another service. In
fact the output type can be viewed as a specialized version of the input type and these services can still be
chained.
Workflow Operators
The workflow constructs we use to build OF are the following: sequence, split and join. Sequence allows
for sequential activation of operations; split and join allows for concurrent execution of operations and
synchronization. Choices and loops can be introduced by means of proper conditions on OF edges.
In the following the PE matching and flow rules are formally defined.
We remember that P and E are sets of predicates, as explained in Section 4.1.1. Let Predicate be
the set of all predicates that appear in P and E sets of all operations in the domain and let σ be the set
of evaluations of all predicates in Predicate. The function eval(Predicate), for short’s eval, associates
to each element in the set Predicate the couple (predicate, value), where value is the truth value of
predicate.
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In the following PA (EA) will denote the preconditions (effects) set associated to an operation A. In
order to allow forA operation activation (i.e. to makeA activable), all predicates in PA must evaluate true.
After a correct termination of the A operation, predicates in EA evaluates true. In addition we call ActA
the activation of the operation A. Finally we indicate with EffA the set of all Predicates that evaluates
true after the ActA:
EffA = {p ∈ Predicates|eval(p) = (p, true)afterActA}
In the following the operational semantics of the rules we introduced before is reported. These defini-
tions are translated into Prolog rules which are used during the synthesis phase. Rules are defined in terms
of precondition that can enable the activation of a given operation composition and in terms of the changes
in the σ set depending on E sets of component operations and composition operators.
The semantics of the activation of an operation A is the following:
eval(PA)
σA
ActA−→ σ′A
(4.1)
where σA = eval(Predicate) before the activation of the operationA and σ
′
A is the same eval(Predicate)
but after the activation of the operation. Notice that only predicates in EA may change their evaluation,
and then σ
′
A = eval(¬(Predicate ∩ EA) ∪ EA)
In order to synthesize the requested composed service all possible combinations of services are ana-
lyzed by the means of a Prolog engine, that tries to find a services composition to which corresponds the
requested P and E sets.
Proper pruning techniques are used to allows for termination of the inferences even when loops are
created in the problem state space exploration.
Sequence
In a sequence, an operation is activable after the completion of another operation in the same process. Let
A and B two web services operations where the B operation can be activated only after the completion of
the A operation. We denote with Seq(A,B) the sequential activation of A and B where the activity order
inside the brackets is related to the activation order.
In order to activate the Sequence, the following conditions must happen:
EffA ⊇ PB , eval(p) = (p, true)
∀p ∈ PA −→ activable(Seq(A,B))
Obviously PSeq = PA and ESeq ⊇ EB because ESeq contains all predicates in the last sequence
operation, but also predicates that belong to the E sets of the other operations which maintain their truth
values during the execution of the whole sequence (i.e., in sequence with two operations, the p ∈ EA such
that eval(p) = (p, true) even after the B execution). It is possible to prove that EA ∪ EB ⊇ ESeq. The
relation between the sets is not an equality since it the B operation should request the invalidation of a
previous effect. For example a service that first request an authentication for a session, can also request the
end of the authentication session after the execution of a given task. The predicate hasAuthentication is an
effect of the first operation, but not of the last one (and thus it is not one of the sequence).
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It is also true that EffSeq = EffB .
Notice that associative property can be applied to Sequence operator, and it is possible to state that
Sequence(A,Seq(B,C)) = Seq(Seq(A,B), C) = Seq(A,B,C). In the case of multiple sequence com-
ponent operations, the previous definition can be extended by recursion.
If Ln denotes a list of n operations Ln = (A1, · · · , An) to execute in a sequence then:
Seq(Ln) = Seq(Seq(Ln−1), An)
Seq(A) = A
The semantics of a sequence composition is the following one:
σSeq(Ln−1)
Act(Seq(Ln−1)−→ σ′Seq(Ln−1),
EffSeq(Ln−1) ⊇ PAn , σ
′
Seq(Ln−1)
Act(Ln)−→ σ′Seq(Ln)
σSeq(Ln)
Act(Seq(Ln))−→ σ′Seq(Ln)
(4.2)
(1) and (2) are the rules which define the execution of sequential web services operations. They state
that in order to allow for sequential execution of a list of operations, the last one (An) has to be activable
and the other ones have to be previously activated. In order to allows for last operation activation, it must
be EffSeq(Ln−1) ⊇ PAn .
For example, the rules are recursively applied for Seq(A,B) in the following manner:
eval(PA)
σA
Act(A)−→ σ′
A
, EffA ⊇ PB , eval(PB)
σ′a
Act(B)−→ σ′
Seq(A,B)
σSeq(A,B)
Act(Seq(A,B))−→ σ′Seq(A,B)
Notice that EffA ⊇ PB =⇒ eval(PB) , σSeq(A,B) = σA and σ′Seq(A,B) = σ
′
B .
Split
A Split is a point in the OF with a single incoming control flow path and multiple outgoing paths (Figure
4.3). Three types of splits are defined in order to describe different kind of outgoing paths executions:
AND, XOR and OR splits.
A
B C
Split
A B
C
Join
Figure 4.3: Split and Join
AND splits allow for parallel execution of outgoing paths. All preconditions needed to enact all paths
executions have to be verified in order to consider the OF activable. XOR splits allow for the enactment of
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only one of the outgoing paths. The preconditions of only one outgoing path have to be be verified in order
to consider the OF activable. If more paths can be enabled, the system must choose one to activate. OR
splits allow for the enactment of one or more of the outgoing paths at any time, as soon as paths enabling
preconditions are evaluated true. Obviously any type of split with one outgoing edge has to be considered
a sequence. For brevity’s sake we will show in the following only the AND split activation conditions and
semantics. Complex splits can be achieved by associating predicates called conditions on each outgoing
path and discriminating their activation depending on these predicates values.
Let us consider the AND split in Figure 4.3 and let us indicate a split with SplitAND(A,B,C) where the first
operation in the brackets is related to the incoming split path and the other ones to the outgoing paths . The
condition that makes activable the AND split is the following one:
EffA ⊇ PB ∪ PC
eval(p) = (p, true)∀p ∈ PA
Let us consider for simplicity’s sake (here and in the other following constructs) that the E sets of split
outgoing operations have no predicates that appear in one of the other set in the negate form. We can say
that PSplitAND(A,B,C) = PA and, ESplitAND(A,B,C) = E
∗
A ∪EB ∪EC , where E∗A is the set of EA predicates which
do not appear in a negative form in EB and EC . The equality is because we assume that parallel outgoing
operations cannot act concurrently executing conflicting operations.
More generally we denote with Inc the operation on the incoming path and withOutn = (O1, · · · , On)
the operations on the outgoing paths, indicating the split with SplitAND(Inc,Outn). Let beOutn−1 = (O1, · · ·On−1),
We can thus recursively define Outn = (Outn−1, On), with O0 = ∅ and SplitAND(Inc,∅) = Inc
Since we assume no conflicts on outgoing operations, the AND Split operator can be considered com-
mutative on Outn list. Thus if we denote with Perm(Outn) the set of all possible permutations on Outn
list, and with Permi an element of this set,
SplitAND(Inc,Outn) = Split
AND
(Inc,Permi)
∀i ∈ {1, n!}
It is possible to associate the position in the list On with the order of operation completion. With the
previous relation we state that the AND Split execution is independent on the completion order of outgoing
operations.
It is now possible to describe the semantics of the AND Split:
EffInc ⊇ POn−1 ,
σSplitAND(Inc,Outn−1)
Act(SplitAND(Inc,Outn−1))−→ σ′
SplitAND(Inc,Outn−1)
σSplitAND(Inc,Outn)
Act(SplitAND(Inc,Outn)
)
−→ σ′
SplitAND(Inc,Outn)
Notice that σ
′
SplitAND(Inc,Outn−1)
is the set of all predicates evaluations of all the Split operations evalua-
tions except the operation On. This may resume the case of having all operations terminated but the On.
Thanks to the commutative property previously described, this is not a loss of generality and the rule can be
applied independently on outgoing operation terminations: the final state will be σ
′
SplitAND(Inc,Outn)
in every
case.
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Furthermore,
EffInc ⊇
⋃
i=1,··· ,n
POi ⇒
EffInc ⊇ POi∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}
and the precondition EffInc ⊇ POn−1 is true at any level of inference tree.
We do not report the rules of other Split types due to the lack of space.
Join
A Join in the OF is a point with multiple ingoing paths and a single outgoing path (Figure 4.3). It is usually
a synchronization point of concurrent or parallel activities. Three types of joins are defined in order to
describe different kind of synchronization: AND; XOR and OR joins.
An AND join is a point where all operations on incoming paths have to terminate their execution in
order to activate the outgoing control flow path. An XOR join allows for activation of the outgoing path
whenever the operations of one of the incoming paths terminate their executions. Finally an OR join allows
for activation of the outgoing path every time an incoming path operations terminate; the outgoing path can
be activated more than once. In addition complex synchronization patterns can be defined by associating
predicates (conditions) on incoming paths. The joins rules in such case apply only to paths with conditions
that evaluate true. In the following for brevity’s sake, we will describe only AND Join semantics.
With reference to the Figure 4.3 we denote with JoinAND(A,B,C) the activity with operation A and B on
incoming join path and with operation C (the last in the join list) on the outgoing path. The conditions that
make activable the AND join are the following:
EffA ∪ EffB ⊇ PC
eval(p) = (p, true)∀p ∈ PA ∪ PB
In order to activate the C operation, the paths with A and B operations must terminate. This implies
that join can be activated only when all precondition of operations on incoming paths evaluate true and it is
possible to state that: PJoinAND(A,B,C) = PA ∪ PB . Further, if no conflicting operations on incoming paths, it
can be trivially proved that EJoinAND(A,B,C) = E
∗
A∪E∗B ∪EC where E∗X is the set of all EX predicates except
for predicates that appear in the negative form in EC . The definitions can be adapted to a generic number
of operations on incoming paths (in a list Incn) and one on outgoing path (Out) like as we did previously
with Split.
In order to define the semantics of Join, let us extend the semantics of the Act function to a list of
operations. Let be Incn a list of n operations (Ii, · · · , In). We can extend the Act semantics as follows:
σ
Act(Incn−1)−→ σ′n−1, σ
′
n−1
Act(In)−→ σ′
σ
Act(Incn)−→ σ′
Where σ is the state before the activation of all operations, σ
′
is the state after the activation of all
operations and σ
′
i is the state after the activations of the first i activities in the Incn list. In brief the
activation of n operations in a list evolves by activating component operations in turn.
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With this definition and thanks to the commutative properties on incoming paths operations, it is possi-
ble to define the semantics of a Join:
σJoinAND
Incn,Out
Act(Incn)−→ σ′Incn ,⋃
i∈{1,··· ,n}EffIi ⊇ POut, σ
′
Incn
Act(Out)−→ σ′
JoinAND(Incn,Out)
σJoinAND(Incn,Out)
Act(JoinAND(Incn,Out)
)
−→ σ′
JoinAND(Incn,Out)
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Figure 4.4: OF Graph
4.2.3 I/O Mapping
This section considers the input/output mapping among the parameters needed to invoke the operations
provided by the selected services.
Since the previous synthesis process does not take in account the I/O operation descriptions, the OF
graph may generate compositions that, even if semantically correct, may be incorrect in terms of Inputs
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and Outputs. In fact, the generated OF graph describes the control flow(the dependence among activities)
of the composite service, but generating the complete data flow needs reasoning with context of inputs
and outputs. The data flow defines the dependences among data manipulations, and has to be produces
between component services to make the composite model executable. For the definition of the data flow
the semantics of each input and output parameter may be expressed. That semantics needs to be expressed
along two dimension. The first one specifies the meaning of parameters as intended by the service provider.
The second dimension is dictated by the composition of which this service become a components, so that
the relation between the I/O parameters of component services can be determinated. To solve the problem
of IO parameter context, we introduce a specific Data Upper ontology, which specifies the meaning, the
type and relations among the types.
In this phase the complete data flow is obtained by reasoning on the Data Upper ontology and by
inserting sequences of wrapping services(defined by the designer at design time) that execute I/O format
translations.
4.2.4 Generation of the Pattern Tree of the Composition PT
Once the rules explained before have been applied in order to build the OF graph, it is necessary to translate
this representation into a control flow graph which elements are organized in workflow patterns [88]. We
will call this graph Service Workflow graph (SW). This step of the approach is implemented applying the
graph transformation algorithms defined in [43].
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Figure 4.5: Graph Analysis 1
Let us suppose that we have to discover patterns in the graph reported in Figure 4.4. The steps required
in order to discover pattern in the graph are the following. First of all (a), the Sequences S1 and S2 are
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identified(see Figure 4.5 (a)). On the graph with the two sequences macro-nodes, the Parallel execution
pattern P1 is identified (see Figure 4.5 (b)). Then, the Sequence S3 and the (Exclusive) Choice C1 are
identified (see Figure 4.6 (c-d)). Finally the whole graph is reduced to the sequence S4 containing all the
other detected patterns (see Figure 4.6 (e-f)).
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Figure 4.6: Graph Analysis 2
Some parts of the OF Graph can be expressed in terms of workflow patterns described in Section 4.3.3.
The algorithm used to detect the workflow patterns belong to the operation flow graph is reported in Figure
4.7. It actually detect sequences, parallel executions and choices patterns.
The algorithm iteratively identifies sequences in the OF Graph. A Sequence is detected when a two or
mode activities are linked each other by a single transition, independently from split and join conditions of
component activities. Parallels and choice patterns are identified depending on transitions, join and split
conditions of three-level activities OF subgraphs. A three-level activities subgraph is identified in the graph
if two activities exist having respectively only one incoming(first-layer activity, FLA) and one outgoing(last
layer activity, LLA) transition and if some other activities (middle-layer activities, MLA) exist having only
LLA and FLA linked to their incoming and outgoing transitions.
The algorithm for sequences detection is reported in Figure 4.8. Notice that if a transition condition is
specified on an activity, only at run time it is possible to state if the transition will be able to activate the
following activities. This is notified as warning to the user during the OF Graph analysis.
The algorithm for detecting choices and parallels is reported in Figure 4.9.
The pattern macro node to substitute depends on the FLA split, LLA join and on transition conditions.
The Table 4.1 resumes relations among conditions and detected patterns. Notice that defining a transition
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repeat
identify sequences
create new nodes for sequences
substitute sequences nodes in the OF Graph
identify parallels and choices
create new nodes for parallels and choices
substitute parallels and choices in the OF Graph
until until no more substitution done
Envelop non-pattern nodes in link nodes
Produces Pattern Tree
Figure 4.7: OF Graph Analysis Algorithm
while Performing a Depth First Search on OF Graph do
if a Sequence macro-node was not active and current-activity has only one outgoing edge then
create a new active Sequence macro-node.
add the current-activity to Sequence macro-node list
starting − activity = current− activty
if a condition is defined on outgoing arc transition then
Warning notify
end if
else if a Sequence macro-node is active and current-activity has only one outgoing arc then
add the current-activity to Sequence macro-node list
if a condition is defined on outgoing arc transition then
Warning notify
end if
else
ending − activity = current− activity
de-activate Sequence macro-node
substitute all activities beetween starting−activity and current−activity with the Sequence macro-node
end if
end while
Figure 4.8: Sequences Detection
condition predicate astrue, is the same of defining no condition.
The output of this phase is a tree (Pattern Tree (PT))containing the nested structure of workflow patterns
that can be detected in the OF graph. Sometimes, it is simple to represent the output of the OF Transfor-
mation phase with a tree structure (since it is similar to a parse tree). In general some nodes and edges may
not be enveloped into pattern nodes during the enactment of OF Graph analysis. In this case, these nodes
and linked pattern macro-nodes are included into special link nodes.
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while Performing a Depth First Search on OF Graph do
detects three-level activities
if a three-level activities group is detected then
analyze FLA split, LLA join and transitions conditions
Create a new Parallel/Choice Macro-node containing MLA.
substitute all activities in MLA with the Parallel/Choice macro-node
if any problem on transitions conditions is detected then
Warning notify
end if
end if
end while
Figure 4.9: Parallel/Choice Detection
4.3 Transformation Feasibility
This phase verifies the feasibility and the correctness of the transformation of the Pattern tree into an
executable process expressed by a standard workflow language.
To evaluate the feasibility of the transformation, we first need to analyze whether and how a given
Pattern tree can be implemented using a workflow language. A common way to perform this analysis, is
to verify if the language is able to express common workflow patterns. This methodology is presented
in Section 4.3.1. However, a main problem in analyzing patterns is that orchestration languages lack of
formal definitions of their constructs semantics. We have selected an orchestration language WS-BPEL4,
standard the facto in the composition of web services, and have formalized the semantics of the BPEL
constructs (see section 4.3.2). Finally, we have been able to apply the pattern analysis methodology to
BPEL in section 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Pattern Analysis Methodology
The proposed pattern analysis methodology is founded on the concept of constructs operational semantics
of a given language.
The operational semantics of a workflow process describes the sequences of the computational steps
generated by its execution by providing a state transition system for a language. Of course the a workflow
language is not a programming language It is a flow language that allows to define executable processes.
Nevertheless, its structured activities are very closed to the classical control flow constructs of an imperative
programming language. Thus it makes sense to formalize them by defining a set of derivation rules for the
execution of commands.
We use a structured operational semantics since the rules are syntax driven. The formal description of
a language requires to define: a) a set of states, b) the evaluation of the expressions, c) the execution of the
commands.
An expression that must be evaluated has the form:
〈e, σ〉
where e is an expression and σ is the state in which e is evaluated. The evaluation produces a value n,
according to the evaluation relation:
〈e, σ〉 → n
4In this thesis for brevity we use the notation BPEL to refer to the standard WS-BPEL
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Table 4.1: Choices and Parallels Detection rules
FLA Split LLA Join FLA outgoing trans.conf FLA outgoing trans.conf Pattern
AND AND all true (or Warning) all true (or Warning) Parallel:
(Parallel Split +
Synchronization)
AND XOR all true (or Warning) all true (or Warning) Parallel Split +
Discriminator)
AND OR all true (or Warning) any (Multiple)Choice+
Multiple Merge
XOR XOR only one true (or Warning) true on the active path (or Warning) (Exclusive )Choice +
Simple Merge
XOR OR only one true (or Warning) true on the active path (or Warning) Choice:
(Simple Choice +
Simple Merge)
OR AND all true (or Warning) all true (or Warning) Parallel Split +
Synchronization)
OR OR at least one true (or Warning) at least true on the active paths (Multiple)Choice +
Multiple Merge
OR XOR at least one true (or Warning) at least true on the active paths (Multiple)Choice +
Discriminator
The pair:
〈c, σ〉
where c is a command of the language, is said to be a command configuration. It specifies that the
command c is executed in the state σ.
The execution of a command causes a state transition. The execution of a command may terminate in
a final state or it may never reach a final state. The following evaluation relation means that the complete
execution of c in the state σ terminates in the state σ′:
〈c, σ〉 → σ′
The evaluation relation is driven by the syntax of the language. The derivation rules say how to evaluate
the expressions and the commands execution. A rule may define preconditions (that must be satisfied to
apply the rule) and a conclusion:
preconditions
conclusion
The horizontal line reads ”implies”. Thus, rules represent logical truths. It follows that rules with
nothing above the line are axioms since they always hold.
A derivation tree is a tree structure built by composing derivation rules so that the preconditions of
each rule R are the conclusion of a rule R′ that is a parent of R.
The derivation rules provides an algorithm to evaluate expressions and the behaviour of commands that
is based on the search of a derivation tree.
Thus rules can be derived like Prolog rules by an inferential engine. For example, to evaluate the
arithmetic expression 3 + (5 × 2) in the state σ0 it is necessary to: 1) evaluate the value of the literal 3;
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2) evaluate the literal 5,2 and the value of the expression 5 × 2, 3) add the first value to the second one
producing the result. The operational semantics of this operation is:
〈3,σ0〉→3 ,
〈5,σ0〉→5,〈2,σ0〉→2
〈5∗2,σ0〉→10
〈3 + (5 ∗ 2), σ0〉 → 13
The proposed methodology needs the definition of operational semantics of the language to analyze in
order to state if a given workflow pattern can be described by the given language or not. As introduced in
the previous sections, the main problem of workflow language for orchestration is that they lack a formal
definition of their semantics.
So the proposed methodology has two advantages:
• It forces a formal description of semantics of a given language, defining once for all which kind of
steps are needed to execute language constructs and not leaving its definition to workflow engine
vendors.
• It allows a fully automatic way to investigate if a given pattern (or even a given workflow process)
can be executed by a given language.
Our approach is different from the approach described in [88,89]. In that approach the analyst has to know
in which way a pattern can be implemented by using language constructs. It proceeds by example and
without a fixed methodology.
The steps needed to perform the pattern analysis are:
1. A definition of the operational semantics of a given language must be provided.
2. The semantics rules must be translated into a prolog rule based system.
3. A description of the patterns to analyze as rules to prove in the prolog system must be provided.
4. The prolog system evaluates if a given pattern could be realized by composing the language con-
structs. In the case of affirmative results, the inferential engine also provides all the possible construct
combinations to realize the pattern.
In the following we apply our methodology to the BPEL language.
4.3.2 BPEL Semantics
The first step of our approach requires the formal definition of the BPEL constructs and the subsequent
implementation of derivation rules.
In the following the state of an activity a will be denoted by the symbol σa and the state of a link k will
be denoted by the symbol σLk .
Furthermore we will denote structured activities by:
A = >s0a1s1 · · · · · · sN−1aNsM⊥
where:
• > is the activity that precedes the construct in the process,
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• ⊥ activity specifies that the construct is terminated and no more activities have to be processed within
the construct,
• the symbols si ∈ S denote a construct;
• ai ∈ LA is the list of the activities specified within the construct.
The state σa of the basic activity a, can be:
• ready: a is ready to start;
• exec: a is started;
• terminated: a is ended; depending on the cause of the termination, this state can assume the values:
– noexec: if the activity completes correctly without faults;
– undefined: if the activity is terminated in an abnormal way or if it generates a not handled
fault.
Notice that the state of a structured activity depends on the states of its component activities.
The state of a link k (σLk ) can assume the following values:
• undefined: the state of the link before the evaluation of its Transition Condition;
• positive: if the Transition Condition associated to the link evaluates true;
• negative: if the Transition Condition associated to the link evaluates false;
Derivation Rules
In the following the operational semantics for some of the BPEL language constructs are reported.
For brevity’s sake in this paper we will only report the semantics of the sequence and flow (with links)
constructs. The sequence is simple enough to let us explain how the semantic rules are defined and derived;
flow with links is complex enough to describe the semantics of complex BPEL processes and to make
possible the definition of a non trivial example.
In order to define the semantics of the BPEL constructs, it is needed to introduce some rules that are
related to (implicit) constructs not explicitly provided by the BPEL language.
Implicit constructs
Let us introduce two basic transitions:
〈a, σa = ready〉 µ→ 〈a, σ′a = exec〉
〈a, σa = exec〉 τ→ 〈a, σ′a ∈ terminated〉
the µ and τ that respectively enable the execution and the termination of an activity:
Now let us introduce two operators frequently used in workflow languages: split and join. Split oper-
ator is used, when an activity terminates, to choose the next activity that may be activated depending on
some boolean conditions defined over outgoing links. Join operator is similar to split operator but it applies
to incoming links. It is important to notice that BPEL does not support explicitly these operators, but they
are used to define links behaviors. For these reasons, here we define the semantics rules for join and split
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operator.
As for the join operator, let LA be a list of activities, in the ready state, to analyze and LL the list of
the links defined in the process.
In the following, the recursive definition of a list will be used: a list is either the empty list, or it is a
head followed by a tail, where the head is an element and the tail is a list. With this definition, it is possible
to define the following rule:
LA
first→ lH · LT
The first transition extracts the first activity lH from the list of the activities LA. The LT list is
composed by the remaining activities (the tail).
With this definition it is possible to introduce the basic rules for join semantics:
Rule 1 (Join1):
LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = ready, 〈aH ,LL〉
vC→true
σaH
µ→σexecaH
〈LA, LL, A, σA〉 join→ 〈LAT , LL, aexecH , σ′A〉
A join of some activities in the state σA is enacted only if at least one activity exists such the status of all
its incoming link in the LA list is known, and the Join condition can be evaluated. This check is performed
by the rule vC that is omitted for brevity’s sake. If Join1 evaluates true, the join operator, through the µ
transition, allows the activation of the activity; changing the state σA into σ′A that is the same of the state
σA except for the state of the component activity σexecaH that becomes exec.
If the join condition is false the Join2 and Join3 rules must be applied and the sJF value is evaluated.
sJF is used to establish if the death-path-elimination must be applied or if a standard fault must be propa-
gated. Death-path-elimination does not allows the activation of other activities which are on the same path
of the activity whose join condition evaluates false, assigning a negative status to its outgoing links.
Rule 2 (Join2):
LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = ready, 〈
σaH ,LL〉vC→false,sJF=no
σaH
µ→σundefinedaH
〈LA, LL, σA〉 join→ 〈LAT , LL, σ′A〉
Rule 3 (Join3):
LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = ready, 〈
σaH ,LL〉vC→false,sJF=yes
σaH
dPE→ 〈σundefinedaH ,LNewL 〉
〈LA, LL, σA〉 join→
〈
LAT , L
New
L , σ
′
A
〉
The Join3 rule handles join failure suppressions, performing death path elimination while the Join2
rule put the activity with false transition condition into an undefined state.
The Split operator is similar but concerning the activation of outgoing links of terminated activities and
is omitted for brevity’s sake. Another important construct, that we have defined to handle the termination
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of the activities in BPEL is the TauCostruct transition. The semantics of TauCostruct transition is:
Rule 1 (Tau 1):
LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = exec,
σaH
tau→ σnoexecaH
〈aH ,LL〉Split→ LLNew
〈LA, LL, σA〉 TauCostruct→ 〈LAT , LLNew , σ′A〉
Rule 2 (Tau 2):
LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = exec,
σaH
tau→ σundefinedaH
〈aH ,LL〉Split→ LLNew
〈LA, LL, σA〉 TauCostruct→ 〈LAT , LLNew , σ′A〉
LA is the list of activities to analyze, LL is the list of the links and LLNew is the list of links activated
after a split operation. A TauCostruct transition is activated when at least one activity is no more in
execution and applies the split transition to aH outgoing links to verify if some other activity can be
execute. This operation changes the state of the process links and may activate some other activities.
Since this transition terminates an activity, its state becomes noexec, if the activity termination is normal,
undefined otherwise. The state of process activities changes from σA to σ′A where σ
′
A is the same of σA
except for the state of the activity σaT (because the τ transition changes the state of the aT activity).
It is now possible to introduce the sequence and flow constructs:
Sequence
Let be :
S = > · a1 · a2 · a3 · · · an · ⊥
the definition of a sequence of activities ai. > activity is the activity that precedes the sequence in the
process and the ⊥ activity specifies that S is terminated and no more activities have to be processed.
Let LA be the activity list of S and σs the state of S. A sequence activity may be in execution (state
exec) or not (state noexec). Let be σa the state of the a activity in the sequence (exec or noexec). The
state of the sequence depends on the state its component activities:
σs = exec⇔ ∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}σai = exec, σaj |j 6=i = ready;
σs = noexec⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}σai = noexec
The operational semantics specification of the sequence construct consists of the following four rules:
Rule 1 (S1):
σS = ready, LA
first→ > · LAT , σS µ→ σexecS
〈LA, σS〉 sequence→ 〈LAT , σexecS 〉
This rule applies when the sequence is not started yet. In such case the first activity of the sequence is
the > activity. The first transition put in the LAT list the remaining sequence activities and the state of the
sequence through the application of the µ becomes exec. The new state of the sequence is then σexecS and
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the remaining activities to process (LAT ) were pruned of the > activity.
Rule 2 (S2):
σS = exec, LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = ready, σaH µ→ σexecaH
〈LA, σS〉 sequence→ 〈LA, σ′S〉
This rule applies when the sequence is already started and the first activity in the sequence is executed:
Rule 3 (S3):
S3.1
σS = exec, LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = exec, σexecaH
τ→ σnoexecaH
〈LA, σS〉 sequence→ 〈LAT , σ′S〉
S3.2
σS = exec, LA
first→ aH · LAT , σaH = exec, σexecaH
τ→ σundefinedaH
〈LA, σS〉 sequence→ 〈LA, σ′S = undefined〉
In this case the activity aH is terminated and its state can evolve:
1. from exec to noexec, if the termination is normal;
2. from exec to undefined, if a fault has occurred.
With this rule the first activity processes the activity aH and the LA list is pruned of this activity. The
remaining activity list is called LAT . Notice that, in the first case the list of activities to process remains
unchanged and only the sequence of states is changed; in the second case the sequence termination is
abnormal and its state is undefined.
Rule 4 (S4):
σS = exec, a = ⊥, σS τ→ σnoexecS
〈a, σS〉 sequence→ 〈a, σnoexecS 〉
This rule applies when the next activity in the sequence to process is⊥. In such case the sequence state
becomes noexec and the sequence activity ends.
Axiom 1 (SA1)
〈⊥, σS〉 sequence→ END
this axiom states that if no more activities are in the list of activities to process, the sequence ends.
Axiom 2 (SA2):
σS = undefined
〈LA, σS〉 sequence→ ENDundefined
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 
1 S : Sequence
2 end= f a l s e ; f a u l t = f a l s e ;
3 whi le ( ! end && ! f a u l t )
4 {
5 i f ( f i r s t ( S ) ==> )
6 {
7 a p p l y S1 ;
8 }
9 e l s e i f ( f i r s t ( S ) ==⊥ )
10 {
11 a p p l y S4 ;
12 end= t r u e ;
13 a p p l y SA1 ;
14 }
15 e l s e
16 {
17 a p p l y S2 ;
18 i f ( f a u l t o c c u r r e d )
19 {
20 a p p l y S3 . 2 ;
21 f a u l t = t r u e ;
22 a p p l y SA2
23 }
24 e l s e
25 {
26 a p p l y S3 . 1 ;
27 }
28 }
29
30 }
 
Figure 4.10: pplication of the rules for a sequence construct
This axiom states that the state of sequence, σS is undefined, because a fault has occurred.
The rules for a sequence construct are applied as in Figure 4.10:
S1 is applied to start a sequence; no component activity of the sequence is yet started. S2 is applied
the first time to start the first activity in the sequence. S3 is applied when the activity executed in the
previous step is terminated. If this activity does not complete correctly the S3.2 and SA2 rules are applied
and the sequence terminates in an undefined state, otherwise the other rules can be applied to the new list
of activities to process that is the previous one pruned of the first activity. If the current list of activities to
process contains only the⊥ activity the S4 and SA1 rules are applied and the process ends, else the S2 rule
at point is applied on the remaining activities.
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Flow
Let be :
F = >‖a1‖a2‖a3 · · · ‖an‖⊥
Since it is no possible to start all activities simultaneously, a way to define an order of activation must
be provided. In our definition the order is derived from the value of the index i. Thus the first transition
can be applied also to flow rules. In addition it is necessary to remember all activities enacted and all
activities that need to be started. The activities may terminate their execution only when all of them were
started. Anyway activities execution is intended to be concurrent. Likewise for sequence, the state of the
flow depends on the state of each component activity:
σF = exec⇔ ∃i ∈ {1, · · · , n} : σai = exec
σF = noexec⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} : σai = noexec
If the flow is defined with the links, the following semantics rules apply:
Rule 1 (F1):
σF = ready, LA
first→ >||LAT , σF µ→ σexecF
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→ 〈LL, LA, σexecF 〉
This rule applies when the flow is not yet started. In such case the first activity of the flow is the
> activity. The first transition put in the LAT list the remaining flow activities and the state of the flow
through the application of the µ becomes exec. The new state of the flow is then σexecF and the remaining
activities to process (LAT ) were pruned of the > activity.
Rule 2 (F2):
F2.1
σF = exec, 〈LA, LL, σF 〉 join→
〈
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
New
F = exec
〉
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→
〈
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
New
F
〉
F2.2
σF = exec, 〈LA, LL, σF 〉 join→
〈
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
New
F = undefined
〉
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→
¨
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
undefined
F
∂
This rules applies when the flow is already started. At this point, the Join transition can be applied. It
starts only the activities whose TransitionCondition is evaluated true. The state of flow changes to:
• σexecF : this state is the same of the state σF except for the state of some activities that become exec;
• σundefinedF : if a fault has occurred and it not is handled.
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Rule 3 (F3):
F3.1
σF = exec, 〈LA, LL, σF 〉 TauCostruct→
〈
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
New
F = exec
〉
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→
〈
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
New
F
〉
F3.2
σF = exec, 〈LA, LL, σF 〉 TauCostruct→
〈
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
New
F = undefined
〉
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→
¨
LNewA , L
New
L , σ
undefined
F
∂
This rules applies to terminate at least one of the activities in execution. The TauCostruct must be
applied.
Rule 4 (F4):
σF = exec, 〈LL, LA〉 AnalisysStatusLink→ true, σF tau→ σnoexecF
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→ 〈LL, LA, σnoexecF 〉
Rule 5 (F5):
σF = exec, 〈LL, LA〉 AnalisysStatusLink→ false, σF tau→ σundefinedF
〈LL, LA, σF 〉 flow→
¨
LL, LA, σ
undefined
F
∂
TheAnalisysStatusLink checks if the flow can terminate correctly depending on link status and tran-
sition conditions. In case of DeathPathElimination application, dead links conditions are propagated
in the flow construct.
These rules respectively apply if: F4) all started activities inside the flow are terminated and the Join
transition does not start any activity; F5) Errors occur in the flow definition. In this case the state of the
flow activity becomes undefined.
Rule 6 (F6):
a = ⊥, σF = exec, σF tau→ σnoexecF
〈LL, a, σF 〉 flow→ 〈LL,⊥, σnoexecF 〉
This rule applies if the only activity in the flow to start is the ⊥ activity. In such case the flow state
becomes noexec through the τ transition.
Axiom 1(FA1):
〈LL,⊥, σF = noexec〉 flow→ END
This axiom states that if no more activities are in the list of activity to process, the flow ends.
Axiom 2(FA2):
〈LL, LA, σF = noexec〉 flow→ END
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This axiom states that flow ends correctly.
Axiom 3(FA3):
σF = undefined
〈LL, LA〉 flow→ ENDundefined
This axiom states that the state of flow is σF = undefined, because a fault has occurred.
The rules for a flow construct are applied as in Figure 4.11: 
1 F : Flow
2 end= f a l s e ; f a u l t = f a l s e ;
3
4 whi le ( ! end && ! f low )
5 {
6 i f ( f i r s t ( F ) ==>
7 a p p l y F1 ;
8 e l s e
9 {
10 a p p l y F2 . 1 o r F2 . 2 t o a l l a c t i v i t i e s r e a d y i n F ;
11 a p p l y F3 . 1 o r F3 . 2 f o r a l l a c t i v i t i e s t h a t can t e r m i n a t e ;
12 i f ( f a u l t o c c u r r e d )
13 {
14 f a u l t = t r u e ;
15 a p p l y F5 , FA2 ;
16 }
17 e l s e i f ( a l l a c t i v i t i e s were e x e c u t e d )
18 {
19 end= t r u e ;
20 a p p l y F6 , FA3 ;
21 }
22 e l s e i f ( F ended due t o Links S t a t e s A n a l y s i s )
23 {
24 end= t r u e ;
25 a p p l y F4 ; FA1 ;
26 }
27 }
28 }
 
Figure 4.11: Application Of the rules for the flow construct
F1 is applied to start a flow when no component activity of the Flow is yet started. F2 (2.1 and 2.2) are
then recursively applied when starting new activities in the flow depending on the execution states of the
other activities and F3 (3.1 and 3.2) are recursively applied when terminating the activities in the flow. F4
is applied when terminating the flow activity in presence of general activities; FA1 is applied too and the
derivation process ends. F5 is applied when terminating the flow activity incorrectly; FA2 is applied too
and the derivation process ends. F6 is applied when all activities in the flow were terminated correctly and
the ⊥ activity is examined; the FA3 is applied and the process ends;
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The definition of flow rules with the presence of links is more complicated and is omitted for brevity
sake.
IF
Let be :
IF = >
 c1 
 c2 
 c3 · · ·
 cn‖⊥
the representation of a switch activity.
ci = [Cai , ai] , i ∈ {1, · · · , n − 1} represents the case of index i, where Cai is the condition that
enables the execution of the activity ai in the case. The last term of the case : cn = [Celse, aOw] is the else
case, that is executed if all conditions of other cases are false.
Likewise for sequence, the state of the ’if’ depends on the state of each component activity:
σIf = exec⇔ {∃ci = [Cai , ai] : Cai = true
∧σIfai = exec, i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1}} ∨ σIfaOw = exec
σIf = noexec⇔ ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} : σIfai = noexec
Let be LC the list of cases ci to enact. Thus the following rules can be applied for ’if’ construct:
Rule 1 (IF1):
σIf = noexec, LC
first→ >
 L′C , σIf
µ→ σexecIf
〈LC , σIf 〉 If→
¨
L′C , σ
exec
If
∂
This is similar to S1 and F1.
Rule 2 (If2):
σIf = exec, LC
verifyCond→ L′C , σIf
µ→ σ′If
〈LC , σIf 〉 If→
¨
L′C , σ
exec
If
∂
This rule applies when the ’if’ activity has started and when no condition was yet verified. The transi-
tion verify Cond verifies conditions Cai in order to choose the activity ai to start. The state of this activity
becomes exec and the global state of the ’if’ activity changes by applying the µ. Notice that the L′C list
contains only the ai activity.
Rule 3 (IF3):
(IF 3.1)
σIf = exec, LC
first→ a · ⊥, σexecIfai
τ→ σnoexecIfai , σ
exec
If
τ→ σ′If
〈LC , σIf 〉 If→
¨
⊥, σexecIf
∂
(IF 3.2)
σIf = exec, LC
first→ a · ⊥, σexecIfai
τ→ σundefinedIfai , σ
exec
Sw
τ→ σ′If
〈LC , σIf 〉 If→
¨
⊥, σundefinedIf
∂
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This rule terminates the execution of the activity ai executed in the ’if’ by applying the rule IF2. The
state σIf obviously of the ’if’ changes.
In this case the activity ai is terminated and its state can evolve:
1. from exec to noexec, if the termination is normal;
2. from exec to undefined, if a fault has occurred.
Notice that, in the second case the if termination is abnormal and its state is undefined.
Rule 4 (IF4):
σIF = exec, a = >, σIF τ→ σnoexecIF
〈a, σIF 〉 IF→ 〈top, σnoexecIF 〉
This rule changes the state of the ’if’ from exec to noexec if the case activity was terminated and only
the ⊥ activity remains to be executed.
Axiom 1 (IFA1):
〈⊥, σIF 〉 IF→ END
this axiom states that if no more activities are in the list of activity to process and if the state of the ’if’
is noexec, the ’if’ ends.
This axiom states that if no executed activity has been processed to process, the ’if’ ends.
Axiom 2 (IFA2):
σIF = undefined
〈LA, σIF 〉 IF→ ENDundefined
This axiom states that the state of if , σS is undefined, because a fault has occurred.
The rules for a ’if’ construct are applied as in Figure 4.12:
IF1 is applied to start the ’if’; no component activity of the ’If’ is yet started. IF2 is applied the first
time to start the first activity in the ’If’. IF3 is applied when the activity for which the condition is true is
executed in the previous step is terminated. If this activity does not complete correctly the IF3.2 and IFA2
rules are applied and the ’if’ terminates in an undefined state. Otherwise, the current list of activities to
process contains only the ⊥ activity the IF4 and IFA1 rules are applied and the process ends.
Pick
The Pick activity is defined through couples (messages, activity). If the pick is active and an external
message arrives, the related activity is executed. Is is similar to the if activity but the message is not known
when activity starts.
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 
1 I f : I f
2 end= f a l s e ; f a u l t = f a l s e ;
3 whi le ( ! end && ! f a u l t )
4 {
5 i f ( f i r s t ( I f ) ==> )
6 {
7 a p p l y IF1 ;
8 }
9 e l s e i f ( f i r s t ( S ) ==⊥ )
10 {
11 a p p l y IF4 ;
12 end= t r u e ;
13 a p p l y IFA1 ;
14 }
15 e l s e
16 {
17 a p p l y IF2 ;
18 i f ( f a u l t o c c u r r e d )
19 {
20 a p p l y IF3 . 2 ;
21 f a u l t = t r u e ;
22 a p p l y IFA2
23 }
24 e l s e
25 {
26 a p p l y IF3 . 1 ;
27 }
28 }
29
30 }
 
Figure 4.12: Application of the rules for the if construct
Notice that a pick activity may wait infinitely the arrive of a message. At this purpose, an alarm
activity may be defined in order to terminate the pick after a given time. When one of the pick activity
terminates, the pick terminates too.
The pick semantics is similar to the switch semantics but refers to a couple ei = [Eai , ai] instead of ci,
where Eai are the events waited by the pick activity.
All the semantic rules were traduced into a prolog prolog program as described in section 4.3.1. We
omit the description of this program because of its complexity.
4.3.3 Pattern Analysis of BPEL4WS
In the following we will show results from the analysis of workflow patterns. After a brief description of
the workflow pattern, we will show how, describing patterns as rules to prove in the prolog system, several
implementations for patterns were discovered.
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WP1
Description An activity in a workflow process is activated after the completion of the previous activity in
the same process. In Figure 4.13, the sequence of the activities A and B is depicted. Let we can observe,
A and B are in sequence since there is a control flow edge from A to B which has no conditions associated
with it.
A BT T
Figure 4.13: Sequence Pattern
Example The flight ticket is issued after the payment transaction is correctly executed.
Motivation The Sequence pattern is used to construct a series of consecutive activities which execute
in turn one after an other.
Formalization The behavior of the sequence pattern depicted in Figure 4.13 is the following: If the
Sequence is already started, the activity A can be executed. After the termination of the activity A the next
activity in the Sequence e.g. B will be executed. Sequence ends when all the activities belong to it will
terminate.
BPEL Implementation
Many solutions to implement this pattern with BPEL4WS were discovered. In Figure 4.14 three different
implementations of this pattern are shown. In Figure 4.14 a) simply the sequence activity is used. Inside
the sequence, to execute the A and B web services, two invoke activities are used.
invoke
A
invoke
B
Sequence
invoke
A
invoke
B
Flow
L1 :true invoke A
invoke
B
Flow
L1 : true
Sequence
a) b) c )
Figure 4.14: WP1 Pattern Implementation
In Figure 4.14 b) and c) alternative implementations for the pattern are shown. The first one is realized
by using the flow activity and links introducing a precedence relation between the A and B invoke activities.
The invoke A activity is the SourceLink for the link L1 (with the transition condition true) while the invoke
B is the TargetLink for the same link. In this way the activity invoke B can be executed only after the
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termination of the invoke A activity. The implementation of Figure 4.14 c) is simply a sequence activity with
only one component activity: the flow depicted in Figure 4.14 b). This is not an efficient implementation
but it is reported to show how our methodology is able to find all implementations in a given language of a
workflow pattern. The other implementations are not reported here and in the following for brevity sake.
WP2 - Parallel Split
BC
T1T2
A
a) Parallel Split
B
C
T1 T2
A
b) Synchronization
^
^
Figure 4.15: Parallel Split and Synchronization Patterns
Description It is a point in the process where a single control thread is split in two or more threads each
of which execute concurrently. This is the case of Figure 4.15a) where, after the completion of the activity
A, two distinct threads are activated simultaneously and activities B and C are executed in parallel.
Example Once a login session to the payment system is established, it is possible to control the credit
card limits and the credit availability simultaneously.
Motivation The Parallel Split pattern allows a single thread of execution to be split into two or more
branches which can be executed concurrently. These branches may or may not be re-synchronized at some
future time.
Formalization The behavior of the Parallel Split pattern depicted in Figure 4.15 a) is the following.
When the parallel split is already started, the the activity A has been executed and the activities B and
C may be activated(their state is ready). When the activity A terminates, the Split construct activate two
distinct transitions, t1 and t2, and then the activities B and C are executed. The Split will terminate, when
both the activities B and C will be ended.
WP3 - Synchronization
Description It is a point in the process where two or more concurrent control flows converge in an unique
thread of control. This is the case of Figure 4.15 b), where after the completion of both A and B activities,
the activity D is activated.
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Example The payment transaction can be completed only if both card limits and credit availability
activities are verified.
Motivation Synchronization provides a means of reconverging the execution of more concurrent threads.
Generally, these threads are created from a Parallel Split pattern.
Formalization The behavior of the Synchronization pattern depicted in Figure 4.15 b) is the following.
When both the activities A and B have already been executed and the activity C is ready to be activated(its
state is ready). When both the activities A and B will terminate, the Synch construct will perform the ac-
tivation of both the transitions t1 and t2 and the activity C will be executed. If one ncoming branch will
fail the construct could give a failure. Notice that, the behavior of the pattern is not defined if an incoming
branch is executed more than ones for a given case. Therefore, the semantics of the construct does not
consider the possibility to trigger again an incoming branch that has previously been completed. Also, the
synchronization will be in deadlock if one or more of incoming branches will not correctly complete.
BPEL Implementation - WP2 and WP3
Solutions for both parallel split and synchronization patterns are depicted in Figure 4.16.
invoke
A
invoke
B
Flow
L1 : true
Sequence
a )
invoke
C
invoke
A
invoke
B
Flow
invoke
C
L2 : true
b )
Figure 4.16: WP2-WP3 Pattern Implementation
The parallel split is supported natively by the flow construct. Both in Figure 4.16 a) and b), the parallel
split of the activity invoke A and invoke B are implemented by including them in a flow. For synchro-
nization, instead, two different implementation are shown. In Figure 4.16 a), the flow is the first activity
included in a sequence. When the flow terminates, the activity invoke C is executed, implementing the
synchronization of the two control flow paths spawned by the flow activity. In Figure 4.16 b), instead, the
the synchronization is exploited by defining two links (with transition conditions true) in the flow activity.
The invoke C activity will be executed only after the termination of the other two invoke activities.
WP4 - Exclusive Choice
Description It is a point in the workflow process where one of more branches in the control flow is acti-
vated based on the value of logical condition associated with the branch. This happens, for example, in
Figure 5.9 a), where after the termination of the activity A the thread of control is passed to one of its
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If Cond  then
s t1  = true
A
B C
^
If not Cond   then
s t2 = true
A B
OR
C
^
a) Exclusive Choice b) Simple Merge
Figure 4.17: Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge Patterns
outgoing branches, t1 or t2, depending on the value of the condition Cond, which can only be calculate at
run time.
Example After the specification of the Train journey data, the user can choice either to acquire the
ticket on line, through the CreditCard service, or to pay to the train station directly.
Motivation The Choice pattern allows the thread of control to be directed to a specific activity, depend-
ing on the outcome of the preceding activity, value of some data elements or the result of a user decision.
Formalization The choice pattern allows the thread of control to be direct on the activity B making
exec, only if the activity A is terminated and the condition Cond is evaluated true. Besides, if the condition
Cond is evaluate false the activity C is activate.
WP5 - Simple Merge
Description It is a point in the process where two or more alternative branches converge together without
synchronization and only one of these branches can be activated at the same time. This is the case of Fig-
ure 5.9 b), the Simple Merge allows the execution of C activity if A activity or B activity were previously
activated and terminated.
Example At the conclusion of either the CreditCard payment or cash payment activities, a mail of
notification is sent.
Motivation The Simple Merge patterns makes available of merging several distinct branches into one such
that each thread of control received on incoming branches is immediately passed onto the outgoing branch.
Formalization The Simple Merge pattern can activate the activity C only if either the activity B or the
activity A is terminated.
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WP6 - Multiple Choice
A
B C
C2  = true
OR
D
C1  =  true
A
B C
C2  = false
OR
D
C1  =  true
A
B C
C2  = true
OR
D
C1  =  false
(a) (b) ( c )
Figure 4.18: Multi Choice and Synchronizing Merge Patterns
Description It is a point in the workflow process where one or more branches in the control flow may
be activated based on the value of logical condition associated with the branches. The number of branches
to be activated can be greater than one, differently from the Exclusive Choice pattern. This happens, for
example, in Figure 4.18, where after the termination of the activity A the thread of control is passed to one
or both of its outgoing branches, t1 or t2, depending on the value of the conditions C1 and C2, which can
only be calculate at run time.
Example Depending on the medical insurance selected by the user(health, dental and so on), one or
more insurance companies are called in order to calculate the best price.
Motivation The Choice pattern allows the thread of control to be diverged into several concurrent
threads. The decision of which thread to start is made at run time and depends on control data. If no one of
the branches is activated, the workflow could go to deadlock.
Formalization The behavior of the multiple choice pattern depicted in Figure 5.9 a), when both the
conditions C1 and C2 are evaluated true is the following. The multiple choice pattern allows the thread of
control to be direct on the activity B and C making exec their states respectively, only if the activity A is
terminated and the conditions C1 and C2 are evaluated true. If only one condition (C1 orC2) is true the
semantics of the pattern is the same as exclusive choice pattern and is depicted in Figure 5.9 b) and c).
WP7 - Synchronizing Merge
Description It is a point in the process where two or more branches converge into a single thread. Some
of these paths may be active and some not. If there exists more active paths, the following thread is ac-
tivated only when all other active paths complete their executions. It is the case of Figure 4.18 when, for
example,only the B and C activity paths are active. The execution of the D activity will start only after the
completion of both B and C activities.
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Example After receiving the responses of all invoked insurance companies, the better prices can be
calculated.
Motivation The Simple Merge patterns makes available of merging several distinct branches into one
such that each thread of control received on incoming branches is immediately passed onto the outgoing
branch.
Formalization The Simple Merge pattern can activate the activity D only if either or both the activity
B and C are terminated. Then, the activity D will be executed.
Bpel Implementations - WP4-WP5-WP6-WP7
These pattern implementations are showed in figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: WP4-WP5-WP6-WP7 Pattern Implementation
Exclusive choice pattern can be implemented by using the flow activity (at the top of Figure 4.19 a) and
b)) or by using the switch construct (at the top of Figure 4.19 c)). In the first case, two links (L1 and L2)
have to be defined and two mutual exclusive conditions (C1 and C2) have to be associated to them. Since
no activity have to be executed before the choice, in the first case the SourceLink activity for the two links
is an empty one. In the second case, simply a switch activity is used that natively supports this pattern.
The simple merge pattern is achieved natively by using the switch construct that merges all path (the bot-
tom of Figure 4.19 c)) or by defining inside the flows two other links (L3 and L4 in Figure 4.19 a) and b))
having another empty activity as TargetLink. In addition on this activity a particular join condition has to
be defined. It is called OR join condition and allows the execution of the TargetLink activity when, given
more concurrent execution threads in the process, the first execution branch reaches the synchronization
point. A deeper description of this condition is reported in [8]. After the synchronization the next activity
may be executed by using the same consideration made for the patterns previously described.
The Multi-Choice and the Synchronizing Merge patterns can be implemented in the same way of the ex-
clusive choice and simple merge patterns depicted in Figure 4.19 a) and b) if the conditions C1 and C2 are
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not mutually exclusive.
WP8 - Multi Merge
Description A point in the process where two or more branches riconverge into a single thread without
synchronization. If more than one branch gets activated, possibly concurrently, the activity following the
merge is started for every action of every incoming branch. Let we consider the pattern in Figure 4.18,
if the B and C activity paths are active and the synchronization is implemented through a Multi Merge
pattern the activity D will be executed twice.
Example Sometimes two or more branches share the same ending. Two activities audit application and
process applications are running in parallel which should both be followed by an activity close case, which
should be executed twice if the activities audit application and process applications are both executed.
Motivation The Multi-Merge pattern provides a means of merging distinct branches in a process into
a single branch. Although several execution paths are merged, there is no synchronization of control flow
and each thread of control which is currently active in any of the preceding branches will flow unimpeded
into the merged branch.
Formalization The Multi Merge pattern will activate the activity D every times the activities B or C
will be terminated. Then, the activity D became exec.
BPEL Implementation Bpel does not offer a direct support for this patters. In fact, it does not allow
for two active threads following the same path without creating new instances of another process [89].
WP9 - Discriminator
Description At this point the process waits for the first incoming active branches, activating the following
one. The process then waits for the termination of all the other active branches, without activating other
instance of the following branch. When all active incoming branches terminate, it can accept other dis-
criminating pattern. This is the case of Figure 4.20 when all A, B, and C activities are active. If B is the
first to end, D activity is executed. The process than wait for the termination of the other two activities,
without executing D anymore.
A
B
C
D
t1 ( C1)
t3 ( C3)
t2 ( C2) t4 ( C4)
SYNC
Figure 4.20: WP9 Pattern
Example When handling a cardiac arrest, the check breathing and check pulse activities run in parallel.
Once the first of these has completed, the triage activity is commenced. Completion of the other activity is
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ignored and does not result in a second instance of the triage activity.
Bpel Implementation This pattern is not directly supported in BPEL4WS.
In fact, there is not a structured activity construct which can be used for implementing it, nor can links
be used for capturing it. The reason for not being able to use the link construct with an or joinCondition, is
the fact that a joinCondition is evaluated when the status of all incoming links are determined and not, as
required in this case, when the first positive link is determined.
WP10 - Arbitrary Cycles
Definition This pattern is used to describe cycles without imposing restrictions on the number of execution
needed for the loop, without previously defining at which point in the process the next iteration will start
and with the opportunity of nesting other loops in it. This is the example of Figure 4.21 d) when at each
iteration it is not known if the loop will restart executing the A or the B activity.
A B Ct1 Loopt2 t3
t4
Figure 4.21: Arbitrary Cycles Pattern
Bpel implementation This pattern is not supported in BPEL4WS. Although the while and repeat until
activities allow for structured cycles, it is not possible to jump back to arbitrary parts of the process, i.e.
only loops with one entry point and one exit point are allowed. The restriction made that links can not cross
the boundaries of a loop and that links may not create a cycle.
WP11 - Implicit Termination
Definition A given subprocess is terminated when there is nothing else to do without defining an explicit
termination activity.
Bpel implementation This pattern is natively supported by the terminate activity. The structured activ-
ities, except for flow with links, do not support this pattern, since they complete only if all their outermost
activity complete(explicit termination). Besides, using the flow with links, a subprocess can have multi-
ple sink activities (i.e., activities not being a source of any link) without requiring one unique termination
activity.
WP12 - Multi Instances without Synchronization
Definition This pattern allows the creation of multiple instances of an activity spawning a new thread of
control for each created activity. For example in Figure 4.20 this pattern allows the creation of a new in-
stance of the D activity whenever the incoming activities terminate.
Example When booking a trip, the activity book flight is executed multiple times if the trip involves
multiple flights.
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Bpel Implementation This pattern is implemented by using a while activity as depicted in figure 4.22.
The while activity creates new process instances that run in parallel without synchronization.
invoke
A
while ( C1 )
Process P1
A
Process A
Figure 4.22: WP12 Pattern Implementation
WP13 - WP15 Multi Instances with Synchronization
Definition These three patterns allow in a point of the workflow process the creation of a certain number
of instances of a given activity. The instances are later synchronized. In the WP13 pattern the number of
instances is known at design time; in the WP14 the number of instances is known during the run time but
before the first initiation of the activity; in the WP15 the number of instances to create is known after the
first initiation of the activity: new instances are created on demand until no more instances are required.
Example WP13 The Annual Report must be signed by all six of the Directors before it can be issued.
Bpel Implementation - WP13
This pattern can be implemented by using the flow construct and placing in it the needed number of
activity replica. For example in Figure 4.23, three instances of the activity A are activated concurrently.
Invoke A Invoke A Invoke A
Flow
Figure 4.23: WP13 Pattern Implementation
Example WP14 In the review process for a journal paper submitted to a journal, the review paper
activity is executed several times depending on the content of the paper, the availability of referees and the
credentials of the authors. The review process can only continue when all reviews have been returned
Example WP15 When booking a trip, the activity book flight is executed multiple times if the trip
involves multiple flights. Once all bookings are made, an invoice is sent to the client. How many bookings
are made is only known at runtime through interaction with the user.
Bpel Implementation - WP14 - WP15
These patterns can be implemented by using a while activity as depicted in Figure 4.24 a).
Inside the while, the A web service is invoked. Then a reply activity waits for some data that are used
to update the value of C1 by using an assign activity. The value of C1 is not known during the while and
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invoke
A
receive
Assign
C1
while ( C1 )
a)
Pick
b)
Sequence
invk  A
invk  B
Sequence
invk  B
invk  A
onMessage M1
onMessage M2
Figure 4.24: WP14-WP15-WP17 Pattern Implementation
an arbitrary number of instances of the activity A may be created.
WP16 - Deferred Choice
Definition This pattern allows the execution of different branches of a workflow process depending on
information which is not necessary available when the point of choice is reached.
Example Once a customer requests an airbag shipment, it is either picked up by the postman or a
courier driver depending on which is available to visit the customer site first.
Bpel Implementation
This pattern can be implemented by using a pick activity as depicted in Figure ??. The deferred choice
is associated to messages associated to the external events. Inside the pick, based on the first event that
occurs ( postman or CorierDriver) the activity A or B will be invoked
WP17 - Interleaved Parallel Routing
Description This pattern represents a set of activities executed in an arbitrary order. The activities are
executed only once and their execution order is known at run time.
Example At the end of each year, a bank executes two activities for each account: add interest and
charge credit card costs. These activities can be executed in any order. However, since they both update
the account, they cannot be executed at the same time.
Bpel Implementation
A possible implementation of this pattern is depicted in Figure 4.24 b): a pick activity is used with se-
quences used as component activities. In each sequence activity, the needed order of the internal activities
to execute is defined. External events select the needed sequence of activities.
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WP18 - Milestones
Definition A milestone is a point in a workflow process where a given activity A has finished its execution
and its subsequent activity B is not yet started. The pattern allows the instantiation of a given activity only
if a (declared) milestone was reached.
Example Most budget airlines allow the routing of a booking to be changed providing the ticket has
not been issued.
Bpel Implementation This pattern is not supported by the BPEL language.
WP19 - Cancel Activity
Definition An enabled activity is withdrawn prior to it commencing execution. If the activity has started,
it is disabled and, where possible, the currently running instance is halted and removed.
Example The purchaser can cancel their building inspection activity at any time before it commences.
WP20 - Cancel Case
Description A complete process instance is removed. This includes currently executing activities, those
which may execute at some future time and all sub-processes. The process instance is recorded as having
completed unsuccessfully.
Example A customer withdraws his/her order.
Bpel Implementation WP19 - WP20
WP20 is solved with the terminate activity. Besides, WP19 is dealt with using fault and compensation
handlers, specifying the course of action in cases of faults and cancellations.
4.4 Physical Composition
The WF graph generated in the previous phase has to be translated in a BPEL executable process. The
translation is composed on two sub-phases: generation of the control flow, and I/O mapping. Finally, a
verification of the executable process to avoid faults that can happen in presence of particular inputs or
conditions.
BPEL Executable Process Generation
The BPEL generator produces a (concrete) BPEL workflow that can be deployed onto a runtime infrastruc-
ture, to realize the composite service. We first generate the WSDL description for the composite service. It
provides the name and interface of the composite service and describes the port types for stitching together
the component services. Once the WSDL has been generated, partner link types are defined, linking the
component services. The next step is the generation of the BPEL flow. Components are invoked in the
manner described by the pattern tree.
The composite service accepts inputs from the user that is fed to the first component service and sends
an output from the last component service back to the user. We introduce variables that capture the output
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of one service and provide it as input to the next. Specific details for each component service are obtained
using the WSDL description for the corresponding instance.
I/O Mapping - Data Flow
After the data flow has been constructed, the BPEL generated might still not be readily deployable on a
workflow engine. This is due to the fact that the code for messaging between components services needs to
handle issues like(input/output) type matching and transformation, mismatch in invocation protocols that
are used, ordering of parameters etc. At this step, this problems are manually resolved by the designer.
4.4.1 Verification of the Executable Process
This phase aims at the formal verification of BPEL executable processes, by defining a syntax-driven oper-
ational semantics for BPEL. The goal is to provide the developer of BPEL processes with a light, practical
means to debug BPEL compositions against the most common semantic errors. Its current version can
perform the following types of analysis:
• detection of wrong usage of BPEL constructs;
• detection of unexpected behaviors of BPEL processes due, for example, to bad links use or bad
constructs combinations;
• detection of faults due to undiscovered semantics errors;
• detection of wrong usage of fault handlers.
• end state reachability: this allows to prevent deadlocks or livelocks.
The designer can use these information both to repair semantic errors or to implement fault compensation
strategies before the deployment of the process.
Of course, BPEL differs from conventional programming languages, since typical elementary objects
and operations are fairly abstract. Our formalization focuses on executable processes and mainly covers
BPEL structured activities and control links. Event and exception handling as well as the communication
between BPEL processes are the objects of future works. Nevertheless, a formal semantics of fault handlers
and event handlers is proposed in [79], compensation handlers are considered in [27], and communication
between BPEL processes is formalized in [46]. Although the above mentioned restrictions, the proposed
formalization and tool helps to develop BPEL implementations whose behavior is deterministically defined
and independent by the BPEL engine enacting the process.
BPEL control flow analysis
Faults could happen during the execution of a BPEL process even if the process definition is syntactically
correct. An off-line analysis of the control flow of a BPEL process definition, driven by the semantics of
the BPEL constructs, can help to discover faults before the process is executed. Some faults can happen
only in presence of particular inputs or conditions: this makes difficult their detection. An off-line control
flow analysis of the process definition driven by semantics of each constructs can help to discover some
faults before the Some faults can happen only in presence of some particular inputs or conditions: this
make difficult the detection of these faults. An exhaustive analysis can detect the errors leading to faults
before the process is deployed.
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In particular our approach is based on the derivation of semantics rules of each BPEL construct.
This approach has the following advantages:
• It provides an exhaustive analysis of all faults that may occur during a process execution;
• it allows to retrieve the cause of the fault, making possible the definition of compensation actions if
needed;
• it promotes the usage of formal rules to describe BPEL language constructs: this allows BPEL
process engine implementation to refer to these rules to define language constructs behaviors.
• it promotes the usage of formal rules to describe BPEL language constructs: the implementation of
a BPEL engine may refer to these rules to define the behavior of the language constructs.
The analysis based on the proposed approach allows to detect:
• wrong usage of BPEL constructs;
• undesirable behaviors of BPEL processes due, for example, to bad links use or bad constructs com-
binations;
• faults due to undiscovered semantics errors;
• wrong usage of fault handlers.
• end state reachability problems.
In order to allows these types of analysis, the following steps must be performed:
1. the operational semantic of BPEL constructs must be provided;
2. a set of derivation rules based on these definitions must be implemented;
3. a framework based on these derivation rules must be developed in order to detect automatically faults
and retrieve their causes.
4.5 Discussion
The proposed framework (YAAWSC) is a system for end to end composition of web services. Our approach
uses domain ontologies to describe operations, data and services, and aims at producing an executable
process expressed by a standard workflow language that can be formally verified and validated. A Service
Description contains the information about the services available in the Domain.
Despite currently available composition methodologies, the proposed approach allows utilizing not
only web services but also web applications. The only constrain is that the considered services/applica-
tions have to be described in the Domain. The approach makes use of both Functional and Non-Functional
requirements of the services in order to automatically compose them. The service functionalities are de-
scribed formally, using a domain-specific terminology that is defined in the Knowledge Base. In particular,
the Knowledge Base contains the domain specifications expressed by a domain ontology and two main
Upper Ontologies for defining concepts related to the entities “Service” (e.g. concepts related to security,
authentication, fault tolerance, etc.) and “Data” (type, casting, relationships among types, etc.).
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Moreover to evaluate the feasibility and the correctness of the transformation, we have formally defined
a workflow language through operational semantics. That semantics is contained into Semantics Rules
knowledge base.
The technique used for the composition is rules-based. The process is realized in terms of the following
phases:
1) Logical Composition. This phase provides a functional composition of service operations to create a
new functionality that is currently not available.
2) Transformation Feasibility. This phase verifies the feasibility and the correctness of the transforma-
tion of the new functionality into a executable process expressed by a standard workflow language.
3) Physical Composition. This phase aims at producing an executable process, which is formally veri-
fied and validate.
When a new service has to be created, the user has to specify the functional requirements of the re-
quested service using the concepts defined into the Knowledge Base and the workflow language to use to
describe the executable process. Driven by the user request specification, the Logical Composition module
first synthesizes an operational flow graph (OF) by reasoning on the facts contained in the knowledge base
and applying the inference rules (IR). Then, the operation flow graph is modified by inserting opportune
service wrappers in order to resolve Input/Output mismatches. Finally, a graph transformation technique is
applied to the operation flow graph in order to identify the workflow patterns which realize the composite
service. The output of the first phase is a pattern tree (PT), which will be consumed by the Transformation
Feasibility module in the second phase. The Transformation feasibility module checks by inferencing on
the semantic rules, if the patterns (belonging to the pattern tree) can be realized by composing the language
constructs. Generally, one or more construct combinations that realize the pattern tree are provided. The
output of this phase is a representation of the pattern tree through the language constructs. If the pattern
tree cannot be implemented, the user can choose either to repeat the process with more relaxed requests or
to select another available composition language to implement the executable process. Finally, in order to
turn the abstract process into an executable process, the Physical Composition module generates the code
by analyzing the PT and recursively associating proper construct skeletons to PT nodes. The output of this
phase is an executable process, which can be verified before being enacted to detect syntax or semantic
errors in the code. Such composition happens at planning time.
Since a formal approach is used to generate the model during the logical phase, the generated workflow
model is formally correct. We also evaluate the feasibility of the transformation and the formal definition
of the derived BPEL process. The expressiveness of the approach at the logical level is defined by all
possible workflow patterns. Based on the composition language used to implement the physical process,
such expressiveness can be reduced. In fact using BPEL we are limited by the workflow patterns that are
currently supported by that language. Note however that the choice of BPEL has been done since BPEL is
currently the standard for web service composition, and because it allows reusing the composite services in
order to create more complex orchestrations. Further reusability can be performed for the workflow model
generated at the logical level. This model can also be used by operational based approaches.
The evaluation of the coding effort is small since the developer does not have to know the BPEL
language syntax. The only manual process that still needs to be performed is the IO mapping using assign
constructs. A comparison of the proposed approach with the ones described in chapter 2 is summarized in
Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Summary of the considered dimensions for the web service composition methods analysis. (+)
means the dimension (i.e. functionality) is provided, (-) means the dimension is not provided. These marks
do not vehicle any ”positive” or ”negative” information about the approaches except the presence or the
absence of the considered dimension.
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Service Discovery
Which
Web Service + + + + + + +
Legacy/Web Application + - - - - - +
What
Functional Requirements - - + + + + +
Non-Functional Requirements + + + - + - +
When
Design Time - - - - + - -
Planning Time - - + + - + +
Execution Time + + - - - - -
Composition Technique
Composition Technique
Operational Based + + - - - - -
Rule Based - - + + + + +
Composition Approach
Manual - - - - - - -
Semi-Automatic + + + - + - -
Automatic - - - + - + +
Formalization
Logic Phase - - + + - + +
Physical Phase - - - - - + +
Whole Process + + - - - - +
Expressiveness
Sequence + + + + + + +
Parallel Split + + + + + + +
Synchronization - + - - - - +
Exclusive Choice + + + - - +/- +
Simple Merge + + + + - - +
Multi Choice - - - - - - +
Multi Merge - - - - - - +
Discriminator - - - - - - +
Loop - - - + - - +
Transformation Feasibility - - - - - +/- +
Composition Framework Characteristics
Coding Effort
Considerable Effort + + - - - - -
Medium effort - - + - - - -
Small Effort - - - + + + +
Reusing
Generated Executable Process - - + + + + +
Workflow Model Adaptaion - + - - - + +
Chapter 5
Automatic Composition Framework
and Case Study
5.1 Automatic Composition Framework
The composition development process described in the previous chapter is supported and automated by the
architecture shown in Figure 5.1. Note that the Domain Ontologies have to be analyzed in order to build
the KB. The Ontologies Analyzer is the component in charge of populating the KB with Prolog axioms.
The Request Interpreter analyzes the user request and produces a description of the required service. The
description is defined in terms of IOPE by using the concepts in theKB. This module translates the required
service description in the Prolog query PQW .
The OF Generator performs the automatic generation of the Operational Flow Graph. It is based on
a Prolog inference engine (Composition Rules Engine) and it uses the inference Rules (IR) described in
Chapter 4 in order to build the OF graph while visiting an inference tree. For operation matching purposes,
a proper component (Matcher) implements the IOPE matching, needed to select the candidate operations
as explained in Chapter 4. During the OF graph generation, more than one solution (OFs) can be selected
to implement the required service. The OF generator will choose the first OF whose effects completely
satisfy the request.
The Service Wrapping Generator modifies the OF graph if its services are not compatible in terms of
I/O. It introduces in the OF the activation of proper wrapper operations (retrieved from the Service Catalog
in order to perform I/O types translations for operations if needed). The new OF graph is analyzed by the
SW Graph Builder. It implements the algorithm for the SW graph building described in Chapter 4. The
output of this component is a SW graph containing the composition of operations in terms of workflow
patterns. This graph is then analyzed in order to be translated (if possible) in a BPEL executable process
by the Executable BPEL Process Generator. This is achieved by substituting proper BPEL activities skele-
tons in place of patterns inside the SW. This last component also uses the BPEL Semantics rules (BPEL
constructs semantics rules translated into prolog rules) in order to establish if a given pattern can be defined
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Figure 5.1: Composition process and architecture
in the BPEL language.
BPEL2SEM verifies the semantics correctness of the BPEL executable process, and performs the
following analysis: (a) the detection of wrong usage of BPEL constructs; (b) the detection of unexpected
behaviors of BPEL processes; (c) the detection of faults due to undiscovered semantics errors; (d) state
reachability, allowing us to prevent deadlocks or livelocks. BPEL2SEM is composed of a static and
dynamic analyzers. Through the Static Analyzer this module checks whether: (a) the BPEL definition
contains at least one activity able to start the process (the creation of a process instance in BPEL4WS
is done by setting the ”createIstance” attribute of some receive or pick activities to ”yes”); (b) the links
elements are defined in the flow activity; (c) every link declared within a flow activity has exactly one
source activity and one target activity; (d) the source activity is declared for each target activity of a link,
and vice versa. Thanks to the Static Analyzer, the Dynamic Analyzer is able to execute a semantic analysis
on a correct process. The Dynamic Analyzer aims to explore the full state space of a BPEL process. The
analysis is performed by inferencing prolog rules of the Semantics Rules knowledge base. The Dynamic
Analyzer determines if a BPEL process is correct in the sense that its execution can be performed from
the first to the last activity depending on the process definition. Moreover, when the analyzed process is
checked to end in an undefined state, the Dynamic Analyzer can detect errors and retrieve their causes,
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using the Check Rules.
The composition architecture may be instantiated by using different techniques and tools. In our current
implementation the Upper and Domain Ontologies are expressed by OWL1, Web Services are described
by OWL-S [5] and WSDL specifications. We use Fedora2 to implement the Information Repository and
populate theKB used by the Service Reasoner. At this aim SPARQL3 queries are generated by the Request
Interpreter. The Reasoning Module uses a Prolog engine, working on the composition rules. The Matcher
is implemented by PERL scripts. We have developed the BPEL Translator and the algorithms used by the
Graph Analyzer introduced in Section 4.2.4; the Verifier is based on the formalization of BPEL and on our
related verification tool BPEL2SEM is described in the section 5.2.4.
5.2 Running Example
In order to describe the details of the developed framework, we present and describe the application of the
methodology to a particular example.
Let us consider the case of a national rail wants to realize a booking web service allowing to plan
journeys and buy tickets. This scenario allows registered users to book seats and purchase tickets by using
credit cards, or to choose to make a reservation deferring the payment. In both cases a notification message
is delivered to the user by an e-mail that summarizes the booking data. Suppose that a set of (secure
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Figure 5.2: Service and User Ontologies
and tested) web services are available to handle reservations (allowing user authentication, searching the
timetable, reserving seats, delivering notification messages) and to perform secure credit card transactions
(allowing for checking user’s credentials and the bank account data). Figure 5.2 shows parts of the Service
Upper Ontology and its relationships with a part of the Domain Ontology related to the user of a rail inquire
service. Figure 5.3 shows part of the Domain Ontology related to journey, reservation and payment and
1http://www.daml.org/
2http://www.fedora.info/
3http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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Figure 5.3: Train and Payment Ontologies
relationships among them. The figures report just those parts of ontologies that have been used to develop
the example. The concepts are represented by ellipses, the hollow-triangle arrows represent is-a relation-
ships and broken-line arrows represent relevant properties, that are described by the associated labels. The
instances of the component services are not reported in Figure 5.2 because they will be described in the
following. The booking service will satisfy the following PE specification:
• Pre-conditions: AuthenticationData, canChoose(PaymentType),
TrainData
• Effects: hasPrice(Price), hasPNR(PNR), PNR, NotificationMail,
hasReservation(Reservation)
5.2.1 From User Request To Operation Flow Graph
Driven by the IOPE requirements of the user request, the OF Generator first synthesizes the Operational
Flow Graph (OF) by reasoning on the facts contained in the Service Ontology (see Figure 5.2) and applying
the Inference Rules. For operation matching purposes, a proper component (Matcher) implements the IOPE
matching, needed to select the candidate operations as explained in Chapter 4. The matching is done by
reasoning on the Domain Ontology depicted in Figure 5.3.
During the OF graph generation, more than one solution (OFs) can be selected to implement the re-
quired service. The OF generator will chose the first OF whose effects completely satisfy the request.
The selected service operations and their preconditions and effects description are reported in Table
5.1. Notice that both preconditions and effects are described by using concepts and relations reported in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
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The generated operation flow graph is depicted in Figure 5.4. In the figure each rounded box represents
a service operation, the notation used is service−name :: operation−name. The split and join types
(AND, OR, XOR) are also indicated. The labels at the top and the bottom of the boxes indicate services
preconditions and effects, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: OF Graph
The selected service operations and their preconditions and effects description are reported in Table
5.1. Notice that both preconditions and effects are described by using concepts and relations reported in
Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
A brief description of the selected services and the obtained flow graph is given in the following. To
invoke the booking service, the user has to provide the Authentication Data and the CreditCard Credential
if the credit card payment modality is chosen. The flow starts with an User Authentication Request, sent to
RFI service. RFI::Login needs username and password to allow for user authentication. Once the login is
executed with success, the user (to which AuthorizationData belong) is authorized on the system (the Effect
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remains true until another service cancels it: this is specified by using the ! symbol before the Effect to
cancel). When a user is logged in, it is possible to request a Train journey specifying a TrainData containing
Departure and Arrival dates, times and stations. The RFI::SearchTrain can then be invoked with these data
in order to provide the price and the reservation number (PNR) of the selected journey. Then the user can
select the payment (through credit card on-line transaction or paying at the train station when leaving). The
RFI::SelectPayment has the canChoose(...) effect, since it allows for the choice of the two payment types.
For what concerning Credit Card management services, they all require a secure connection. Once a login
session to the payment system is estabilished, it is possible to control the card limits and availability. The
payment transaction can be accomplished only if card limits and availability are varified (these tasks can
be accomplished by CC::Login, CC::Limits, CC::Control and CC::Transaction). In the case of a payment
in the station (onSite), the reservation for the user has to be registered (RFI::NotifyPNR) and validated only
after the payment. Anyway, an e-mail with the operation notification (RFI::SendNotif.Mail) must be sent
to the user at the end of the process.
Table 5.1: Component Services PEs
Service Name Preconditions Effects
RFI::Login UserName, Password hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData)
RFI::SearchTrain hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData), hasPrice(Price),hasPNR(PNR)
TrainSearch hasResults(Train)
RFI::SelectPayment hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData), canChoose(PaymentType)
PaymentType, hasPrice(Price)
RFI::NotifyPNR hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData) hasReservation(onSiteReservation)
hasPaymentType(OnSite)
CC::Login hasPaymentType(CreditCard) hasSecureAuthenticationType(ChallengeResponse)
CC-Credential hasConnection(SecureConnection)
CC::Control hasSecureAuthentication(SecureAuthentication) hasPaymentResult(OKControl)
hasSecureConnection(SecureConnection),
CC-Credential
CC::Limits hasSecureAuthentication(SecureAuthentication hasPaymentLimit(OkLimit)
hasSecureConnection(SecureConnection),
CC-Credential,Price
CC::Transaction hasPaymentLimit(OkLimit) hasPayment(CC-PaymentType)
hasPaymentResult(OkControl) !hasSecureAuthentication(SecureAuthentication)
hasSecureAuthentication(SecureAuthentication) !hasSecureConnection(SecureConnection)
hasSecureConnection(SecureConnection)
CC-Credential, hasPrice(Price)
RFI::TicketOnLine hasPayment(CC-PaymentType) hasTicket(OnlineTicket)
hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData) hasReservation(Reservation)
RFI::SendNotif.Mail hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData) NotificationMail
hasReservation(Reservation) !hasAuthentication(AuthenticationData)
The generated OF graph describes only the control flow, while the data flow mapping is generated by
the Matcher. The Input and Output parameters of the selected services are reported in the Table 5.2. The
meaning of the Input/Output data are defined by using concepts defined in Figure 5.2; besides their types are
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reported in the Table 5.2. Since the data types of Input and Output types of each pair of consecutive services
are matching, the parameters are compatible (there is no need for implementing wrappers). However, a
manual mapping has to be performed to the final executable process (generated by the BPEL Translator)
in order to handle issues like mismatch in the invocation protocols and ordering of parameters.
Table 5.2: Component Services Input/Output
Service Name Input Output
RFI::Login
UserName - xsd:string Autentication - xsd:boolean
Password - xsd:string
Certifiate - xsd:complexType
RFI:: SearchTrain
DepartureDate - xsd:date
ArrivalDate - xsd:date Price - xsd:double
DepartureStation - xsd:string Train - xsd:string
ArrivalStation - xsd:string
RFI::SelectPayment
PaymentType - xsd:string CreditCard - xsd:int
OnSite - xsd:int
RFI::NotifyPNR
Train - xsd:string PNR - xsd:string
Price - xsd:double Price - xsd:double
CC::Login CreditCardCredentials - xsd:complexType Logged - xsd:boolean
CC::Control CreditCardCredentials - xsd:complexType Controlled - xsd:boolean
CC::Limits
CreditCardCredentials - xsd:complexType OkLimit - xsd:boolean
Price - xsd:double
CC::Transaction
CreditCardCredentials - xsd:complexType TransationEnabled - xsd:boolean
Credential - xsd:complexType
RFI::TicketOnLine
Credential - xsd:complexType PNR - xsd:string
Price - xsd:double PaymentReceipt - xsd:complexType
Train - xsd:string
RFI::SendNotif.Mail PNR - xsd:string MailSent - xsd:boolean
PaymentReceipt - xsd:complexType
5.2.2 From Operation Flow Graph to Pattern Based Workflow
The graph in Figure 5.4 is managed by the Graph Analyzer in order to identify patterns. In Figure 5.5 the
steps required in order to discover patterns in the graph are reported.
First of all (a), the Sequences S1 and S2 are identified. On the graph with the two sequences macro-
nodes, the Parallel execution pattern P1 is identified (b). Then (c-d), the Sequence S3 and the (Exclusive)
Choice C1 are identified. Finally (e-f) the whole graph is reduced to the sequence S4 containing all the
other detected patterns. The output of this phase is the Pattern Tree (PT) depicted in Figure 5.6, which
contains the nested structure of workflow patterns detected in the OF graph.
5.2.3 From Pattern Tree To BPEL Executable Process
The Pattern Tree is then coupled with a query for the BPEL Verifier that will determine if the patterns
composition defined by the PT can be implemented in BPEL or not. The Query Generated for the Example
appears in the right part of Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.5: Graph Analysis
The BPEL Verifier applying the BPEL semantics rules defined in the section 4.3.2, generates a deriva-
tion tree and evaluates if an execution path exists to terminate the process, that implies that the transfor-
mation is feasible. For example, the output of the BPEL Verifier for the Sequence S3 is depicted in Figure
5.8. The figure shows that all activities inside the Sequence S3 are correctly executed and the sequence
terminates with axiom SA1 (no more activities in the list of activities need to be processed).
Since BPEL Verifier evaluates that the transformation is feasible, the Pattern Tree (PT) is consumed by
BPEL Translator in order to produce a BPEL executable process. With reference to the booking service
example, Figure 5.7 depicts the main components of the BPEL skeleton.
The BPEL Translator uses the Reusable BPEL Skeleton repository to generate the BPEL process form
the PT. The repository contains: 1) the template of the implementation of the skeleton of the workflow pat-
terns in BPEL and 2) the template of the basic BPEL process, constituted of a sequence activity containing
the receive and reply activities.
The rules used to define the skeleton of the workflow patterns are described in the table 5.4. Generally
several implementations can be provided in BPEL for a given pattern (see section 4.3.1), for example
parallel execution with synchronization can be implemented with or without the use of the link BPEL
construct. The kind of implementation to be chosen depends mainly on the structure of the patterns tree,
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i.e. on the combination of patterns belonging to the PT. For example, in the left part of Figure 5.9, the
translation of the sequence S3: CreditCard is depicted; observe that the sequence S2, belonging to S3, is
not translated with a new Sequence construct but the two activities are just put in the right order into the
Sequence S3, since the semantics of the pattern remains unchanged. To optimize the translation of the
PT graph all possible implementations in BPEL of the workflow patterns and the BPEL skeletons of the
most frequently used compositions are stored in the repository. During the translation phase, the PT graph
is recursively managed by the BPEL Translator module in order to translate the patterns into the BPEL
construct. First of all the BPEL Translator gets the template of the basic BPEL process from the repository
and sets the parameters of the receive and reply activities, using the information available in the WSDL
of requested service4. Then, the PT is recursively visited, and the detected patterns are translated using
the associated templates found in the repository Reusable BPEL Skeleton. During the translation phase, in
order to choose the skeleton that better implements the pattern tree, the BPEL Translator first translates
each pattern with the proper template and then checks whether there is in the repository a BPEL skeleton
having the same patterns tree of the whole PT graph or of the one or more of its branches. After this
step, an invoke activity is associated to each activity. For each invoke, the proper parameters are set (for
4Observe that, the WSDL file of the composed services is automatically generated during the first phase of the life cycle, Process-
ing of the user request.
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example, input and output variables, operations etc.), getting those information from the WSDL files of the
associate services. Also, at this step the partner links and the variables are set in the BPEL skeleton. When
the patterns translation is complete, some modifications are made to the process in order to implement the
right control flows defined in the PT.
With reference to the running example and the situation depicted in Figure 5.7, the chosen pattern has
to be implemented in BPEL using the flow with link constructs (see the chosen pattern implementation in
Figure 5.9). It results that the target link L1 and the source link L3 are added to the implementation of the
sequence S3 to implement the choice and the synchronization respectively. Finally, the obtained process is
verified with BPEL2SEM module (see section 5.2.4) in order to verify the syntax and semantics correct-
ness. If the created process is a valid BPEL process, the skeleton is stored in the repository in order to be
reused in the future. Observe that the generated BPEL skeleton describes only the control flow between
the involved services but does not consider the data flow mapping. Therefore, manual modifications are
needed before the deployment of the process in order to manage the data flow, including the appropriate
assign activities.
5.2.4 BPEL2SEM
In the following we describe the main architecture of the BPEL2SEM verifier. This tool is able to perform
the analysis of a BPEL process. The BPEL2SEM architecture is presented in Figure 5.10.
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Table 5.3: Pattern Implementation in BPEL. (-) means that the conditions do not have to be specified
Pattern BPEL Construct Join Implementation Split Implementation
Sequences sequence - -
Parallel Split & Synchronization
flow - -
flow& links - empty activity having
an AND Join Condition
Simple Choice & Simple Merge
flow & links empty activity having source empty activity having
links with mutually exclusive an OR Join Conditiona
Transition Conditionsb
if - -
Parallel Split & Discriminator flow & - empty activity having
links an XOR Join Condition
Exclusive Choice & Simple Merge
flow & links empty activity having source empty activity having
links with mutually exclusive an XOR Join Condition
Transition Conditions
if - -
Multi Choice & Multi Merge not supportedc - -
aThe Join Condition is a Boolean expression of the activity’s incoming links
bThe Transition Condition is associated to the activity’s outgoing links and
its value determines the status of the link.
cThis pattern is not supported in BPEL since it does not allow multiple (possibly concurrent) activations
of an activity following a point where multiple paths converge.
Table 5.4: Pattern Hash Map Examples
Pattern Skeleton Path
Choice(Seq(Flow),Activity) //choice squence.xml
The Static Analyzer analyzes a BPEL process and translates it into an internal representation. Further-
more, this module performs different kinds of analysis on the BPEL process:
• it checks if the BPEL definition contains at least one activity able to start the process (the creation of
a process instance in BPEL4WS is done by setting the ”createIstance” attribute of some receive or
pick activity to ”yes”);
• it checks if the elements links are defined in the flow activity;
• it checks if every link declared within a flow activity has exactly one source activity and one target
activity;
• it determines, if, for each target activity of a link,the source activity is declared, and vice versa;
Thanks to the Static Analyzer, the Dynamic Analyzer can perform a semantic analysis on a correct
process.
The Dynamic Analyzer aims to explore the full state space of a BPEL process. This analyzer uses the
BPEL semantics rules translated into prolog rules and stored into a knowledge base (Prolog Rules). The
Prolog Rules contains:
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• the rules of the constructs semantics (Semantics Rules);
• some rules used to detect errors and retrieve their causes, when the analyzed process is checked to
end in an undefined state (Check Rules).
The analysis is performed by inferencing prolog rules of the Semantics Rules knowledge base. This
leads inevitably to an explosion of states to analyze. Proper pruning techniques are implemented into the
Dynamic Analyzer in order to cope with the state space explosion problem. The BPEL2SEM UI allows
user to define proper pruning policies or to analyze the whole state space of the process to analyze. The
Dynamic Analyzer determines if a BPEL process is correct in the sense that its execution can be performed
from the first to the last activity depending on the process definition.
Finally, the Tracer uses information generated during the analysis phases in order to produce infor-
mation about process execution (traces) both when the semantics incorrectness are present in the process
definition or not.
5.2.5 Example
In the following, an example of a BPEL process is presented to show how BPEL2SEM verifier is able to
detect anomalies in BPEL process definition. The example is simple enough to explain how semantics rules
described in section 4.3.2 are applied by BPEL2SEM verifier in order to state if a given process terminates
without faults.
The Figure 5.11 shows a marketplace process. The marketplace provides two type of goods, TypeA
and TypeB; the customer orders one or both types of goods. On receiving the purchase order from the
customer, the process initiates two task concurrently: one to select a shipper (ShippingSequence module)
and one to schedule good production (ProductionFlow module). The ProductionF low module verifies
if the customer has required one or both types of goods. In the first case, only the left or right part of the
module is activate, both otherwise. The Shipping module selects a shipper and defines the shipping price
that is required to calculate the final price of the order.
The final price is obtained after shipping and production costs are calculated (PriceCalculation). A response
message is sent to customer during the reply activity that follows PriceCalculation.
The process syntax is correct and no errors are detected while compiling and deploying it (The Ac-
tiveBPEL [15] engine and designer tool were used for these purposes).
Notice that, when the customer requires only one type of goods (for example only TypeB) the process,
once deployed and invoked, reveals an undesirable behavior: it terminates with a fault generated by internal
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Figure 5.11: BPEL example
timeouts mechanisms since no more activities are enacted after the execution of theGoods−TypeB invoke
activity.
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Figure 5.12: Error Example
In this example, the fault can be caused by semantics errors depending by:
• a wrong usage of flow construct;
• a bad links use or a bad definition of the TransitionConditions on the links;
• some particular input that produces these values for the TransitionConditions.
The BPEL2SEM is able to verify the semantic correctness of the process definition by applying the
semantic rules defined in the previous section and verifying if an execution path exists to terminate the
process without faults.
Figure 5.13 shows the derivation tree forProductionF lowmodule; notice that after theAnalysisOrder
termination (Lev5) the Dynamic Analyzer starts the Goods−TypeB invoke activity and applying the Dead
Path Elimination at the Goods−TypeA invoke activity forces the L3 condition value becomes false.
When the Goods−TypeB is ended (Lev7), the Dynamic Analyzer, applying the F5 and FA3 rules,
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detects that the flow is ended incorrectly because the JoinCondition on the Invoke is evaluated false.
This fault is propagated on Reply activity and the process ends incorrectly.
The main problem of this process execution is that the path of the Goods−TypeA invoke activity, in
the left side of the ProductionFlow module, will never be executed due to the L2 transition condition value
(see Figure 5.12). The last invoke activity will never be executed, because it has an and join condition on
its incoming links.
With a Backward analysis, the BPEL2SEM retrieves the cause of this fault. Since the Invoke activity
has an and join condition, the rule that cannot be applied is the termination of the Goods−TypeA invoke
in the flow. Recursively the verifier states that the first rule that denies the activation of the Invoke activity
is that of AnalysisOrder invoke termination. This rule allows the execution of Goods−TypeB invoke
path but not the execution of the Goods−TypeA invoke path. The cause is that the transition condition on
L2 link ever evaluates false. The verifier shows this result and ends its execution. 
1 FA3 ( P r o d u c t i o n F l o w ) −> DPE( Invoke ) −> J o i n 3 ( Goods−TypeA ) −>
2 F2 ( Goods−TypeA , Goods−TypeB ) −> s p l i t ( L2 ) −>
3 L2 s t a t e : n e g a t i v e
4 c a u s e : Type A= f a l s e
 
Figure 5.14: Backward Analysis
The output of BPEL2SEM backward analysis is reported in Figure 5.14. The FA3 rules applied on
ProductionFlow states that the flow cannot terminate without a fault. This is due to death path elimination
(DPE) performed on Invoke activity that cannot be activated. The DPE is needed because the Join3 rule on
Goods−TypeA invoke activity does not allow its activation. This is due to the impossibility of execute a
split on L2 link after applying the F2 rule on the two invokes path. This is due to the fact that the L2 link
state is negative because the Type−A transition condition is false.
Notice that conditions could be evaluated to that values also during the execution of a more complex
process. The BPEL2SEM is also able to verify if one (or more) of the possible execution of a process
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where several condition values are used in order to choose control flows path during process execution.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
Web service composition is a very active area of research due to the growing interest of public and
private organizations in services integration and/or low cost development of value added services. The
problem of building an executable web service from a service description has many faces since it involves
web services discovery, matching, and integration according to a composition process. The automated
composition of web services is a challenge in the field of service oriented architecture and requires an
unambiguous description of all the information needed to select and combine existing web services. In this
thesis, we have proposed a unified composition development process to the automated composition of web
services which is based on the usage of Domain Ontologies for the description of data and services, and on
workflow patterns for the generation of executable processes.
6.1 Summary of the contribution
In Chapter 2 we have discussed the state of the art of the several solutions for the automated web service
composition. In particular, the analysis has been done comparing the approaches through seven dimensions
which cope with several aspects related to service discovery, integration, verification and validation of the
composite service. Moreover, a first study regarding the combination of Web 2.0 and SOA approaches has
been presented. In particular, the objective of this study is to analyze the richnesses and weaknesses of the
Mashup tools. Thus, we have identified the behaviors and characteristics of general Mashup applications
and analyze the tools with respect to the key identified aspects from the Mashup applications by focusing
on the data level.
In Chapter 3, we have presented the research results that were obtained by adopting a black-box migra-
tion approach based on wrapping to migrate functionalities of existing Web applications to Web services.
This approach is based on a migration process that relies on black-box reverse engineering techniques
for modelling the Web application User Interface. The reverse engineering techniques are supported by
a toolkit that allows a semi-automatic and effective generation of the wrapper. The software migration
platform and the migration case studies that were performed to validate the proposed approach are also
presented in this chapter.
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In Chapter 4, we have proposed a formal composition development process to the automated compo-
sition of web services, which is based on the usage of Domain Ontologies for the description of data and
services, and on workflow patterns for the generation of executable processes. The process is realized in
terms of the following phases:1) Logical Composition. This phase provides a functional composition of
service operations to create a new functionality that is currently not available; 2)Transformation Feasibility.
This phase verifies the feasibility and the correctness of the transformation of the new functionality into a
executable process expressed by a standard workflow language; 3) Physical Composition. This phase aims
at producing an executable process, which is formally verified and validate.
In Chapter 5, we have presented an architecture and a tool we developed that implements our method-
ology. Moreover a complex case study is presented to explain the different phases of the methodology.
6.2 Final remarks
The proposed composite service creation environment can be used to generate potential workflows for
achieving the desired functionality reusing existing web services. The result is the reduction of the devel-
opment time of new value added services. At the best of our knowledge in automated service composition
background, the research reported in this thesis is the first one tackling the following issues:
1. defining and validating systematic approaches for exporting existing software applications towards
the new Service Oriented Architecture.
2. defining a formal composition methodology, which copes with several aspects related to service
discovery, integration, verification and validation of the composite service. In fact, an operational
semantics is the formal basis of all composition development process phases: it is used:
• to define the relationships between operations and data;
• to express the flow of the operations which realize the composition goal;
• to identify the composition pattern described by the composition flow;
• to formalize the workflow language constructs;
• to support the validation of the composition that allows us to formally verify: 1) the correctness
of the workflow model generated during the logical phase, 2) the feasibility and the correctness
of the transformation and 3) the correctness of the Bpel executable process.
That formal approach allows for (i) ensuring the correctness of the workflows in terms of the imple-
mentability of the control flow and process verification and (ii) enabling workflow reuse.
3. defining a methodology that does not depend on a particular workflow language. In fact, pattern trees
obtained after the logical phase can be implemented using different composition languages, and the
feasibility of the transformation can be verified using the methodology described in the section 4.3.1.
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